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ABSTRAcr OF THE DISSERTATION 
Along the Red Road: Tribally Controlled Colleges and Student Development 
by 
Ann Marie Machamer 

Doctor ofPhilosophy in Education 

University ofCalifornia. Los Angeles, 2000 

Professor Alexander W. Astin, Chair 

American Indian tn"bally controlled colleges were created to provide higher 
education in a familiar cultural setting to a population that is severely undeaepresented in 
American bigher education. Since little is mown regarding student development at 
tribal colleges, the pwpose of this study was to assess retention, talent development, 
satisfaction, racial discrimination, and culturallcnowledgelidentity at tnDal colleges using 
American Indians who attended non-Indian. institutions as a comparison sample. In early 
1999. survey data were. collected from students who entered fourteen tribal colleges and 
two Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) colleges and from American Indian students who 
entered non-Indian. institutions in 1993 (n = 496). 
Results indicate that the American. Indian populations enrolling at tnbaJIBIA 
Xl 
colleges and non-Indian colleges are very different in a number of important respects. 
Although tribal college student bodies differ from each other on tribally linked variables 
(blood quantum, being raised on a reservation. speaking a Native language, and tribal 
membership). they are remarkably similar on variables considered to be traditional 
predictors ofreten~on (income, parental education, and degree aspirations). The fact that 
tribal and BIA college students. compared to American fndians who attend non-Indian 
institutioDS. score much higher on tribally linked variables and much lower on traditional 
predictors ofretention suggests that these colleges can indeed be regarded as a unique 
'&system" of institutions. 
The multivariate analyses investigated the iDtluence of institutional type (tribal. 
BIA. low selectivity non-fndian. and high selectivity non-Indian) on the following 
outcomes: retention (AAIVocational. bachelors degree), talent development, satisfaction 
with the college experience, experiencing racial discrimination (from students and 
faculty). and cultural knowledgeftdentity. Attending a BIA college slightly reduces the 
student's chances of completing a bachelors degree. while attending a tribal college 
slightly reduces a student's self reported growth in cognitive development. Otherwise. 
most of the outcome differences between triballBlA and non-Indian institutioDS can be 
attributed to the differential input characteristics oftheir students. 
xii 
CbapterOne 
Introduction 
Statement of the Problem 
According to American Indian oral traditions. when the people were placed on the 
land, the creator taught them many things. They were instructed how to use and take care 
ofthe land, sea" and anirnallife. They were taught the ceremonies they must perfOIDl to 
change the seasons. The people learned the instructions of the creator well and passed 
them on for many generations. Traditional American Indian education was systematic 
and specialized. Children were assigned a tutor so that each child would be trained by an 
expert (padilla. 1992). There were people who held knowledge regarding medicine. 
history. as4'onomy, warfare. ocean navigation. basketry, and every aspect of life 
necessary to the welfare of the people. 
These systems of knowledge began to erode when American Indians were 
confronted by westem educational values and practices. This new education consisted of 
the inculcation of westem values and religion and the eradication of tribal ways. These 
often well-intentioned efforts have not served Indian peoples well Many Indian people 
who have volunteered for or been forced into western education have been left caught 
between two worlds, Indian and non-Indian. fitting into neither. In June of 1794. the 
commissioners of Maryland and Virginia invited their Indian neighbors to attend William 
and Mary College. The Indians declined the offer in the following manner: 
We know that you highly esteem the kind of learning taught in those colleges, and 
that the maintenance ofour young men while with you would be very expensive 
to you. We are convinced that you mean to do us good by your proposal, and we 
thank you heartily. 
But you who are wise must know that different Nations have different 
conceptions ofthings. and you will. therefore. DOt take it amiss ifour ideas of this 
kind ofeducation happen not to be the same with yours. 
We bave bad some experience of it. Several ofour young people were formerly 
brought up at the College of the Northern Provinces. They were instructed in all 
your sciences. But when they came back to us, they were bad Runners, ignorant 
ofevery means of living in the Woods..• Neither fit for Hunters, Wamors, nor 
Counsellors, they were totally good for nothing. 
These observations ofover two hundred years ago were prophetic. Nearly all that 
has been done to and for American Indians in the name ofeducation has bad a 
detrimental effect on Indian youth and society. Although other acts against American 
Indian nations such as removal, relocation, and termination have had terrible effects. the 
supplanting of American Indian traditional knowledge by westem education has 
exacerbated social problems in American Indian societies. Today American Indians have 
the lowest levels ofeducation of all ethnic groups and the highest levels ofalmost all 
social ills including unemployment, alcoholism, and suicide. The inability or 
unwillingness of Indians to master western educational systems coupled with the erosion 
of traditional forms ofknowledge and values may all be contributing factors. 
Until recently, western and traditional forms ofknowledge were seen as mutually 
exclusive. However, twenty- five years ago a new approach toward Indian education 
sought to integrate these two types ofknowledge and a new type of institution was 
created: the tribally controlled college. Tribal colleges. which now number around thirty, 
strive to have a positive impact on American Indian students and communities by 
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providing remedial, adult, and general higher education in a familiar cultural setting. 
They seek to allow Indian people to develop their academic and vocational sk:ills while 
preserving and promoting tribal culture and values. It is hoped that these institutions will 
revitalize native communities and stand as symbols ofhope for all Indian people. Yet, 
tn'bally controlled colleges, one of bigher education's most innovative developments, are 
almost invisible even to those in the field ofeducation. 
Purpose of the Study 
The overall questions guiding this study is: Does the potentially better cultural fit 
provided by ttibal colleges result in measurable benefits for American Indian students? 
How do these unique colleges compare with mainstream community colleges in their 
impact on the American Indian student? 
This exploratory study is designed to answer the following specific research 
question: 
- How does attending a tn'bal college affect the American Indian student's degree 
completion. talent development, satisfaction, experience of racial discrimination, cultural 
knowledge, and identity? 
- Are there identifiable differences in the types ofAmerican Indian students who attend 
different tribal colleges? 
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- How do mbaUBw:eau of Indian Affairs (DIA) colleges compare with mainstream two­
year and four-year colleges in terms ofthe type of students they enroll and student 
outcomes? 
To gain preliminary answers to these questions, data on American Indian alumni 
from seventeen tribal colleges were collected via mailed surveys. Using the resources of 
the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP), a national comparison sample of 
American. Indian. students who attended non-Indian two and four-year colleges were also 
surveyed. First, comparisons of the samples were made regarding background 
characteristics. The second part of the study assesses differential impacts of institutional 
control (tribal, non-tribal) on selected outcomes such as degree completion. talent 
development, and satisfaction with the undergraduate experience. Comparisons were 
also be made between tribal colleges controlled by tribes and those run by the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BIA). This study tests several specific hypotheses regarding expected 
differences between tribal and non-tribal institutions. (See chapter4) 
A secondary purpose of this study is to determine the feasibility ofdeveloping an 
ongoing program of research that involves most of the tribal colleges in the United States. 
Through contact with the participating institutions made by the principal investigator in 
this study. issues relating to the logistical. political. and fiscal challenges ofconducting 
such a program of research are explored in depth. 
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Background of the Problem 
American Indian education has not been effective as measured by a number of 
traditional indices. For various reasons, American Indian educational attainment lags 
behind that of any other group. In addition, the fact that the majority of American 
Indians who manage to pursue higher education enroll in non-selective. two year 
institutions may negatively affect their chances of graduating and future status 
attainment. since attending one of these institutions tends to reduce the student's chance 
of earning a bachelors or higher degree (Astin. 1975. 1977. 1992). Furthermore. there is 
an urgent need for research on all aspects of tribal colleges. given their increasing 
importance to Indian education and the paucity of quality studies on these institutions. 
American Indians have the lowest levels ofeducational attainment ofall major 
racial/ethnic groups in the United States (Astin 1982; Bowker 1993). American Indians 
are underrepresented at all levels ofeducation and become increasingly underrepresented 
as the education level gets higher. Those American Indians wbo manage to enroll at 
four-year colleges have six-year degree attainment rates that are lower than those ofall 
racial/ethnic groups (Astin. Tsui and Avalos. 1996). Poor study habits and 
underpreparedness have been given as reasons for bigher levels of attrition among 
American Indians (Astin 1982, McNamara 1984). but these factors do not fully explain 
American Indians' low rates ofdegree completion (Astin. Tsui. and Avalos. (996). Other 
studies explain student departw:e as a result of a poor fit between student and institution. 
If students feel they do not fit academically. socially. or culturally. they may 
leave because the school is not meeting their needs (Hossler. Bean. and Associates (990). 
This may be particularly true of American Indians enrolled at certain non-Indian 
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institutions. For example. a 1990 report by the Student Affairs Information and Research 
Office at the University ofCalifornia, Los Angeles found that American Indians at 
UCLA experienced serious problems with isolation and perceived barriers to involvement 
(SAIRO 1990). Tribal colleges hope to alleviate these problems for American Indian 
students by offering remedial and adult education and cultw:ally relevant education. It is 
believed that at a tribal college. students can develop the academic or vocational skills 
they need in an environment that encourages cultural growth instead of creating cultural 
disharmony. 
Over the past few years there have been increases in the numbers ofAmerican 
Indians enrolled at institutions ofbigher education. In 1990. a total of 103.000 American 
Indian students were enrolled in some type ofcollege. representing an increase of 11 
percent over 1988 figures (O'Brien 1992). However. the majority of American Indians 
(53%) were enrolled in two-year colleges. In fact, American Indians are more likely to 
attend a two year college (rather than a four year college) than are Asians. African 
Americans and Whites. Associate degrees make up more than 40 percent of the total 
number ofdegrees conferred on America Indians in 1989-1990. compared with 20 
percent for Whites and Asians and 30 percent for African Americans and 
Hispanics (pavel and Colby 1992). 
The increased. enrollment ofAmerican Indians in higher education must be 
viewed in light of their bigh concentration in non-selective. community colleges. While 
going to college can have a profound effect on the direction of a student's life (Kingston 
and Lewis 1990; Boyer 1987), the type ofcollege a student attends can have a 
considerable impact on educational attainment and subsequent occupational achievement 
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(Brint and Karabel 1990; Kingston and Lewis-1990; Boyer 1987; Manski and Wise 
1983). As already mentio~ the probability ofcompleting college is affected by college 
type. Specifically" students who start at a two-year. non-selective institution. with the 
intention ofcompleting a bachelor"s degree. have a lower probability ofcompleting that 
degree than do comparable students who start at a four-year school. even when socio­
ecenomic-status (SES) and academic ability are controlled (Astin. 1975. 1977. 1992; 
Velez 1985). One of the basic questions explored in the current study is whether the 
handicap imposed by beginning one"s higher education at a non-selective. two-year 
institution is alleviated by attending a tribal college. Are tribal college students at the 
same educational disadvantage or does the better fit provided by tribal colleges 
compensate for this liability? How do the experiences ofAmerican Indian students at 
non-Indian institutions compare? 
Observers of tribal colleges report that these institutions are serving students well. 
However. very few studies have been done to confirm this anecdotal evidence. As a 
result. few aspects of these institutions are well understood. especially the role they play 
in student development. TriballBIA colleges are simply understudied. Most of them lack 
the expertise and resources needed for empirical self-study. They usually do not 
participate in national studies such as the Cooperative Institutional Research Program 
(CIRP) andexisting outcome studies on triballBIA college alumni are limited in number 
and scope. The few that have been done often focus on only one institution with small 
samples that limit the analysis to descriptive statistics. No study has utilized comparison 
samples of American Indians at non-Indian instirutions. In light of this paucity of 
empirical research regarding student development at tribal colleges. the objective of this 
7 
proposed dissertation is to initiate a multi-institutional exploratory analysis of tribal 
college students. and a simultaneous parallel study of American Indian students enrolled 
at non-Indian institutions. 
Historical Context 
Formal education was recognized and used early in the history ofAmerica as a 
means ofchanging the American Indian. Once the idea ofextinction was ruled out. the 
federal govemment turned to a policy of "civilizing" and Christianizing the American 
Indian. Assimilation through combined use offorce, persuasion, or self-direction bas 
been the dominant and consistent goal upon which educational policies and practices 
have been based. The history of American Indian education can be divided in to three 
distinct eras: the Mission Period (contact -(8505). the Federal Period (1850-1960s). and 
the SelfDetermination Period (l960s-present) (Oppelt. 1990). 
During the Mission Period, religious organizations took responsibility to briog 
European educational disciplines to Native peoples. The French Society ofJesus 
became the first in the Great Lakes region in 1611 (Szasz and Ryan). Missionary 
educational efforts were undenaken in New Spain. New France, and in the British 
Colonies. Many of the country's first colleges -including William and Mary. Dattmuth, 
and Harvard- were dedicated in part to the education ofAmerican Indians. Few 
American Indian students ever attended these institutions. As early as 1790 Congress 
appropriated money to missionary societies and to individuals in the effort to Christianize 
Indians (Thompson. 1979). Since mission schools tried to displace the beliefs ofNative 
peoples with Western European theories ofnature. science and religion, many American 
Indians experienced a strong sense of alienation (Thompson, 1979). 
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The process of alienation started by the mission schools was continued by the 
federal govemment with forced assimilation policies and boarding schools. This era. 
focused on Indian children. By removing children from their homes, government 
officials ensured that the eradication of tribal knowledge and identity could by more 
efficient and cost effective. The era of federal boarding schools was begun by Richard 
Hemy Pratt, who established the most famous of the industrial schools at an abandoned 
army cavalry barracks at Carlisle, Pennsylvania (Wilcomb .. 1988). American Indian 
children were often times fOr:c1Dly removed from their communities, in order to be 
educated using militaristic mes and harsh discipline with a cUIIiculum emphasizing 
industrial and vocational training (Thompson, 1979). To increase the rate of assimilation, 
the "outing" system was ~ by lending students to local farm families. The Indian 
children would spend summers with local families in exchange for domestic assistance. 
To many, this system was indentured service. 
Conditions at boarding schools were harsh. Children were often malnourished, 
living in inadequate barracks, where they were forbidden to speak their own languages. 
Treatment was often physically abusive, and infectious diseases ran rampant. Many 
children died at school and many more attempted to run away. Those who did graduate 
found themselves caught between two worlds, fitting into neither. 
A Senate probe report in 1928 resulted in the ground-breaking Meriam Report, 
the first major government report that assessed economic, social. and educational 
conditions of American Indians. The report recommended that children live in their 
Native communities, that native cultures be retained and condemned the practice of 
boarding schools. Yet, the basic goal of assimilation did not change even though it was 
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now dressed in more humanistic clothes. The Brophy Report (1966), the Kennedy 
Report (1969), the Havenhurst Report (l971), the report by the American Indian Policy 
review Commission (1976). and most recently Indian Nations at Risk (1991) all assess 
the position of American Indians in American society. Even though these reports span 
over 60 years and many different administrations. they give a similarly dismal picture of 
Indian education. The Kennedy Report called both the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) 
and public school education "a national tragedy." These studies generally stress the need 
for increased funding for Indian education, and for increased Indian control and 
participation in practice and policy mating. 
That tribes can provide effective education to their own people has been clearly 
demonstrated by the Choctaw ofMississippi and Oklahoma and the Cherokees of 
Oklahoma, who designed their own school systems in 1841. These educational systems 
proved more effective than those ofwhite communities of the day, with Cherokee literacy 
rates being higher than that ofwhite populations in Texas and Arkansas. The Cherokee 
schools taught reading and writing in both English and the native language. In 1906. the 
Federal government took over the educational system of the Cherokee, beginning a 
downward spiral in student achievement that continues to this day (Christensen and 
Demmert. 1978). 
The era ofSelf Determination was officially ushered in by Richard Nixon in a 
special message to Congress on Indian affairs: 
It is long past time that the Indian policies of the Federal government began to 
recognize and build upon the capacities and insights of the Indian people. Both as 
a matter ofjustice and as a matter ofenlightened social policy, we must begin to 
to 

act on the basis ofwhat the Indians themselves have long been telling us. The 
time bas come to break decisively with the past and to create the conditions for a 
new era in which the Indian future is determined by Indian acts and Indian 
decisions. (Nixon. 1971, p. 565) 
This new Federal policy was manifested in regard to education with the passage 
of the Indian Education Act in 1972 and the Indian Self-Determination and Education 
Assistance Act in 1975. Indian people had already begun to takes steps toward self-
determination. In 1969, two years prior to this legislation, the first tribally controlled 
college was opened by the Navajo Nation. The passage ofthe Navajo Community 
College Act (1970) helped to alleviate the financial problems at the college and set the 
precedent for federal support for tribal colleges (Oppelt, 1990). In 1970, the Pine Ridge 
Reservation chartered the Oglala Sioux College. The year following, Sinte Gleska 
College was founded at Rosebud Reservation (Oppelt, 1990). In less than thirty years, 
more than thirty tribal colleges have been established. What makes these colleges 
different is that they are created and run by Indian people. These institutions are 
revitalizing native communities and stand as a symbol of hope for Indian people. They 
have the potential of taking the best from western and traditional Indian systems. These 
forms of knowledge need not be mutually exclusive but can inform and sustain each 
other, creating individuals with strong cultural knowledge and pride who have the ability 
to become contributing tribal and global citizens. 
II 
Significance of the Study 
This study contn"butes much-needed information on the special role that tribal 
colleges play in the education ofAmerican Indian students. This is the first study to 
examine student development simultaneously at several tribal colleges and to use a 
national comparative sample of American Indian students at non-tn"bal institutions in 
order to place results into the broader context of bigher education. This study provides 
infollllBtion on a little-studied population who are severely underrepresented in bigher 
education. 
It is expected that the results will be valuable to both tn"bal colleges and 
mainstIeam institutions alike. Findings will not only help tribal colleges to capitalize on 
their unique strengths and to deal constructively with their limitations, but may also assist 
mainstream institutions in bencr serving their American Indian populations. 
It is also hoped that the research performed in connection with this dissertation 
will constitute a starting point for an Institute for the Study of American Indian 
Education. This Institute would collect longitudinal data on all tribal college freshmen 
and conduct regular follow-up studies, using American Indian students at non-tribal 
bigher education institutions as a comparison group. This data base will not only assess 
student outcomes but will also collect longitudinal information on tribal economic 
indicators, education levels, substance use, and tribal activities to assess the effects the 
institutions are having not only on individual students but also on tribal communities as 
well. The ultimate aim will be to help tribes acquire bigher education while 
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simultaneously developing and preserving their unique forms ofknowledge, thereby 
benefiting individual tribal members. the collective tribal unit. and the global society. 
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CbapterTwo 
Literature Review 
Introduction 
Before examining the literature, the many limitations that plague most studies on 
American Indians should be noted.. There are many difficulties with studies and statistics 
on American Indians. Many estimates of the numbers of American Indians in terms of 
population and educational statistics have been criticized both for severe undercounting 
and gross overcounting (pavel. Sanchez., Machamer, 1994). There are also concerns over 
the reliability of most statistics about American Indians (National Center for Educational 
Statistics. 1995; Tiemey. 1995; Hodgkinson et al, 1990; Fries. 1987). American Indians 
may be undercounted due to their residence in rural and isolated areas. reluctance to 
answer surveys, and invisibility because of low concentration in urban area. 
Overcounting. especially in universities and. colleges. is caused by the large numbers of 
students who claim American Indian heritage when they are applying to college but who 
in later surveys. no longer maintain their ethnic claims (RAIN!. 1993; St. John. 1992; 
Rodriguez. 1991; AlSC. 1989; McNamara, 1982). 
Studies often have so few American Indians in the sample as to raise serious 
questions regarding reliability and generalizability of results. In addition. studies rarely 
break: down data by tribe, even though differences by tribe. or by reservation vs. nOD­
reservation status, may by great. Furthermore. the National Center for Educational 
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Statistics (1995) states ... ''because of factors such as, tribal and linguistic diversity p 
geographic dispersion, and preponderance in remote- mraI areas, most national studies 
have found it too costly to add supplement samples to address issues ofconcem to 
American Indian and Alaska Native education". However, as Tierney (1995) states, 
..... the focus should notbe on whether 7% or 9% of those students who attend college 
actually graduate; everybody agrees that the percentage is abysmally low. The focus, 
then. should be on how to improve the situation." Despite the severe limitations of 
information regarding American Indian education and especially bigher education. the 
general trends seem to be the similar. First, demographic trends are presented. Then 
American Indian participation inelementary/secondary and higher education is discussed 
followed by information on tribal colleges. The next section reviews the differential 
effects of attending selective versus non-selective institutioDS. Fmally, a discussion is 
included regarding the theoretical frameworks. which guide this study: Social 
Reproduction Theory, and Social Integration Theory. 
Demographic Trends 
In the United States the American Indian population has reached 1.9 million. 
From 1980 to 1990, the American Indian population grew at a much faster rate than did 
the overall population (18 percent compared to 9 pCrcent) even though American Indians 
still on.ty represent 0.8 percent of the total population (O'Brien, 1992). Although 
estimates differ, the median age ofAmerican Indians has been reponed. as 16 years 
(Tijerina and Biemer, 1988) and 23.5 years (U.S. Census Bureau, 1980) compared to a 
median age of 30.0 years for the nation. Despite differences in estimates, by all accounts 
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the American Indian population ofthe United Slates is younger and is growing fasler than 
is the overall population (Tierney, 1995). Because the American Indian population is so 
"young", the demands on higher education systems to serve this growing population will 
increase. 
ElementarylSecondary Education 
The majority ofAmerican Indian youth are enrolled in public schools. Eighty 
percent ofAmerican Indians in kindergarten throagh twelfth grade attended public 
schools, thirty-six percent attended public schools with high Indian enrollment (25% or 
more), and 64 percent attended public schools with lower Indian enrollment (NCES, 
1995). BIA schools were found to be less likely to offer college preparatory and gifted 
and talented programs, more likely to offer co~pensatory programs (remedial math. and 
bilingual education), and less likely to have experienced teachers than are public schools 
with low Indian enrollment. The majority of students in tribaJIBlA schools come from 
low-income families and are eligible to participate in free or reduced cost lunch 
programs. 
Although, estimates ofhigh school completion rates of American Indians vary 
widely. it is clear that American Indians have the lowest levels ofeducational attainment 
(Astin, 1982; Bowker. 1993). The NCES (1995) report found that 82 percent of seniors 
at BWtribal schools graduated in 1990, compared to 94 percent for schools with low 
Indian enrollment (18% and 6% dropout rates respectively). Another study reports a 
school dropout rate for American Indian of35.5 percent, compared to 28.8 percent for the 
total population (O'Brian. 1992). Still other sources estimate that less than 60 percent of 
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American Indian students who enroll in the ninthgrade will eventually graduate from 
high school (Doleman and Kaufman, 1985; Birdsell, 1984, Mingle, 1987). In 1990,66 
percent of American Indian who were 25 years old or older were high school graduates. 
This is an increase from 56 percent in 1980 but still lower than the overall rate of 75 
percent in 1990 and 67 percent in 1980 (O'Brien, 1992). All estimates place American 
Indian high school completion rates lower than that found in all other racial and ethnic 
groups. 
The college application rates of students attending BWtribal schools (33%) is 
lower than that ofboth public schools with high Indian enrollment (43%) and public 
schools with low Indian enrollments (56%). Mean SAT scores for American Indian were 
388-verbal and 437-mathematical, compared to 424- verbal and 476-matbematical 
nationwide. Acr score showed similar disparities, with an American Indian mean score 
of 18 compared to 20.6 nationwide. 
American Indians in Higher Education 
In 1990, a total of 103,000 American Indian students enrolled in higher education, 
an increase of 11 percent from 1988 figures. American Indians are concentrated in a 
small number of institutions with almost 75 percent of American Indians being enrolled 
in only 79 institutions. In 1987, 35 percent of all postsecondary institutions had no 
American Indian enrollment (O'Brien, 1992). 
American Indian degree completion lags behind that of any other racial and ethnic 
group at all levels (Astin et al. 1996; O'Brien, 1992). Nine percent of American Indians 
have completed four years ofcollege, compared with 20 percent for the total population. 
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It is estimated that 85 percent ofAmerican Indian students who enter postsecondary 
institutions will not receive a4-year degree (Birdsell~ 1984). Another study of79 
institutions with at least 4 percent American Indian enrollment found that more than half 
(53%) ofAmerican Indian students left after the first year ofcollege. and three out of 
four did not finish their degrees (Wells. L989). A recent study conducted by the Higher 
Education Research Institute found that American Indians had the lowest Bachelor'S 
degree completion rates after four~ six. and nine years at all types of four year institutions. 
The lowest degree completion rates were found at Public 4-year colleges (27.7), and 
... 
Public Universities (29.8). and the highest at Catholic Universities (61.3) and Private 
Universities (56.1). American Indian women completed college at higher rates than did 
their male counterparts (37.1% vs. 28.2% after nine years). The study reported that 
overall. input and institutional characteristics that facilitate or inhibit degree completion 
affect students from different racial groups in similar ways. However. American Indians 
entering college frequently displayed characteristics that strongly inhibit degree 
completion. Compared to other students. they are economically poorer. more often 
enrolled part-~ and are less well prepared academically (fiemey. 1995; Astin. 1982). 
A longitudinal study (Brown & Robinson Kurpius. 1997) of American Indians 
who attended a non-Indian college in the Southwestern United States assessed differences 
between those who persisted and those who did not. The authors found that academic 
preparation, academic performance. and faculty and staff interactions discriminated 
between persisters and non-persisters. 
The institutions they enroll in tend to be non-selective (fiemey, L995;O'Brien, 
1992). In fact, the majority of American Indians in higher education (compared to only 
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36 percent ofwhites) are enrolled in two-year colleges (O'Brien, 1992, reports 53 
percent, while Tierney, 1995, reports 60 percent, and Pavel and Colby. 1992, report 58~1 
percent)~ American Indians are also more likely to attend a two year college (rather than 
a four year college) than Asians and African Americans~ Associ31e degrees make up more 
than 40 percent of the total number ofdegrees coofened on America Indians in 1989­
1990 compared with 20 percent for Whites and Asians and 30 percent to African 
Americans and Hispanics (pavel and Colby 1992). 
Tnnal Colleges 
General Information 
The rapid increase in the number ofAmerican Indians enrolled in two-year 
colleges may be partially explained by the expanding enrollment oftribally controlled 
colleges. The American Indian Higher Education Consortium (AllfEC) was created in 
1912 to represent the interests of these colleges. Today. the consortium consists of 
twenty-eight tribally chartered institutions. three federally chartered Indian colleges. and 
Canadian institutions located. in twelve states: Arizona, California, Kansas. Michigan. 
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Washington. 
and Wisconsin. All of these institutions are either fully accredited or candidates for 
accreditation. Enrollment in tribal colleges has been increasing at dramatic rates in recent 
years. In 1982. the enrollment ofAmerican Indians at tnbal colleges was 2,100 (O'Brien, 
1992). By 1991, the colleges had almost seven times as many students, with an 
enrollment of full and part-time students of 13,800, representing 14 percent of the 
American Indian higher education enrollment. In 1991 to 1992 alone. tribal colleges 
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recorded a 20 pen:ent growth in full-time equivalent enrollment from 5,,000 to 6,024. 
Most recent figures froml995-1996 report total enrollment at tribal colleges over a12 
month academic year at 24,363 undergraduates and 260 graduate students (AllIEC. 
1999). Increases in enrollment at tribal institutions has outpaces that of American Indians 
at non-Indian colleges. Between 1990 and 1996, fall enrollments at tribal colleges 
increased by 62% compared to 36% for mainstream colleges. 
With the exception of a few institutions. all are located on a reservation and bave 
very small student bodies of500 students or less. Wben considering tnoal college size. • 
one must also put college enrollment in the context of tribal enrollment. Salish Kootenai 
College has over 500 hundred students and the reservation bas a population of ooly 
3,100. Little Hoop Community College has under 300 students but the reservation has 
less then 3.000 people (Carnegie, 1998). 
Funding 
In providing open access for all potential students. tribal colleges, like other 
community colleges, keep tuition low. However, unlike other community colleges, the 
local and state tax base for these institutions is non-existent. The states have no formal 
relationships with the tribes or institutions. and tribes do not tax their citizens. Tribes 
receive a large portion their operating funds through Public Law 95-471, the Tribally 
Controlled Community College Assistance Act. At its passing in 1978, Congress 
authorized $4,000 for each full-time equival~ncy (FfE) student and increased that 
amount in recent years to $6,000 per FrE. However, if the Budget Office decides that 
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spending must be cut. they mayor may not send all of the funds appropriated by_ 
Congress. As a result, the 1980's saw a fall in actual tribal college appropriations to the 
amount of$1,900 per FIE (Tiemey, 1995). Current funding for American Indian 
students at tribal colleges is $2.964 (AIHEC, 1999). 
Although precise numbers are not available. public4-year institutions in states 
with sizeable Indian populations receive between $6.800 and $11.000 perlFI'E (Tierney. 
1995). Public community colleges receive an average of$3.553 perJFI'E (Badwound, 
1990 and estimates indicate that in 1999. community colleges will receive an average of 
$4,743 per FIE form federal. state, and local sources (AllIEC, 1999). So, tribal colleges 
receive about $1.700 per student less than public community colleges do and nearly 
$5,000 less than the poorest 4-year institutions. Obviously federal funding bas not kept 
up with the growth of these colleges nor has it ever reached the legally authorized levels. 
Other federal agencies supply support but the level is woefully short ofwhat is 
needed and the methods used to deliver funds can hinder the growth of tribal college 
programs. For example. regulations governing some ofthe money allocated for programs 
require that the Bureau ofIndian Affairs (BIA) first develop procedw:es before funds can 
be utilized. by the college. The BIA bas sometimes had a tense relationship with Indian 
people and has even been accused of sabotaging colleges by not creating the proper 
procedures for up to three years (Carnegie, 1989). In addition, other moneys, such as 
Title m funds must be delivered through a sponsoring four-year institution. In some 
cases, money has been withheld from the tribal colleges until they agreed to spend it in 
ways seen fit by the sponsoring institution. These procedures tend to subvert the basic 
principle on which tribal colleges were founded: self-determination. 
2L 
Tribal colleges have worked bard to increase the fimding from existing sources 
and to develop new sources offunding. They develop partnerships with local businesses 
and corporations. lobby local. state. and federal governments. and solicit in the private 
sector. The American lndian Higher Education Consortium (AlHEC) created the 
American Indian College Fund. Although small. the fund aims to increase funding from 
diverse sources. Recently the U.S. Senate passed a bill that gives tribal colleges Land 
Grant Status. This bill promises an allocation of$50,000 per year per institution for 
instruction in food and agricultural sciences. It also authorizes the appropriation of 
$1.700,000 per year for five years to "assist the 1994 institutions in constructing research 
facilities." (Senate R-I03-194). The fact that tribal colleges are focusing on self­
sufficiency by developing individual and tribal resources does not mean that the U.S. 
government does not have a moral and legal obligation to Indian people. Tribal colleges 
see their roles in broader terms than mere education, jobs, or culture; they also strive 
toward empowerment. A truly empowered community is not vulnerable to funding 
sources when these sources choose to tighten the purse strings. 
Institutions 
Each tribal college is as distinct as its tribe. but there are similarities in philosophy 
and mission. Each tries to foster learning and self-sufficiency in an environment that has 
experienced generational demoralization and dependency. Tribal colleges seek to sustain 
cultural beliefs and values that have long been threatened with extinction and to empower 
the people who practice them. These institutions hold the promise to be catalysts of 
revitalization for their communities. 
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All tribal colleges hold culture and community in high regard. yet they must 
balance these with the tribe's educational needs. As Tierney (1995) states. the 
overa.rching goal of tribal colleges is t ••••to provide education and training commensurate 
with tnbal aspirations for self-determination." Tribal colleges share four broad 
objectives: 1) service to the community. 2) vocational education, 3) preservation and 
transmission of the tribal culture and 4) general or transfer education. Mission statements 
may profess other objectives, but for the most part they tit into these rubrics (Oppelt. 
1984). 
Service to community takes many different forms depending on the needs of the 
community. Like many other community colleges, tribal colleges offer GED and adult 
education programs. When funds permit they also offer day care. responding to the needs 
of many single mothers. Given the bigh alcoholism rates on reservation. many colleges 
also offer substance abuse programs. Tribes also try to contribute to the community on a 
collective leveL Salish Kootenai College. for example. requires its students to work in a 
tribal agency two days a week in exchange for free classes. The students get a free 
education and experience, and the understaffed agencies get volunteer workers. Several 
colleges work to promote economic viability within their reservations. Turtle Mountain, 
in North Dakota., works with local industry to train workers and strengthen productivity. 
Sinte Gles~ in South Dakota. has recently opened the Institute for Economic 
Development. This policy center explores solutions to the economic problems of the 
reservation. The Oglala Lakota college, in South Dakota. has worked with local 
companies and the govemmenf to provide grants to assist Indians in opening their own 
businesses (Carnegie, 1989). 
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Some tribally controlled colleges tty to improve the political standing of their 
communities. In 1981. the Crow population made up 46 percent of the county's 
population. yet they bad very little effect in local electioDS. The college actively worked 
to increase the number ofAmerican Indian voters. When this did not work. the college 
investigated and found that state district boundaries worked to divide the reservation. 
The Crow people took the issues to court and proved tbat the state was guilty of 
gerrymandering. The same college also proved discrimination in hiring by the county 
and the abuse ofCrow children in public schools (Carnegie. 1989). 
Vocational programs at tribally controlled colleges vary from college to college. 
as they are most often detennined by the local economy. Each college focuses on the 
needs of the community members and their desire to remain on the reservation. For 
example. Salish Kootenai's first program was in forestry. capitalizing on Montana's 
forestry industry. Since the most available jobs on many reservations are offered by the 
federal bureaus and schools. there are certificate program offerings in secretarial skills 
and early childhood education. thus tailoring training to the local economy (Carnegie. 
1989). Reservation unemployment rates tend to be extremely high sometimes as much as 
80 percent. Clearly. in these communities where jobs are scarce and skills are 
underdeveloped. vocational training should have a prominent place. 
Tribal colleges sustain and promote Native cultures in different ways. All tribal 
colleges have Native Studies programs that offercourses on Native culture. art,language. 
history and society. Many colleges try to put a native perspective into every class. 
Native cultures are not static, rather they are living. dynamic ways of looking at the world 
and these worldviews can be integrated into teaching styles and presentations. This 
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approach can bring a native perspective into each subject, from history to algebra. 
Faculty. staffand students work: together to make this possible. At Little Big Hom 
Community College~ in Montana, most math tests are open book, and any student who 
fails is encouraged to work with the professor and to retake the exam. They take the test 
over again until they can do 'A' work:.. This not only builds the student's self-confidence 
but it also reflects the Crow tribal value offorgiveness (Carnegie 1989). Biology classes 
can study local plants and animals and geography classes can focus on the natural 
surrounding topography. The ways in which mba! colleges transmit and promote culture 
will thus depend upon the unique history and present circumstances ofthe tribe. 
Facilities 
Given the severe funding problems at tnbal colleges. it is not surprising that 
facilities are inadequate. However tnbal college personnel have been quite resourceful in 
making the most ofconditions that most people in higher education would find 
unacceptable. Tnba! colleges have both centralized and decentralized physical 
arrangements. Navajo Community College, an example of a centralized campus is rare, 
in that it has modem facilities complete with a residency hall and library. Other 
reservations function better with a decentraUzoed campus where the administration is 
housed in a central location while the actual classes are conducted in satellite locations 
throughout the reservation. This bypasses the need for expensive structures and works 
best on reservations where the people are spread out and transportation is difficult. It 
does have some drawbacks. such as the difficulty having adequate library service. Many 
colleges report the need for increased classroom space, science and math laboratories. 
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h'brary buildings. community centers. and child care facilities (AIHEC. 1999). Although 
facilities are a high priority. most tribal institutions must put available resources into 
instruction and other more fundamental priorities. 
Faculty/Staff! Administration 
Faculty salaries at tribal colleges also lag behind that of other institutions 
(Tiemey. 1995). Average salaries for faculty at public institutions range from 49,855 for 
four-year institutions and 43,130 for community colleges compared to 23.964 at tribal 
colleges. Faculty at tribally controlled colleges are at least halfnon-Indian. "The percent 
of Indian faculty members ranges from 33% to 86% with a median of50%" (Oppelt, 
1990). The numbers ofqualified Indian faculty are small because of the low educational 
level of Indian people. However, the percent of Indian faculty is increasing. 
Indian and non-Indian instructors are familiar with the tribal community where 
they teach and are sensitive to the needs of their students. They are generally well 
prepared for their duties, but are often in part-time positions. There also seems to be 
concem over the high rate ofturnover especially among non-Indian instructors. a 
problem that may be due to the low pay levels and isolation on the reservation. Many are 
hired under the understanding that, as soon as a qualified Indian person is found. they 
will be replaced (Oppelt, 1990). It seems that as these institutions mature, the numbers of 
available Indian faculty will increase. The Oglala Lakota College has increased the 
number of Indian teachers in recent years from one to overone hundred (Carnegie, 1989). 
Often non-credentialed Elders are called in to teach Native Studies courses such as native 
language or traditional story telling. 
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As opposed to the mostly non-Indian facuIty. tribal college administrators and 
staffs are almost all American Indians. At some schools. non-Indians have been hired 
until a qualified Indian person was found for the position. Administrators obviously 
should have some knowledge and appreciation ofthe local Indian culture. While tribal 
colleges are tribally chartered or sanctioned institutions. many are autonomous oftribal 
politics and leadership comes from the local community. At first. there were many 
problems finding administrators who were knowledgeable in higher education but as 
times passes. these dedicated. staffpeople are leaming their duties and developing the 
skills needed to run the colleges. Often they have to perform the duties ofa number of 
different positions. One staffperson may need to register students. counsel them on 
course selection and deal with financial aid. 
Student Development 
Trib~ college students are often educationally disadvantaged. (Tierney. 1995). 
They are usually first generation, older, and poorer than students at mainstream 
institutions. At Little Hoop Community College. 99 percent are first generation college 
students, and many are single parents with two or more dependents. The average age of 
students in 1990 was 32, although ages can range from 17-77 at a single college (Oppelt, 
1990). At Standing Rock College, in North Dakota. 98 percent of its students fell below 
the poverty line (Carnegie, 1989). Many students are coming from failed. experiences at 
other mainstreamed universities. 
Most students who enter a degree program do not finish but when evaluating 
tribal colleges, it is important to keep in mind that these students might never experienced 
any post secondary education at all had it not been for the tribal college. These students 
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are usually unprepared academically and have many family responsibilities. Among 
students who leave~ the most often stated reason was home responsibilities. followed by 
insufficient funds (Wright. 1986). Many students may not come with the expectation of 
getting a degree. It has been estimated that SO percent of students who enroll do without 
the intent ofgetting a two-year degree (Wright. 1989). They may be coming for personal 
enrichment or they need one or two courses for transfer. This is not dissimilar to 
community college students across the country. 
Although too few follow up studies have been done to yield conclusive evidence 
of tribal college effectiveness; the preliminary results for some tribal colleges look 
favorable. The 1989 Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement ofTeaching report 
"Tnoal College: Shaping the Future ofNative America" gives the following reports: 
-Dull Knife Memorial College in a survey of recent graduates found that halfof 
those who completed a two-year degree went on to further study. while 70 percent of the 
graduates from the certificate programs pursued more education. In an area of very high 
unemployment. 83 percent ofaU graduates were working or in further study at the time of 
the survey and 91 percent of the certificate graduates were employed. 
- Sisseton-Wahpeton Community College in South Dakota found in a 1988 study 
that 91 percent of its graduates were either fully employed or attending a four year 
institution. 
-Turtle Mountain Community College found in a 1983 survey that 70 percent of 
its vocational graduates found a job immediately after graduation. in contrast to the 60-70 
percent unemployment rates for the reservation. 
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-A Standing Rock Study found that less than S percent of its graduates were 
unemployed or not attending a four-year institution. 
Studies also reveal a surprising amount of student satisfaction. In one study, 100 
percent of the students indicated the colleges had assisted them in. reaching their goals 
(Wright. 1986). In the same study. 94.7 percent were "somewhat" or "very satisfied" 
with their college. The most common complaint was the availability ofcourses a 
problem that may well be due to lack of institutional funding. 
Every aspect of tribal colleges needs further study. The studies that have been 
done use samples that are too small to yield reliable or generalizable results. Small 
sample sizes also preclude the possibility ofperforming analysis other than descriptive 
statistics. The fact that these studies are not able to control for input and institutional 
characteristics that have been shown to inhibit degree completion may cause us to 
underestimate the effectiveness of these colleges. Furthermore, traditional evaluation 
may leave tribal colleges at a disadvantage. since they have objectives and 
responsibilities to their communities that non-tribal institutions do not have. 
College Type and Degree Attainment 
It is widely accepted that going to college can have a profound effect on the 
direction of a student's life (Kingston and Lewis 1990; Boyer 1987). More importantly, 
the ~ofcollege a student attends can have a significant impact on educational 
attainment and occupational achievement. (Brint and Karabel 1990; Kingston and Lewis 
1990; Boyer 1987; Manski and Wise 1983). Although the number of American Indians 
in higher education has increased. the majority were enrolled in two-year institutions, 
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either public or tribally controlled, while their representation in four-year institutions 
remained stable or, in some states, dropped (Tierney, (995). The significant increase in 
American Indian representation in highereducation involvement is somewhat 
problematic in the light of studies assessing the effects ofcollege type on degree and 
status attainment. 
Research shows that students who start at a two-year institution have a lower 
probability of completing BA requirements than those who start at a four-year school, 
even when SES and academic ability are controlled ( Astin, 1975. 1977. 1982; 
Dougherty. 1986; Velez 1985). Although some have described community colleges as 
among the most democratic institutions. ensuring access to those who would otherwise 
not go to college (Medsker and Tillery, 1971) others have criticized community collGges 
as institutions that "cool out" marginal students, and deny conditions for empowerment 
(pincus. 1980; Grubb. 1989). In fact, two and four-year institutions could be thought of 
as constituting two different tracks in the higher education system that produce different 
outcomes (Velez 1985). In discussing the sttatification in the higher education system, 
Trow (1984) and states that "advantage begets advantage". Students from higher status 
families attend higher status institutions. 
Many factors have been shown to influence student college choice of selective vs. 
non-selective institutions: Socioeconomic status (SES), academic ability, parental 
education. parental expectations, peer support, etbnicity and high school quality, among 
others (Paulsen 1990; Hossler and Stage 1992; Heam 1984. 1991). In general, higher 
SES, high academic ability, bigh expectations, and high parental education levels 
increase the student's chances ofenrolling at a higbly selective institution. 
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Underrepresented minorities and low SES students are thus more likely to attend low 
statues institutions as are students with less parental education and income. even when 
academic ability and achievement are controlled (Hearn 1991)~ In another study. 
academic achievement was clearly a key factor in college enrollment but a person's race 
and SES was important to determining where they went to college (Thomas 1979). 
Enrolling at a non-selective institution, in tum, reduced the student's chances ofdegree 
attainment. 
However, Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU's) may be an 
exception to this rule. A recent study (Astin, Tsui, Avalos, 1996) reported a simple 
correlation between attending an HBCU and degree completion ofonly -.01, meaning 
that African Americans who attended HBCU's were slightly less likely to complete their 
degrees compared to African Americans who attended other types of institutions. 
However, when academic preparation was controlled. HBCU students were ~ likely 
to complete their degrees. compared to students of similar academic preparation who 
enrolled at non-HBCU's. However, when selectivity was controlled, students attending 
HBCUs had a significantly greater chance ofcompleting their degrees. These 
researchers concluded that there is .....something about the HBCUs' environments that 
enables them to overcome the usual negative effects that characterize most other non­
selective institutions." 
However, the authors warn that an individual's chances ofdegree completion 
depended upon what alternatives to the HBCU are available. Ifa student is considering a 
small non-HBCU, there may by no difference. If the student has the opportunity to 
attend a highly selective institution. the HBCU may decrease the student's degree 
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completion chances. However. ifthe student is considering a non-selective alternative, 
especially a larger institution, the HBCU would probably be a better choice. 
Could these same findings regarding HBCUs shed light on the issues confronting 
tribal colleges? Could that same "something" in the HBCU environment that 
compensates for its non-selectivity also be found in tribal colleges? Perhaps, but the 
differences between HBCU's and tribal colleges must be acknowledged. Black 
institutions were originally created as part ofa dual system that was supposed to provide 
black students with the same advantages that White students enjoyed (Tierney. 1995). 
They were not necessarily designed to be different form mainstream institutions. On the 
other band, tribal colleges not only want to provide their students with the same 
educational advantages that mainstteam institutions offer, but they also aspire to reinforce 
tribal culture and identity. So, although this comparison with HBCUs is interesting, it 
may not be entirely appropriate. 
College Choice and Status Attainment 
This study draws upon a number of theoretical fi:ameworks that provide a 
backdrop against which American Indian higher education can be examined. First, we 
examine social reproduction and status attainment theory as defined by the writings of 
Weber, Collins, Bourdieu, and Unseem and Karabel. Next we address theories of social 
integration as conceptualized by Tinto and as criticized by Murguia, Padilla, Pavel, and 
Tierney. 
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Social Reproduction Theory 
Social reproduction theorists see intergenerational status attainment as self­
perpetuating.. whereby degrees and cultural capital are conferred. upon offspring of the 
ruling class. Education is thus central to social reproduction. Social reproduction has 
been influenced by Weber's (1978) observation that differences in educational 
credentials affects the distribution of rewards in industrial societies. Collins (1971) 
points to the influence ofeducational degrees on the careers of those with high status. 
Theories ofsocial reproduction have been particularly influenced by the recent work of 
Pierre Dourdieu and his concept of "cultural capital. II Cultural capital is the material and 
immaterial resources and knowledge that upper-class families pass on to their children. 
thereby resulting in the reproduction ofhigh status attainment (Bourdieu. 1973. 1977). 
Non-meritocratic factors in higher education reinforce status groups. as highly valued 
educational credentials create sttucturaIlimitations to prestigious occupations in a 
supposed open market place by making a select few eligible for these positions (persell 
and Cookson, 1990). The education system can be seen as selectively delivering 
"scholastic capital". which translates first into educational attainment and subsequently 
into the labor market (Unseem and Karabel. 1990). In social reproduction theory. upward 
mobility is both a motive for. and a result of. increased academic aspirations (Cohen. 
1973). Bourdieu (1973) states that the educational system reproduces the distribution of 
cultural capital among classes because the culture it transmits is closer to the dominant 
culture and the model of "inculcation" is close to that found in high status families. 
Persell and Coolcson (1990) further state that education "inculcates certain non­
meritocratic personality traits which serve to produce the social relations with in a class 
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structure." According to social reproduction theorists. not only does high status 
reproduce itself. but low status reproduces itself as welL The educational system thus 
tends to exclude those furthest removed from the dominant culture (Bourdieu, 1973). 
The theory ofsocial reproduction has been succinctIy put as the "Matthew Effect," where 
the rich get richer and the poor get poorer (Hearn, 1991). 
In short, social reproduction and status attainment theories predict that students 
with higher SES will attend the most prestigious institutions, thereby achieving bigher 
occupational status than low SES students with comparable academic ability. The 
implications here for American Indian students who tend to come from lower classes, are 
clear. especially in light of their heavy concentrations in two-year colleges. 
Social Intemtion 
Another theoretical framework: that this study draws upon is social integration. 
Studies that use this framework: presume that students drop out of college because of a 
lack of social or academic integration. Students leave an institution because. they do not 
"fit" (Hossler .. Bean and Associates, 1990). Tinto's model (1987) ofstudent departure 
describes the process that leads to persistence or departure. Successful adjustment to 
college, according to Tinto, depends upon the student's ability to separate from past 
behaviors and values and to incorporate those of the institution. Since departures for 
academic reasons account for only 15% of dropouts, Tinto believes a lack: of social 
integration is a major factor in leaving college. Lackof integration is held to result from 
two phenomena: incongruence and isolation. Incongruence occurs when there is a misfit 
between the needs, interests. and values ofthe student and the institution. Isolation 
occurs when there are not sufficient personal interactions to bind the student personally to 
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other people at the institution. ForAmerican Indian students, both incongruence and 
isolation are likely to be common occurrences. 
Tinto uses the ideas of "rites of passage" and "ritual" to describe the processes 
whereby college students become socially integrated. He describes school as a 
"ceremony" wbich moves a person from one place in society into another. Again. 
separation from the past is emphasized. Acconling to the social integrating theory. 
membersbip and integration are key elements to persistence. Positive integration will 
raise the level of "goal commitment" and "institutional commitment", thereby increasing 
the student's chances of graduating. Conversely, ifnegative experiences lead to 
insufficient integration and commitment they often lead to departure (Tinto. 1975. 1987). 
Recently, researchers have begun to modify and suggest alternatives to Tinto's 
model and social integration when considering the notion of institutional "fit" as it 
applies American Indians. Mwguia. Padilla. and Pavel (1991) conducted a study in 
which etbnicity was considered in the social integration modeL They found Tinto's 
model to be generally applicable except that it needed to be refmed to include ethnicity. 
Ethnicity serves to limit access to majority enclaves and as a result. ethnic enclaves 
become important to social integration at non-Indian institutiODS. Acconling to this view. 
involvement in ethnic enclaves can increase the probability of graduating by increasing 
social integration. 
Tierney (1992) has criticized social integration theory and the concepts used by 
Tinto when they are applied to American Indians. Tierney objects to what he calls the 
misuse of the term "ritual". He maintains that the term is used out of its anthropological 
and cultural context. Thus. the misinterpretation of ritual may have practical implications 
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that may be bar:mful. for racial minorities. The reasoning here is that rituals take place 
within the context of a specific culture. Rituals and ceremonies take a person from one 
place in a society to another place within that same society. but Tintors use of the term. 
when applied to American Indians seems to overlook the fact that many American Indian 
tribes have their own rituals. Must American Indian students. in order to graduate from 
college. give up their own real rituals for the symbolic ritual of the dominant society? 
Social integrationists like Tinto believe that success in college depends upon the 
student's ability to become socially and academically integrated. In order to do this the 
student must, at least in part, separate from his or her previous community. Tierney 
points out that " Native Americans will need to undergo a cultural suicide of SOItS to 
avoid an intellectual suicide." Tierney thus. finds fault with social integration because it 
demands that the student conform. to the institution. It places the problem with the 
American Indian student rather than with the institution. 
The history of American Indian education illustrates the negative effects of the 
social integrationist viewpoint through attempts to integrate or assimilate American 
Indians into mainstream society (Cohen. 1973). Following social integration theory can 
thus lead to cultural conflict for the American Indian student, either from the institution 
or from the student's Indian community. Within the institution. many of the barriers to 
integration are subtle. They can be difficult for college staff and faculty to recognize and 
even more difficult for the student to articulate. Students are expected to adapt to the 
values of the institution. and if they do not, they may be thought of as immature or 
lacking in institutional commitment (McNamara. 1982). For many American Indian 
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students, institutional commitment may be weak because the costs of integration are too 
high. 
Barriers to educational and institutional integration can come from external forces 
(Tinto, 1987). In many Indian communities, college is not seen as a priority, and may, in 
fact even be looked down upon by the community. The youth who attends college can be 
seen as a loss to the community because that young person bas opted to adopt the "White 
mans ways" (McNamara, 1982). These external pulls on the students can be very strong 
and if institutional commitment is weak, as in likely with many American Indian 
students, it can lead to departure. 
Theses theoretical frameworks will be brought together in this study to examine 
American Indian participation in higher education. Social reproduction theory serves to 
explain possible differences in the background and degree attainment of an American 
Indian student who attends a tribal, two-year, or four-year college. It also points to 
possible inequities in the higher educational system as it is experienced by American 
Indians. Social integration may help to explain student satisfaction and departure from 
traditional institutions, but the ability of tribal colleges to provide a better "6t"- and 
consequently higher student satisfaction and retention - may counteract the negative 
degree and status attainment effects of other non-selective colleges. Tribal colleges also 
have the ability to minimize conflicts between the students and their community with the 
institution. 
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Summary 
The American Indian population is one of the fastest growing and youngest 
populations in the United States. By all accounts. American Indians have the lowest 
educational levels of any other racial or ethnic group. Although college enrollments have 
increased in recent years. the majority ofthis increase has been in two-year colleges. 
These colleges have been shown to decrease the student's chances ofbachelor's degree 
completion. Social reproduction theory also points to inequities in the higher education. 
given that the highest-status students attend the bighest status institutions. American 
Indians and tribal colleges are not "high status". According to Social Integration Theory. 
tribal and BIA colleges might increase persistence and student satisfaction because of the 
potentially better fit that they provide. The case of HBCU's add evidence to this 
hypothesis. However. the literature on tribal colleges is extremely limited. since the few 
studies that ~ve been done suffer from many limitations. They often focus on only one 
institution and are therefor not generalizability to other tribal colleges. They also often 
have extremely low samples, which make reliability questionable. and limit the type of 
analysis that can be done. This study will resolve these problems while adding to the 
growing body of literature on these understudied institutions. 
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ChapterThree 
Pilot Study 
In the fall of 1995 and the winter and spring of 1996 a pilot study of 
Deganawidah-Quetzalcoatl University (D-Q U) was conducted. Students who bad 
attended D-Q U between 1990 and 1994 completed surveys comparable to a survey 
completed by students who bad entered non-Indian two-years colleges in 1987. The 
study yielded important information about student development at D-Q U compared with 
non-tribal institutions. Although causal relationsbips could not be established. students 
attending D-Q U. compared to the national sample, reported bigher levels ofstudent 
satisfaction, lower levels of leaming and personal development, and somewhat lower 
rates ofde~ completion. Their ttansfer rates were comparable to the national sample. 
These results are especially impressive considering the low levels of academic 
preparedness of D-Q U students, the poor physical facilities. and the severe understaffing 
confronting the D-Q U community. 
The pilot study also provided an opportunity to experience many of the. logistical 
problems that are likely to be associated with collecting data at tribal colleges. Problems 
such as institutional reluctance to cooperate and low student response rates were 
encountered and effectively dealt with. Although this study bad shortcomings that limit 
its generalizability and make it difficult to infer causation, it does add credibility to the 
hypothesis that there will be a better institutional fit provided by tribal colleges that could 
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compensate for the general tendency for community college to impede degree completion 
and student development-
Background on D-QU 
In the early moming hours of November 3, 1970. a group of American Indians 
and Chicanos scaled the seven foot fence ofa surplus US Anny communications site 
seven miles of Davis, California to claim the campus of the newly formed D-Q 
University (Oppelt. 1990). This controversial event brought D-Q University into the 
public eye and it has remained controversial ever since. D-Q U has faced many situations 
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that have threatened its existence but it has survived and grown despite the many 
setbacks. 
D-Q U was originally a two-year institution for American Indian and Chicano 
students. Although originally intended to serve both groups equally. the enrollment and 
curriculum have leaned more towards American Indians. In the Fall of 1970 the 632-acre 
Army communications site was declared swplus, and educational institutions were 
invited to apply for the facility and land. Two institutions, D-Q U and the University of 
California. Davis (UCD) applied for the site. In late October. Senator George Mwphy 
announced that UCD would be awarded the land even though the application process was 
still open and UCD's application was incomplete. This action prompted D-Q U 
proponents to occupy the land and file a law suit (0 enjoin the government from deeding 
the land to UCD. After a month ofoccupation. UCD withdrew its application. The 
occupiers. distrustful of the Department ofEducation, remained on the land until it was 
officially deeded to D-Q U in January. 197 I (News From Native California. 1989). The 
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controversial way in which D-Q U obtained its 30-year lease created local hostility and 
distrust of the institution. In 1971 local papers reported that the people at D-Q U were 
reading revolutionary literature. training with fireanns.. and sending radio signals to 
Peking (News From Native Californi~ 1989). 
From its inception. D-Q U struggled with inadequate finances. low enrollments. 
inadequate facilities .. a vague and unclear mission. and governmental investigations. To 
add to the controversy. D-Q U reorganized in 1978 to qualify for PL 95-471 monies. To 
be eligible for these funds. tribal colleges must be chartered or sanctioned by a tribe and 
the governing board must be comprised entirely ofAmerican Indians. D-Q U became 
sanctioned by the Hoopa Valley and Soboba Indian tribes in 1977. In Novemberof 1978, 
Chicano board members and faculty resigned (Stein 1992). Fifty Chicanos demonstrated 
in protest ofwhat they believed to be the forced resignations of board and faculty 
members (Oppelt, 1990). There is disagreement as to whether the resignations were 
voluntary. Dave Risling. a member of the governing board and interim president of the 
college in the Spring of 1995. stated that the resignations were not forced and that they 
were necessary for the survival of the college (Risling • D. Interview, 1995). He 
maintained that this change made D-Q U eligible for federal monies (pL 95-471, the 
Tribally Controlled Community College Act) and established a more stable source of 
funds. 
Problems at D-Q U persisted and became pressing during the late 1970's. The 
lease specifies that the enrollment must be at least 200 full-time students. Inability to 
meet this quota and other problems ofmismanagement and inadequate programs caused 
increased concern among federal officials about D-Q U. The University's decision to 
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provide sanctuary to Dennis Banks, a fugitive from the state ofSouth Dakota and co­
founder of the American Indian Movement (AIM), heightened O-Q U'S controversial 
status. In 1978 the FBI began a two year investigation (with no indictments) based on 
allegations of fraud by college officials. About fifty students were questioned. Among 
other things. the FBI considered the ttaditional Sun Dance to be a "Fanatical Rite. I< The 
following year the FBI named D-Q U "a major target case" (News From Native 
California. 1989). As a result, U.S. Attomey Herman Silas investigated the college but 
found no grounds for criminal prosecution (Oppelt, 1990). Prior to the Silas decision, the 
government froze the 1978-1979 federal student financial aid monies and the freeze 
continued with the 1979·80 funds. In 1981 the U.S. Dept. of Education and the Office of 
the Inspector General initiated an audit ofD-Q U wbich required 228 days for the 
understaffed personnel of the college to complete. That same year the Department of 
Education again froze the student financial aid. this time without informing O-Q U. 
Despite these troubles. D-Q U was accredited in 1978 by the Western Association of 
Schools and Colleges (WASe) and was reaffirmed in 1982. In the WASC report D-Q U 
was complimented for its "unique approach to education." Ironically. in this same year 
the U.S. brought suit against O-Q U to retake the land and eject the college. In 1983 D-Q 
U filed a civil rights suit against Secretary Bell and the U.S. Department ofEducation 
alleging a wide array of "wrongful concerted conduct.1< This same year a federal judge 
issued a preliminary injunction ordering the government to restore D-Q U students' 
financial aid In 1988 a settlement was signed by the U.S. and O-Q U after four years of 
negotiations. Despite all the legal problems and federal investigations. D-Q U has 
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managed to remain accredited and to retain its lease. In addition. no grounds for criminal 
prosecution were ever uncovered.. 
Throughout the turbulent history ofD-Q U. the institution bas managed to provide 
general and vocational post-secondary education to both Native and non-Native students. 
D-Q U bas confronted many situations that bave taken time. energy. and resources away 
from its mission to provide culturally relevant education to American Indian students. 
D-Q U bas persevered despite situations that detract from the environment's being 
conducive to learning. The institution is understaff~ with some staff members 
performing multiple functions. Many of the faculty are part-time. The physical 
structures that make up the D-Q U campus are outdated and in need ofextensive 
renovation. Two years ago. a portion of the dorm. roof collapsed, luckily in a non­
occupied area of the building. D-Q U's library. laboratory facilities. classrooms. dorms 
and campus are dilapidated and not wbat most educators would consider conducive to 
teaching or learning. 
Why Study D-QU? 
The state ofCalifornia has the most reservations (106) and the highest population 
of American Indians of any state. Since D-Q U is the only tribal college in California, it 
has the promise and the responsibility to serve this growing population that is currently 
underserved by traditional institutions. No systematic study of students bad ever been 
done at D-Q U. This pilot study was designed in part to supply D-Q U with information 
as to how to allocate scarce resources most effectively to alleviate problems and 
maximize results. It was also hoped that the results could benefit other tribal colleges and 
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small, poor institutions serving specific populations by showing how to maximize 
strengths and overcome weaknesses common to such institutions. 
Objectives ofthe Study 
The exploratory study had the following objectives: 
- To understand why students cboose D-Q U 
- To gather demographic infonnation 00 fonner D-Q U students 
- To assess degree completion rates 
- To assess reasons for degn:e non-completioo 
- To assess talent development at D-Q U 
- To assess student satisfaction willi their D-Q U education 
An indirect purpose was for the principal investigator to establish trust with 
D-Q U, and credibility within the tribal college community. 
Methodology 
Sample 
The target population consisted of all students who entered D-Q U between 1990 
and 1994. A questionnaire was mailed with a promise of a raffle prize of$30 to one of 
those who responded. After the first mailing. pbone calls were made to solicit more 
responses. In order to abide by privacy laws. I bad to be hired by D-Q U as an 
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Institutional Research Assistant before the names" addresses and phone numbers of the 
former students were released.. A total of222 surveys were mailed. 
The comparison sample comes from the 1981 Freshmen Survey and the 1991 
Follow-Up Survey administered to a nanonal sample ofcolleges and UDiversities by the 
Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP). From this total sample. only those 
who attended two-year colleges were used in the analysis. Because of their low numbers. 
a sample ofAmerican Indians who attended community colleges was not used in favor of 
a larger sample of aU students who attended community colleges. 
Instrument 
The four-page questionnaire was designed to be directly comparable to CIRP 
data. Special questions were also included so responses could be compared with other 
tribal college studies. Variables includes demographic characteristics ofstudents. degree 
aspirations, degree completion. reasons for choosing D-Q U, perceptions of D-Q U. 
employment status, reasons for departure, satisfaction, and talent development. A focal 
point of this study was a "Quick and Dirty" assessment of talent development (Astin 
1993) consisting of questions where students were asked to report how much they bad 
developed in each ofa long list of talents such as critical trunking ability. writing ability, 
interpersonal skills and so forth. In the absence of longitudinal data, this is an effective 
way to analyze student perceptions ofskill development. 
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ResultslDiscussioD. 
Out of222 surveys mailed, S3 were completed which is a response rate of24 
percent. Twenty-five were mailed back completed and 49 others were returned 
uncompleted due to wrong or outdated addresses. Exhaustive attempts were made to 
reach the remaining 148 students by phone yielding an additional 28 responses. Most of 
the remaining 120 unaccounted for students could not be reached by phone due to wrong 
or outdated phone numbers. None of the respondents who were reached by phone 
refused to complete the survey. Twelve students for whom accurate phone numbers were 
available could not be reached despite numerous attempts. Slightly more than half (52.8 
percent) of surveys were collected over the phone, which may reduce the 
possibility that the sample consists of respondents with a positive bias toward D-Q u. 
This reliance on phone responses may lessen the problem of self-selection in mailed 
surveys, which tends to be biased in the direction of people who fin.ished their programs 
and to underrepresented those who drop out ofcollege (Astin et. al, 1996). 
Respondents were evenly split between male and female (51.9% male 48.1 % 
female) which closely resembles the gender ratio of the original sample of 222. This 
ratio differs from figures reported in the literature on tribal colleges where enrollments 
run as high as 7S percent female. D-Q U serves a majority. although not exclusively, 
American Indian student population (87.S% American Indian, 6.2% Caucasian, 4.2% 
Chicano, 2.1% Asian). Other tribal college enrollments are anywhere between 50 percent 
to nearly 100 percent American Indian. D-Q U is serving a pan-Indian population 
representing 21 different tribes. Although many of the tribes are indigenous to 
California, the majority come from other regions. (See Table 3.1) This finding was 
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expected because D-Q U is not chartered by anyone tribe but is sanctioned by over 20 
different tribes. 
Table 3.1 
Primary Tribal Affiliation of D-Q U students (N= 53) 
Tribal Group 
Not Applicable 
Missing 
Abenaki 
Apache 
Blackfeet 
Cherokee 
Choctaw 
Chumash* 
Costanoan· 
Kiowa 
Mojave* 
Miwuk* 
Navajo 
Oneida 
Piaute* 
Pima 
Pit River* 
Pomo* 
QUapaw 
San Pasqual· 
Tlingit 
Tongva* 
Yaqui 
N 
6 

4 

1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

7 

1 

1 

1 

7 

2 

1 

6 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

11.5 
7.7 
1.9 
3.8 
3.8 
1.9 
3.8 
13.5 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
13.5 
3.8 
1.9 
u.s 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
* California Tribal Nation 
College Choice 
The two top reasons students chose D-Q U were because it is an Indian college 
and because it is close to home. By contrast, the national sample responded that the 
"academic reputation" of the college and the fact that "graduates get goodjobs" were the 
most important reasons for choosing their college. These findings are consistent with 
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previous studies. which found that tn'bal college students chose the college because of the 
fact that they were Indian colleges. and because of their close proximity (Wright, 1986. 
1989; ICarus. 1980). However. over 40 percent ofthe D-Q U students are coming from 
over 200 miles away. So, although D-Q U is close for large Bomber ofstudents, many 
others are willing to travel long distances to attend an Indian college. 
Depee ComnletionfI'ransfer 
D-Q U degree completion lags far behind that of the national sample. Sixty-two 
percent of the D-Q U students withdrew or took a leave ofabsence. compared to 18 
percent of the comparison group. Only 23.1 percent took no time off from D-Q U while 
6 L 1 percent did the same form the nation sample. D-Q U students are almost 3.5 times 
more likely to withdraw or take time off from school. However. D-Q U transfer rates are 
more promising. After attending D-Q U, 23.1 percent enrolled at a four year institution. 
Although community college transfer rates vary widely, this tranSfer rate is comparable 
to that ofmany other community colleges (Karabel. 1986). Nearly 19 percent of former 
D-Q U students hold an Associates degree and 8.3 percent have earned a bachelor's 
degree. Another 4.2 percent have earned a vocational cenificate. 
Depee NO-n-Comnletion 
As predicted, D-Q U students frequently drop out because they bad a child or 
because ofother family responsibilities. reasons which did not rank highly for the 
national sample. (see Table 3.2) "Reconsidering goals and interests" was one of the top 
four reasons for both groups of students, but only the D-Q U students expressed a strong 
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desire to be closer to home. For the national sample, " changed career plans", "academic 
difficulties", and "financial problems" also figured prominently in the decision to drop 
out. 
Of those who dropped out, 82.9 percent e~ressed a desire to come back to D-Q 
U to finish their education. In order to do this, students say they need: financial aid 
(89.4%), transportation (43.2%), child care (32.4%), and family housing (32.4%). It is 
interesting that even though many students reported needing financial aid, relatively few 
gave financial problems as a reason they left D-Q U. Is it possible that some of the 
barriers to degree completion, such as having a child, are not seen a financial 
considerations? Perhaps ifD-Q U provided services such as affordable day care and 
family housing, more students would be able to complete their degrees. 
Table 3.2 
Reasons for Leaving College given most often by D-QU and National Samples 
D-OU National 
2.15 HadaCbild 2.75 Reconsidered Goals and 
Interests 
1.91 
1.61 
Family 
Responsibilities 
Reconsidered goals 
and Interests 
1.80 
1.73 
Changed Career 
Plans 
Academic Difficulties 
1.55 Closer to Home 1.68 Financial Problems 
* l=not important reason, 2=somewhat important reason, 3=very important reason 
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Talent Development 
Overall. the national sample reported more growth than the D-Q U sample. Using 
of difference of±.15 as a yardstic~ students attending non-Indian colleges rated 
themselves higher than the D-Q U sample in 10 areas ofdevelopment, compared to two 
areas in which the D-Q U reported more growth. The remaining seven areas of 
development showed very small differences in means, .14 points or less with three 
favoring the national sample and four favoring D-Q U. 
There were no consistent patterns ofdifferences between the two samples in self­
reported growth that can be classified under convenient rubrics such as academic 
development or personal development. The D-Q U students rated themselves higher in 
some areas such as "math skills" and "acceptance of different races" but lower in other 
areas such as "knowledge of a particular field" and "interpersonal skills". 
The greatest overall difference was in favor of the national sample in "knowledge 
of a particular field" (.81). Perhaps the lower persistence rates of the D-Q U sample 
causes them to dropped out ofschool before they have taken classes in the major. The 
same explanation may be used to explain the differences favoring the national sample in 
the area of "job related skills" (.35). Additionally, perhaps the non-Indian colleges offer 
more numerous vocational courses and programs than does I)..Q U. 
The national sample reported greater growth in the cognitive areas of"general 
knowledge" (.32), "problem solving skills" (.26). "critical thinking" (.19). However. the 
D-Q U sample reported greater growth in "math skills" (.23) and to a lesser extent 
"academic confidence" (.11). and "writing skills" (.08). 
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Table 3.3 Talent Development at D-Q U and Nation Sample 
Differences Favoring J>.Q U (.IS and greater) D-QU(rank) National (rank) Difference 
Math Skill 3.85 (11) 3.62 (16) .23 
Acceptance ofdifferent races 3.85 (10) 3.70 (14) .15 
Differences Favoring National Sample (.IS and greater) 
Knowledge ofa particular field 3.75 (14) 4.56 (1) .81 
Interpersonal skills 3.63 (19) 4.40 (2) .77 
Religious beliefs 3.78 (13) 4.15 (4) .37 
Job related skills 3.80 (12) 4.15 (4) .35 
General knowledge 4.80 (2) 4.40 (2) .32 
Problem solving skills 3.90 (8) 4.16 (3) .26 
Public speaking ability 3.55 (21) 3.79 (11) .24 
Ability to work independently 3.90 (7) 4.19 (5) .20 
Critical thinking 3.96 (4) 4.15 (4) .19 
Ability to influence others 3.63 (18) 3.78 (12) .15 
Smaller Differences Favoring D-Q U (.14 or less) 
Academic Confidence 4.06 (3) 3.95 (6) .11 
Tolerance ofdifferent beliefs 3.88 (9) 3.80 (10) .08 
Writing skills 3.90 (6) 3.83 (8) .07 
Ability to work cooperatively 3.94 (5) 3.92 (7) .02 
Smaller Diffeteaces Favoring National Sample (.14 or less) 
Leadersbip skills 3.67 (15) 3.81 (9) .14 
Competitiveness 3.65 (17) 3.71 (13) .06 
Reading skills 3.65 (16) 3.66 (15) .01 
D-Q U Variables 
Knowledge ofother tribes 4.29 (1) N/A 

Knowledge ofown tribe 3.58 (20) N/A 

*l=much weaker, 2=weaker. 3=00 change, 4=stronger. 5=much stronger 
Students in the national sample rated themselves much bigher in terms of 
"interpersonal skills" (.77) and also reported greater growth in "religious beliefs" (.37). 
The reasons for these differences are also not clear. One possible explanation for the 
latter finding is in the wording. Perhaps American Indian belief systems are not 
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accurately reflected in the wonl"religion". Phrases that are more inclusive of non­
western, non-Christian beliefsystems. such as "spiritual beliefs" may come closer to 
Native conceptions of "religion" . 
Another area ofdevelopment in which the national sample reported more growth 
was "public speaking ability" (.24). Here we may once again be tapping into differences 
in cultural values and language. While public speaking ability is seen as an important 
skill in mainstream society and is encouraged at all levels ofeducational development, in 
traditional American Indian education pedagogy, quite observation and practice are 
valued over overt questioning and oral argumentation (padilla, 1992). Perhaps D-Q U is 
not placing the same emphasis on public speaking that non-Indian colleges do. It is also 
possible that D-Q U students. even before entering college, simply place less value on the 
development ofpublic speaking ability. 
The national sample also reported more growth in the "ability to work 
independently" (.20). "ability to influence others" (.IS) and. to a lesser extent, 
"competitiveness" (.06). D-Q U and national students reported nearly equal growth in the 
"ability to work cooperatively". The goal ofcultural transmission in D-Q U'S mission 
includes transmitting "Indian" values such as cooperation. non-competitiveness •. and 
interdependence. These values are antithetical to mainstream cultural values such as, 
competition. independence and persuasiveness. 
D-Q U students showed slightly more growth in "acceptance ofpeople of 
different races" (.IS) than did the national sample. This fmding is important because it 
shows that, although D-Q U enrolls a majority ofAmerican Indians and teaches a 
curriculum that focuses on American Indian issues~ it is not promoting the kind of 
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ethnocentrism in its students which mightbe expected at a college that serves 
predominantly one racial group and promotes racial pride and cultural knowledge. 
Perhaps because they come from distinct tribes and cultures. American Indians see 
themselves as very different from one another. Instead ofbeing a culturally 
homogeneous campus. D-Q U may actually be a diverse campus that serves students 
from many different nations and cultures. This increased contact with different groups 
may explain why students who attend D-Q U, in comparison to students at mainstream 
institutions, reported greater growth in "acceptance ofdifferent races and cultures", and 
to a lesser degree, in "tolerance ofdifferent beliefs" (.08). Or. perhaps D-Q U is 
promoting cultural knowledge in a way that does not promote racial animosity. 
Questions specifically designated for the D-Q U sample reveal that self-reported 
growth in "knowledge ofother tribes" was substantially greater than growth in 
"knowledge ofown tribe" (means of4.29 and 3.55 respectively). These findings are not 
entirely unexpected, given that D-Q U does not serve one tribal group~ and does not focus 
on only one tribal culture in the curriculum. Instead of learningjust about their own 
tribes, the students at D-Q U are learning about other tribal groups. It is not clear if this 
growth in knowledge ofother tribes is a result of the official curriculum or of interactions 
with peers. It is also possible that students come to D-Q U with a lot ofknowledge about 
their own tribal culture so that they do not perceive that they are increasing their 
knowledge of their own culture especially in relation to how they are learning about other 
tribes. This finding may be unique to D-Q U and other tribal colleges that do not serve 
one specific tribe. 
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Student Satisfaction 
As expected. student satisfaction with D-Q U is high. Fifty percent of the sample 
reported that they would definitely choose D-Q U again and 84.6 percent would 
recommend D-Q U to a friend or relative. In comparison to the national sample. the D-Q 
U students reported noticeably bigher levels ofsatisfaction in seventeen areas. The 
national sample reported higher satisfaction in only four areas: "library facilities" (.47). 
"courses in major field" (.38) .. "job placement facilities" (.32). and "laboratory facilities" 
(.23). These findings were not entirely unexpected. D-Q D's limited resources may 
explain their student's lower satisfaction with the facilities and the availability ofcourses. 
The D-Q U sample reported higher levels of satisfaction in a variety of areas of 
campus life from courses ("social science courses" .40. "humanities courses" .24. and 
"science and math courses" .18) to counseling/advising ("tutors/academic assistance" .98, 
"personal counseling" .85, career counseling" .55. "academic advising" .51). That these 
results might be attributed to the smaIl size of the college (enrollment is usually under 
200 students) and to D-Q Us' unique American Indian faculty is suggested by other 
differences favoring D-Q U: "class size" (.47). "ability to find a mentor" (.42). 
"opportunity to talk with professors outside ofclass" (.31). "contact with faculty and . 
staff' (.18), and "diversity of faculty" (.15). 
The fact that students report high levels of satisfaction with D-Q U is remarkable 
especially considering the obstacles D-Q U faces in terms ofdilapidated facilities. part­
time faculty. and being understaffed and underfunded. Ofcourse, it may be that these 
high satisfaction ratings are a result of students' low expectations: D-Q U students might 
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not know what a college could or shoald provide. However, this seems unlikely since SO 
percent of the sample have attended "another college before enrolling at D-Q U and would 
therefore be aware ofresources that other. colleges offer. Thus, the specific reasons for 
such high satisfaction in the D-Q U sample remain unclear. 
When respondents were asked about problems that most bothered them at D-Q U, 
11.5 percent replied that there was too much drinking and drugs on campus, 17.3 percent 
reported baving trouble with D-Q U staff. and 21.1 peteent stated that the contentious 
political atmosphere created by the confiict between the on-site staffand the Board of 
Directors negatively affected their experience. Chi-square analysis revealed that only 
problems witblnegative experiences with staffpeople had a significant relationship with 
overall college satisfaction (p= .003). Many ofthe respondents who had a negative 
experience at D-Q U said that they would come back ifcertain members of the staff were 
terminated, suggesting that they were not dissatisfied with the college in general but just 
with certain individuals. 
While it could be that substance abuse on campus is a result ofa lack of 
extracurricular activities or other campus life. research shows that American Indian 
adolescents have very high levels ofdrug/alcohol use while in high school (Gmber, 
DiClemnent. Anderson 1995). Perhaps the reason for the reports of frequent drug/alcohol 
use is that students are already frequently users when they come to D-Q U. Whatever the 
reasons, this is an issue that clearly merits further attention. 
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Table 3.4 Student Satisfaction at J).QU and National Sample 
Differences favoring D-Q U (.15 or greater) D-QU(rank) National (rank) Differences 
Tutors/academic assistance 3.92 (6) 2.94 (21) .98 
Financial aid services 3.64 (16) 2.74(23) .90 
Personal counseling 3.30 (23) 2.45 (27) .85 
Career counseling 3.47 (22) 2.98 (22) 55 
Student Housing 2.98 (27) 2.47 (26) .51 
Academic Advising 3.63 (18) 3.12 (19) .51 
Commuter Facilities 4.15 (3) 3.65 (9) .50 
Class size 4.15 (3) 3.68 (8) .47 
Campus health services 3.14 (26) 2.71 (24) .43 
Ability to find a mentor 3.77 (11) 
Social science courses 3.91 (7) 
3.35 (17) 
351 (11) 
.42 
.40 • 
Leadership opportunities 3.75 (12) 3.01 (20) .40 
Oppty to talk with professors 4.06 (4) 3.75 (6) .31 
Humanities courses 3.71 (13) 3.47 (14) .24 
Science and math courses 3.86 (8) 3.68 (8) .18 
Contact with faculty and staff 3.66 (14) 3.48 (13) .18 
Diversity of faculty 3.65 (15) 3.50 (12) .15 
Differences favoring National Sample (.15 or greater) 
Library 3.47 (22) 3.94 (3) .47 
Courses in major field 3.59 (19) 3.97 (2) 38 
Job placement facilities 2.18 (25) 2.50 (25) .32 
Laborat0!I facilities 3.19,24) 3.42 (l5l .23 
SmaUer Differeace5 Favoring D-Q U (.14 or less) 
Relevance ofcourses 3.48 (21) 3.39 (16) .09 
Extracw:ricular activities 3.64(17) 3.57 (9) .07 
Interactions with other students 4.04 (5) 3.99 (1) .05 
Quality of instruction 3.80 (9) 3.77 (5) .03 
SaaaIl DUrereaces Fa.oriDc National Sample (.14 or less) 
Campus social life 3.55 (20) 3.69 (7) .14 
Oppty to attend films and concerts 3.18 (25) 3.32 (18) .14 
Overall college experience 3.79 (10) 3.89 (4) .10 
D-Q U Variables 
Oppty to take cultural classes 4.45 (1) N/A 
Instructors offerinl an Indian Perspective 4.35 (2) N/A 
* l=can't rate, 2=dissatisfied, 3=neutral, 4=satisfied, S=very satisfied 
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Limitations 
A major difficulty in conducting this study is that it was carried out as an outsider 
to the institution. As a result, there was a long delay in obtaining the names and 
addresses of respondents which, in tum. shortened the data collection time. With more 
time for data collection, more respondents could have been obtained. 
Another difficulty is the low response rate, which prohibited more sophisticated 
analysis such as regression. American Indian students are notoriously moblle. More than 
halfof the potential respondents could not be reached because ofoutdated addresses or 
phone numbers. It was not uncommon to reach someone by telephone who knew the 
respondent but was unsure of where he/she was living at the time. Many respondents did 
not even have a phone. As a result of this pilot study, this dissertation sought to have 
enough respondents to make possible the use of multivariate analysis to control for 
student input characteristics. 
Another limitation of the D-Q U study is the comparison group. A sample of 
American Indians enrolled at mainstream institutions would have made a more 
appropriate comparison group than students in general at these institutions. 
Unfortunately. the national sample. which sampled small percentages of students at each 
college. bad too few American Indians to use in this type of analysis. Also. the data for 
the D-Q U sample and the comparison sample were collected at different times. The 
longitudinal comparison sample was surveyed in 1987 and in 1991 and included only 
those students who entered college in 1987. The D-Q U sample was collected at one 
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point in time and included students who entered D-Q U during a four year span. By 
contrast, the proposed dissertation research will survey all students simultaneously and 
include much larger proportions ofAmerican Indian students at each mainstream. college. 
The generalizability ofresults to students at other tribal colleges may also be 
limited due to the "atypical" nature ofD-Q U (Stein, 1992). D-Q U is not chartered by 
one tribe and is not located. on or near a reservation. It caters to a pan-Indian population 
residing in mostly urban areas who may have other options for highereducation. Most 
other tribal colleges address the needs ofone mbal community which typically reside in 
remote areas where there are few, ifany, other higher education options. This 
dissenation includes a number ofsuch tribal colleges so that findings are more 
generalizable to all tribal college students. Analyses were also done to ascertain possible 
differences among tribal colleges. 
ConclusionsIRecommendations 
D-Q U needs to make retention of its students a high priority. Many students 
come to D-Q U with the goal of receiving an Associate's degree and transferring to a 
four-year university. but few actually earn that degree. While lack of academic 
preparation no doubt plays some role in these low completion and transfer rates, other 
factors likely playa part as well. Child care seems to be very important for many D-Q U 
students as does transponation. financial aid, and family hOUSing. Also, it might be 
possible to strengthen the transfer function of the college by creating cl~r relationships 
with four-year colleges and universities. These relationships could be both administrative 
(curriculum, visits to and from four year institutions) as well as more personal in nature 
S8 
(for example a mentorsbip program between D-Q U students and American Indian 
students at universities). Students also appear to need more work:. on basic academic 
skills. The dissertation will explore these and other possible approaches for dealing with 
issues of retention and transfer at each ofthe tribal colleges. 
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Chapter Four 
Methodology 
The purposes of this study were threefold (1) to examine the diversity among 
tribal colleges and tnoal college students; (2) to test several hypotheses concerning the 
educational efficacy oftn"bal colleges; and (3) to test the few;ibility ofestablishing a 
national center for research on tribal colleges. 
The general research question that was explored can be stated as follows: How 
does the development of American. Indian students at tribal colleges differ from that of 
American Indian students at non-tribal colleges in terms ofpersistence, growth in specific 
talents. satisfaction, and cultural identity? Does the potentially better fit provided by 
tribal colleges compensate for the tendency for low selectivity colleges to impede degree 
completion and other student development outcomes? 
To answer these questions. alumni of tribal colleges were surveyed together with 
samples of American Indians who have attended non-Indian colleges. The first part of 
study examines .diversity among tribal colleges and makes certain comparisons among 
different tribally conuolled colleges. Although tribal colleges are all independent 
institutions that have been developed to serve the unique needs of different tribes and 
populations, they all qualify under the Tribally Conuolled College Act, are regionally 
accredited, and share certain similarities in govemance, mission, and curricula which may 
tend to produce similar outcomes. Can this collection of institutions be described as a 
system of tribal colleges? 
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In addition to comparing students across different tnDal colleges. comparisons 
were also made between tribal colleges and those institutions referred to as ·CSIA 
colleges". which enroll exclusively American Indians. have no ties with particular tribes. 
and are funded and administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). Unlike tribal 
colleges. these institutions attract American Indian students from across the country. are 
primarily residential. and tend to be much larger than other tribal institutions. These 
colleges may attract different types ofstudents and may not place the same emphasis on 
cultural maintenance and tribal self--determination that tribal colleges do. Do these 
potential differences in student self selection and institutional environment have any 
effect on student development? 
The second set ofanalyses tested five specific hypotheses derived from the 
general proposition that tribal colleges provide a better student-institutional "fit" for the 
American Indian student than do mainstream higher education institutions. After 
controlling for student and institutional characteristics. does attending a tribal. BIA. or 
non-Indian college affect outcomes such as retention. talent development, satisfaction. 
identity. and the experience ofdiscrimination? 
Hypothesis 
H)llOthesis 1: 	 Tribal college students have lower rates of retention and degree 
completion than students at non-Indian institutions. After entering 
differences are controlled. there will be no significant difference in 
degree completion between students at tribal colleges and 
American Indian students attending non-Indian colleges. 
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Rationale: 
Analysis: 
Hypothesis 2: 
Rationale: 
The lower educational. attainment of students who start at two-year 
colleges has been well established in the literature. However. the 
better fit provided by tribal colleges. in terms of remedial help. 
small size. campus culture etc. is expected to increase tribal college 
student persistence and subsequent educational attainment. While 
pilot study findings reported lower degree attainment levels at D-Q 
U than in the mainstream. two-year colleges. transfer rates and 
subsequent B.A. completion rates atD-Q U were comparable to 
those at other mainstream two-year institutions. However. in the 
pilot study. the comparison sample was composed primarily of 
non-Indians. who tend to have higher persistence rates than 
American Indian students do (Astin. Tsui. and Avalos. 1996). 
Crosstabulations and one way ANOVAs were used to for testing 
institutional differences in unadjusted rates. Blocked. stepwise 
regression was then be used to control for critical student input 
variables in order to compare the effect of tribal. BIA. and non­
tribal colleges on persistence and educational attainment. Both BA 
and AA/Vocational persistence was considered. 
Talent development or value-added measures for tribal college 
students will be comparable to those of the students at both low 
and high selectivity non-Indian institutions. TnDal college 
students will report greater growth in Cultural KnowledgelIdentity. 
The rationale here is similar to that given for the persistence and 
educational attainment hypothesis. Although the tribal college 
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Analysis: 
Hypothesis 3: 
Rationale: 
students in the pilot study reported lower levels ofgrowth on 
several measures than did students in the national sample, the fact 
that the national sample consisted primarily of non-Indians may 
make the application ofthese findings to this study inappropriate. 
Comparing only samples of American Indian students is expected 
to yield different results, especially when entering student 
characteristics are controlled. 
One way ANOVA analyses were used to determine unadjusted 
student outcome differences between Tribal. BIA and non-Indian 
institutions. Regression analysis was then used to assess 
institutional impact on those variables that showed significant 
between-group differences. 
Tribal college students will report more satisfaction their 
undergraduate experience than students who attended non-Indian 
colleges. The exception will be satisfaction with facilities where 
tribal college students will have lower levels of satisfaction. 
This hypothesis is based on the pilot study, which found high 
levels of satisfaction at D-Q U with almost all areas of the college 
experience except satisfaction with physical facilities. which 
produced somewhat less satisfaction than did the other areas 
measured. Although D-Q U is an "atypical" tribal college, some 
characteristics that might affect satisfaction. such as small class 
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Analysis: 
Hypothesis 4: 
Rationale: 
Analysis: 
Hypothesis S: 
size. accessible faculty/sta.ff, and cultural classes, are similar to 
those in other tribal colleges. 
One way ANOV A analyses were used to determine unadjusted 
differences in satisfaction between Tn'bal. BIA and non-Indian 
institutions. Regression analysis was then used to assess 
institutional impact on those variables that showed significant 
between group differences. 
Tn'bal college students will report experiencing less discrimination 
from fellow students and faculty than will students at non-tribal 
colleges. 
It has been shown that minority students experience more 
discrimination on majority-white campuses than they do on 
minority campuses. American Indian students at tribal colleges 
would thus be expected to experience less discrimination than 
American Indians at non-Indian colleges. 
One way ANOV A analyses were used to reveal any simple 
relationships between experiencing discrimination and college 
type. Regression was also used to control for entering student 
characteristics in assessing the effects ofcollege type on 
satisfaction. 
Tribal college students, in comparison to students at non-Indian 
institutions. will report greater growth cultural 
knowledgelidentification with American Indian cultures. 
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American Indian students who attended non-Indian institutions 
will have stronger identity with non-Indian culture~ 
Rationale: 	 Tribal colleges have specific goals ofpromoting tribal culture 
through cwriculum and pedagogy. This sbould enhance students' 
tribal knowledge and identification with American Indian culture. 
American Indians at non-Indian colleges will not have the same 
opportunity to learn tribal. culture while attending college. 
Analysis: 	 In order to test this hypothesis. one way ANOVAs were conducted 
to determine the simple relationships between college type and 
growth in tribal knowledge and cultural identity. Blocked, 
stepwise regressions were run to control for entering cbaracteristics 
and determine the effects, ifany. that institutional control has on 
identity. 
Data Sources 
To examine the development of American Indian undergraduate students. data 
were collected from American Indians who attended non-Indian and tribal colleges. 
Within the tribal college sample, the subset of institutions called "BIA colleges" was 
included. Samples ofAmerican Indian students from non-Indian colleges were identified 
by their completion ofthe 1993 annual freshman survey (Student Information Survey. or 
SIF). The SIP is administered by the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP), 
under the auspices of the Higher Education Researcb Institute at the University of 
California. Los Angeles and is co-sponsored by the American Council on Education. 
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Operating since 1966. this program ofdata collection is the largest continuous study of 
college students in the United States. The SIF provides information on students· 
background characteristics (personal characteristics. demographics. experiences in high 
school) as well as their values, attitudes. life goals and self-concept. American Indian 
students who completed the CIRP in 1993 were sent the "American Indian Follow-Up 
Study" (AIFUS) as were the samples of students who entered tribal colleges that same 
year. The follow-up questionnaire collected information regarding student development 
as wen as college experiences and activities. (See Appendix B) The AlFUS also assessed 
retrospectively. some of the same entering fresbman characteristics captured in the SIF. 
In addition to the survey data, more qualitative methods such as institutional self­
studies, site visits. and a focus group were used to help explain and compliment some of 
the quantitative results. The accreditation reports from twelve institutions were conected. 
Four of these are from institutions that did not participate in the survey portion of the 
study. Site visits were conducted at four institutions (two in Montana. one in North 
Dakota. and one in South Dakota). These site visits included tours of the institutions as 
well as discussions with administrators. students. and faculty. A focus group was 
conducted at the 1999 American Indian Higher Education Consortium Conference in 
Billings, Montana. This focus group piloted a new methodology called a reciprocal focus 
group. 
Reciprocal Focus Group 
The goal of this focus group was to pilot a new methodology where discussion is 
generated by the presentation of the statistical findings. This allows the researcher to 
incorporate the ideas and experiences of those closely linked to the phenomenon being 
studied into the interpretation of the findings. Although this technique is often used in 
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qualitative analysis. the usc ofquantitative data in this process is a novel approach. 
Allowing those who are being studied to have some direct input into the interpretation of 
the statistical analysis should provide important insights as to possible reasons behind. 
and meanings of," the statistical findings. 
There were sixteen participants in the focus group representing many different 
perspectives and experiences: students. alumni~ faculty. and staff from tribal colleges as 
well as other researchers and professionals familiar with tribal colleges and American 
Indian education. Participants were given a short presentation regarding the background 
of the study and methodology. Preliminary statistical findings were then presented and 
questions posed to generate discussion to help explain these findings. Participants readily 
grasped the concepts behind the complex statistical methodology and the lively 80­
minute discussion was both helpful and insightful. 
Description of the Samples 
The names and address of triba1JBIA college students who entered as freshman or 
transfer students in 1993 were provided by the tribal institution. An equal number of 
American Indian students who attended non-Indian colleges were then selected by 
matching zip code and state to the tribal college sample. Since samples are cross­
sectional, input variables that affect the academic outcomes of interest, such as parental 
education, family income, and high school GPA," were collected retrospectively. 
Collection of Data 
Follow-up data were collected through mailed surveys. American Indian students 
who participated in the 1993 SIF were sent questionnaires in January 1999. TriballBIA 
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colleges were approached to participate in this study between summer 1991 and Fall 
1998. Institutions were sent information packets descn'bing the study and its potential 
benefits to the individual college as well as to the tribal college community in general. 
Colleges were offered this service free ofchange and told they would receive detailed 
accounts of the findings. In order to participate. the colleges were to supply a list ofall 
students who enrolled in the college in the Fall of 1993. Surveys (see Appendix B) were 
mailed to these students in January 1999. In addition to the survey, students were sent 
-
information regarding the study and the study director. To increase response rates, 
students who responded were to be enteled into a raffle in which five winners could 
choose between $100 dollars or a pendelton blanket. Post cards were sent to alert 
students to the forthcoming survey and to weed. out the bad addresses. One wave of the 
eight-page survey was sent to each participant. 
Analyses 
Several different methods ofanalysis were conducted to answer the research 
questions and test the hypotheses. Crosstabulations were used to discern the distribution 
ofoutcome measures by institutional type. Correlations and one way ANOV As were 
used to determine the simple relationships between outcome measures and institutional 
type. The multivariate analysis drew upon the conceptual framework: and methodology 
developed by Alexander Astin in the study ofcollege impact (Astin, 1991). The Input­
Environment-Output (I-E-O) model provides a means for controlling for different input 
characteristics of students and the self selection of students into different college 
environments before assessing the effect ofcollege type on the relevant outcome 
measure. Blocked stepwise multiple regression, based on the temporal sequence of 
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occuaences ofthe independent variables. is used with this model. Students' input 
characteristics. as measured on the fiesbmen survey for non-tribal students and the 
retrospective questions on the AlFUS. are entered in the first block as control variables. 
Institutional characteristics. college experiences and intermediate outcomes are entered in 
subsequent blocks. Variables within each block are entered in stepwise fashion. until no 
additional variable within that block is capable of producing a significant reduction in the 
residual sum of squares, after which variables in the next block are entered. A question 
ofconsiderable interest is whether the effect of college type (e.g.• attending a ttibal 
college) is mediated by particular college experiences (e.g.• taking part in religious 
ceremonies). 
Variables 
Persistence 
Students were classified as persisters or non-persisters based on their educational 
aspirations in 1993 compared to their status in 1999. Students were asked: "When you 
started college. what was the highest academic degree you intended to obtain?" (none. 
vocational degree. associate degree. bachelor's or higher). They were also asked to report 
the highest degree they cuuently hold (high school. GED. vocational certificate, associate 
degree. bachelor's degree or higher). One measure of persistence was used only with 
those who had initial aspirations to earn a bachelor's degree or bigher. with persisters 
classified as those who at the time ofthe follow-up either (a) currently hold a bachelor's 
degree or higher or (b) are cuaently enrolled as a student. This is a relatively lenient 
measure in the sense that not all of those who are currently enrolled will necessarily 
graduate. This more lenient measure ofpersistence is appropriate for this study and 
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sample, given that American Indian students and community college students in general 
tend to take longer to reach their degree objectives. 
Another separate persistence analysis was done made for those who initially 
aspired to earn either an Associate's degree or a vocational cenificate. with persisters 
defined as those who have either earned a vocational certificate an Associate's degree (or 
higher) or are currently enrolled in college. 
Talent development 
Talent development was determined by self-reported growth in a number of 
academic and affective areas. The question "Compated to when you entered college as a 
freshman. how would you now descn'be your... " is followed by a series of ..talents" and a 
five point scale ranging from "much stronger" (score S) to "much weaker U(score 1). 
These talents include general knowledge. analytical and problem solving skills. 
knowledge ofa particular field or discipline. ability to think critically. job-related skills. 
religious/spiritual beliefs and convictions. leadership skills. ability to work 
independently. interpersonal skills. tolerance ofpersons with different beliefs. acceptance 
of people from different raceslcultures. confidence in your academic abilities. writing 
skills, public speaking ability, competitiveness, ability to work cooperatively, 
mathematical skills. reading speed and comprehension, ability to influence others. 
cultural knowledge ofyour tribe. cultural knowledge ofother tribes. identity as an Indian 
person. and commitment to contribute to your tribe or American Indians in general. 
In the interests of parsimony. the 24 items were combined into five scales on the 
basis of factor analysis (principal components. varimax. rotation). The scales and the 
items used to define these scales (with factor loadings and alpha) are displayed in Table 
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4.1. Factor loadings range from .74 to .84. Alphas for the scales range from .65 to .86. 
The five factors have been identified as: Cognitive Development, Cultural Knowledge! 
Identity, Interpersonal Skills, Racial Tolerance .. and Basic Academic skills. Scale scores 
consisted simply of the sum of the student's responses to the high loading items shown in 
the table. 
Table 4.1 
Factor analysis results for talent development outcomes 
Factor 1 Cognitive Development Factor Loading Alpha 
General knowledge .75 .86 
Problem solving skills .74 
Knowledge ofparticular field .78 
Critical thinking skills .73 
Factor 2 Cultural Knowledgelldentin:" 
Cultural knowledge ofown tribe .77 .81 
Cultural knowledge ofother tribes .64 
Identity as an Indian person .84 
Commitment to contribute to .82 
Your tribe 
Commitment to contribute to .80 
American Indians in general 
Factor 3 Interpersonal DevelQPment 
Leadership skills .61 .81 
Interpersonal skills .56 
Publicspealdng .47 
Ability to work cooperatively .67 
Ability to influence others .51 
Factor 4 Racial Tolerance 
Tolerance ofpeople with different beliefs .81 .85 
Acceptance of people ofother races .84 
Factor 5 Basic A£ademic Skills 
Writing skills .47 .65 
Math skills .68 
Reading skills .62 
7l 
Separate regressions were not only run on each ofthe five factors9 but also on self 
reported change in U job related skills" (given the importance of this goal to many 
American Indian students who enter a tn'bal college). 
Student satisfaction 
Student satisfaction was determined using the following item: "Please rate your 
satisfaction with the college you entered in 1993 on each of the aspects ofcampus life 
listed below." Possible answers range from "Very Satisfied" (score 4) to "Dissatisfied" 
(score 1). Specific areas of satisfaction are science and math courses, bumanities courses. 
social science courses. courses in your major field. relevance ofcoursework to everyday 
life, overall quality of instlUction, laboratory facilities. computer facilities. opportunity to 
discuss coursework outside ofclass with professors, opportunities to participate in 
extracurricular activities. campus social life. tutorial help or other academic assistance. 
academic advising. career counseling and advising. personal counseling. student 
housing. financial aid services, amount of faculty contact, opportunities to attend films 
and concerts. job placement service for students, campus health services. class size. 
interaction with other students. ability to find a faculty or staff mentor, diversity of the 
faculty, leadership opportunities. overall college experience, opportunities to take 
American Indian cultural classes. iostlUctors offering an Indian perspective, and child 
care facilities. 
As with the talent development measures. factor analysis was used to reduce these 
thirty-two items into the following six factors: Curriculum. and Instruction. 
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Faculty/Student Contac~ Advising/Counseling Support. Academic Facilities, American 
Indian Emphasis, and Support Services. (see Table 4.2) 
Table 4.2 
Factor analysis for satisfaction with college 
Factor I CurriculumlInstruction 
Math/Science courses 
Humanities course 
Factor Loading 
.62 
.52 
AlpbaLevel 
.82 
Social Science courses 
Courses in major 
Relevance ofcoursework to 
everyday life 
Overall instruction 
.48 
.60 
.67 
.64 
Factor 2 FaculttlStudent ~ontact 
Amount ofcontact with faculty 
Class size 
Interaction with other students 
Ability to find a faculty mentor 
.50 
.76 
.68 
.65 
.79 
Factor 3 AdvisinglCoggselin& ~Ulm2rt 
Tutorial help 
Academic advising 
Career counseling 
Personal counseling 
.55 
.74 
.81 
.73 
.89 
Factor 4 Academic Facilities 
Lab facilities 
Library facilities 
Computer facilities 
.59 
.75 
.74 
.82 
F!l§ito[ 5 Ameris:an Indian Emghasis 
Opportunity to take American Indian 
culture classes 
Faculty offering am American Indian 
Perspective 
.86 
.89 
.92 
Facto[ 6 SUpPQrt Services 
Job placement 
Campus health services' 
Child care facilities 
Opportunity for applied 
Learning 
.66 
.46 
.64 
.63 
.79 
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Factor loadings range from.46 to .89. Alphas for these scales range from .79 to .92. Six 
regressions were run with each oJ the six satisfaction factolS as dependant variables. A 
seventh regression was run using overall satisfaction as the dependant variable. 
Cultural KnowledgelIdentity 
Cultural identity was measured using established orthogonal assessments as laid 
out in the research ofOetting and Beauvais (1991). Respondents can be assessed on two 
independent identities: American Indian cultural identity. and Anglo cultural identity. 
Each was assessed using two questions: (1) Do you live the .... way of life? and (2) will 
you be a success in the .... way of life? The autholS report that. although a short scale 
may have modest reliability, it can be highly useful in studies using a large number of 
subjects orwhere strong relationships are expected. This study satisfies both conditions. 
In a large scale survey of adults reliability should be at least in the .70s. The two -item 
scale for American Indian Identity had an alpha level of .81, the Anglo Identity scale had 
an alpha level ofonly .54. Due to the low level of reliability of the Anglo Identity scale. 
these four items making up these scales were used as independent measures instead of 
two scales. 
Identity was also assessed using the Zimmemian scale of American Indian 
identity. Respondents were asked to estimate the importance ofmaintaining tribal 
culture, knowledge of tribal culture, interest in learning about their culture, and how 
different they think: Indian culture is from non-Indian culture (scored 1 to 5). Students 
were also asked to indicate their participation in nine different types ofAmerican Indian 
events including: Solstice Ceremonies, Pow-Wows. Sweatlodges. Seasonal Feasts, 
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Naming Ceremonies. Healings. Giveaways. Ceremonial Fasting. and other (self 
indicated). The alpha for this scale is .81. 
Feasibility of an Institute for the Study ofAmerican Indian Higher Education 
As stated earlier in this proposal .. an important purpose of this study is to test the 
feasibility ofcreating an Institute for the Study ofAmerican Indian Higher Education. It 
is also hoped that the research performed in connection with this dissertation will 
constitute a starting point for such an Institute. This Institute would collect longitudinal 
data on all tribal college freshmen and conduct regular follow-up studies. using American 
Indian students at non-trIbal higher education institutions from the CIRP as a comparison 
group. This data base will not only assess student outcomes but will also incorporate 
longitudinal information on tribal economic indicators. education levels. substance use. 
and tribal activities to assess what effects the institutions are having. not only on 
individual students. but also on trIbal communities as well. 
This dissertation provides an opportunity to explore some of the obstacles to 
creating such an institute. This study answers many questions about the degree of 
interest and ability of tribal colleges to participate in an ongoin~ program of study. Do 
tribal colleges have the trained personnel to conduct research and collaborate with a 
center? What are effective strategies for approaching colleges and gaining the trust of 
tribal college personnel? How much would such a program cost and what are the 
possible sources of ongoing funding? What levels of involvement from the institutions 
are possible and advisable in terms of instrument design. data collection. and analysis? 
While not exhaustive. this list ofquestions illustrates the types of logistical. political, and 
fmancial obstacles that may be involved in creating a national research center. 
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Chapter Five 
Results 
This cbapterpresents the results of the quantitative portion of the study. First~ 
data collection results and response rates are reported.. Next, the reliability of recall data 
is examined. After individual tribal colleges are compared to each other. tribal colleges 
« 
as a group are compared to BIA colleges and Non-Indian colleges. Fmally, the five 
hypotheses regarding persistence, talent development, satisfaction? discrimination, and 
cultural. identity are examined. 
Results ofData Collection 
Of ~ twenty-nine triballBIA colleges approached. twenty-four agreed to 
participate in the study, four declined the offer and one was not open in 1993. Among 
those that declined, one college was planning its own study on alumni and did not want to 
compete for respondents. Another believed that releasing names and addresses of 
students violated federal laws regarding the privacy ofstudent information. and still 
another institution was unable to devote staff time to compiling the requested 
information. One college does not allow outside investigators to conduct research on its 
students. 
Of the twenty-four colleges that initially agreed, sixteen actually participated in 
the survey. There were eight colleges that initially agreed to participate but were 
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subsequendy unable to provide the information needed to send their former students the 
survey. One institution" s master data base was damaged,. erasing the address field of 
students entering in 1993. At another college the old records could not be accessed in 
time for the study because the college was in the process ofchanging to a new student 
records system.. The reasons why the remaining six colleges did not follow through with 
providing the requested information remain unclear. It is possible that some of them bad 
the same difficulties other institutions bad accessing. finding. or compiling the requested 
information. Obstacles to acquiring this information came at both administrative and 
clerical levels. In one case" administrative approval was granted, then revoked, then 
granted again. then called into question. With other colleges. administrative approval 
was easily obtained while clerical cooperation was difficult to secure. In some cases staff 
appeared to be too overwhelmed with their other work responsibilities to spend the large 
amount of time needed to compile the requested information (which in many cases had to 
be compiled by band from hard copy files). In other cases staffmay have simply been 
uninterested in or even opposed to research projects of this type and their unwillingness 
to provide the requested information may been a manifestation ofpassive refusal to 
panicipate. 
Sixteen colleges (fourteen tribal" two BIA) provided the names and addresses of 
3.417 students who entered. as freshmen or transfer students in 1993. The comparison 
sample (n= 3,419) identified by their completion of the SIP in 1993 was selected to be 
matched to the tribal college students in three steps. First, only students who self 
identified as American Indian were selected. Next, each tribal college student was 
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matched to a student in the comparison sample by state of residency and zip code. 
Students in the final total sample (n=ti,836) were sent postcards to alert them to the 
forthcoming survey and to eliminate the undeliverable addresses from the sample. One­
thousand. tIu:ee hundred thirteen (1,313) postcards were returned as undeliverable. 
yielding a viable sample of5,523. These students (tribal college n--2,863, non-tlibal 
college n=2,661) were sent the American Indian Follow-Up Survey (AIFUS) in the 
winter of 1999 (see Appendix B for a copy of the survey instrument). 
One administration of the survey yielded 517 responses. Twenty-one surveys had 
to be dropped from this sample because they either were not American Indian or entered 
college in a year other than 1993. The remaining 496 responses represent a 9% response 
rate. Response rates were similar for tribal college and non-tribal college samples (see 
Table 5.1). 
The response rates of individual tribal colleges vary widely, which may reflect the 
diversity among these institutions. One response was received from a student who 
attended a tnoal college that had refused to participate. Because this student was 
American Indian and did enter in 1993, he/she was included in the analysis. It is possible 
that helshe attended two tnDal colleges in that year, one ofwhich was in the study. It is 
also possible that a friend or relative who received my survey. but chose not to 
participate, gave it to this student. 
• 
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Table 5.1 
Response rates 
Institution # before post card # after post card # of responses (%) 
Tribal College 1 
Tribal College 2 
0 
54 
0 
45 
1 
2 (4.4) 
Tnbal College 3 10 63 2 (3.1) 
Tribal College 4 50 41 3 (6.3) 
Tribal College 5 131 120 5 (4.1) 
Tribal College 6 106 96 5 (5.2) 
Tribal College 1 110 122 9 (1.3) 
Tribal College 8 128 18 9 (1l.5) 
Tribal College 9 145 124 9 (1.2) 
Tribal College 10 169 146 10 (6.8) 
Tribal College 11 151 ll9 10 (8.4) 
Tribal College 12 86 15 11 (14.6) 
Tribal College 13 122 109 16 (14.6) 
Tribal College 14 319 255 20 (1.8) 
Tribal College 15 (BIA) 523 434 49 (11.2) 
Tribal College 16 (BIA) 462 312 33 (8.8) 
Tribal College 11 135 646 56 (8.6) 
Total Tribal College 3411 2863 250 (8.1) 

Non-Tribal College 3419 2661 *246 (9.2) 

Total 6836 5523 496 (8.9) 
• non-tribal college sample comes from 136 different instiwtions 
Reliability of Recall Data 
As noted in Chapter 4. the data on student development were all collected at the 
same time. even though the methodological approach (I-E-O model) calls for the use of 
longitudinal information that begins with student input characteristics. In lieu of such 
longitudinal data, students were asked to report their input characteristics in 1999. 
Income and initial degree aspirations were recalled as they were in 1993. Students were 
also asked to report the parents' highest education level. Some of the recalled variables 
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of the CIRP derived sample were compared to their responses on the SIF six yeaa:s earlier 
in 1993. Four variables were tested: initial degree aspirations. family income. father's 
education. and mother's education. Table S.2 reports the correlation coefficients between 
1993 and 1999 variables. 
Table S.2 
Correlation coefficients for 1993 and 1999 Variables 
Variable r p level 
Initial degree aspiration 1993/1999 .36 .000 
Income 1993/1999 .70 .000 
Father's education 1993/1999 .83 .000 
Mother's education 1993/1999 .77 .000 
While each of the 1999 variables bas a significant correlation with its 
corresponding 1993 variables, not all measures are equally reliable. While students are 
reasonably consistent in reporting parental income and education, there is obviously a 
good deal oferror in recalling initial degree aspirations. Also while the reliability of 
parental education is much higher (.83 and .77) it is far from perfect, which could reflect 
either error or perhaps some cbange in the parents' actual educational attainment during 
the six years. Parental income yields a bit more disagreement (r = .70). Given the 
significant correlations between these four variables in both 1993 andl999. it is 
concluded that with the exception ofdegree aspirations. input variables that have been 
collected through this method can be use with reasonable assurances about their 
accuracy. 
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Descriptive Analysis 
The first set ofdescriptive data addresses the general question. "How and to what 
extent do different institutions that fall under the rubric of "tribal colleges' differ from 
one another?n Given the considerable diversity among tribes and therefore tribal 
colleges. are these institutions similar enough in terms of their students' background 
characteristics to be treated as a homogeneous group for the purpose of comparing them 
with other types of institutions? This question is answered in two steps. First, the 
variation among tribal colleges is assessed. Second. students at moal colleges as a group 
are compared to students at BIA and non-Indian institutions. If the between-group 
variation, when viewed in relation to the within group variation, is substantial. tribal 
colleges can be said to comprise a group distinct from non-tribal institutions despite their 
internal diversity. Additionally. this approach is used to assess whether BIA institutions 
should be placed within the tribal college rubric or in a separate category for purposes of 
data analysis. ANOV A analyses were conducted to compare the means ofvarious tribal 
institutions on student background characteristics. 
FIlSt, four tribal institutions with 16 or more respondents were assigned a number 
(referred to as TC2. TC3. TC4 hereafter). The tribal institutions with l5 or fewer 
respondents were collapsed into one category. TCl. TCl represents the respondents of 
twelve different institutions from seven states (Montana. Minnesota, North Dakota, 
Wisconsin. New Mexico. Washington. and South Dakota). TC2 and TC4 are in 
Montana. and TC3 is located in the Southwestern United States. BIA institutions were 
not included. 
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Table 5.3 
Means and between group differences (ANOVA) student background characteristics by 
tribal college 
Means Between Group Differences 
Variables Tel Tel Tel Te4 Tell TClI Tell TC2I TC2I TOI 
(n=75) (n=l6) (n=56) (n=20) Tel TC3 TC4 TC3 TC4 TC4 
Student Characteristics 
Blood Quantum 4.58 5.46 5.88 3.70 • .. • • • 
(l=[owesr.,6=bigherst) • 
Tribal Member 2.89 3.00 3.00 2.40 • .. ... 
( 1=no.3=yes) 
...Raised on Reservation 3.56 4.00 3.86 3.36 • • • 
( 1=urban.4=reservabon) 
... ... ... ...Home Language 1.29 1.42 1.79 1.05 
(l=Englisb.. 2=other) 
Mothers Education 2.93 3.34 3.10 3.50 
(l=least,2=moSl) 
Fathers Education 2.63 2.92 3.05 335 ... 
Income 3.52 3.77 3.72 3.19 
(l=lowest, 14=Higbest) 
High School GPA 3.01 3.11 2.86 2.86 
(l=lowest,S=highest) 1 
Degree Aspirations 4.04 4.43 4.16 5.00 • ... 
(1=none.7=PhD.) 
Number ofChildren 1.65 1.00 138 136 
• Between group differences significant @ p< .05 
ANOVA analyse~ show that tribal college students differ significantly among 
themselves in cenain background characteristics (blood quantum, tribal membership, 
reservation raised, language spoken at home other then English) and little on others 
(mother'S/father's education, income. degree aspirations. high school GPA, number of 
children). Table 5.3 shows that the means for blood quantum range from TC4 with 3.70 
Oust under half, i.e., 4.0) to TC 3 at 5.88 Oust under full-blooded, i.e. 6.0). In tenns of 
tribal membership, TC4 differs from all other institutions. with more students not 
enrolled in their tribe than students at other tribal institution. TC4 students are also the 
least. likely to have been raised on a reservation. although the mean for each institution 
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falls between being raised in a rural setting and reservation (1= urban. 2= suburban, 
3=rural, 4= reservation)l. IStudents at TC4 are also the least likely to speak a language 
other than English at home. 
That tribal colleges should differ on these variables is not surprising. given the 
heterogeneity ofAmerican Indian tribes. Variation should be expected on those aspects 
of Indian life that are linked with the unique circumstances ofeach tribe. For example. 
TC3 serves a tribal community with a large reservation and tribal membership. Tribal 
members are the majority on the reservation and constitute a nearly homogeneous Native 
population. a high propottion ofwhich speaks their native language. In contrast, TC4 
serves a small native population with a smaller propottion of native speakers. The 
reservation is much smaller and includes a substantial non-Native population. These 
differences are reflected in the variation between tribal colleges on variables that measure 
some of the more tribally linked aspects of American Indian life. TC4 students are less 
likely to speak their native language because members of their tribe in general are less 
likely to speak their native language. In other words, as tribes differ. so do their college 
student bodies. 
Interestingly. there seems to be little variation among tribal institutions on other 
background variables. Level of mother's education, income. and high school GPA show 
no statistically significant differences. Father'S education and degree aspirations had one 
and two significantly different means, respectively. These are variables the have been 
shown to affect student persistence significantly. In short, despite tribal heterogeneity 
Students were asked to indicare the setting in which they were primarily raised. Responses represent a 
continuum from urban to rural to reservation. The more urban a setting. the more contact with non-Indian 
cultures and the less conalCt with uibal culture. 
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and differences in student cultural characteristics. these institutions display remarkable 
similarity on traditional predictors ofpersistence. 
Table 5.4 displays the ANOVA results for student backgrolJDd characteristics by 
institutional control. American Indian students attending Tnbal and BIA colleges differ 
significantly from American Indians who attend Non-Indian institutions on nearly every 
student characteristic. Average self-reported blood quantum of tribal and BIA students is 
roughly 3/4 while it is under 114 for non-Indian students. Tnbal and BIA students have 
significantly lower high school GPAs. degree aspirations. and father's education level. 
The differences in 1993 income level is particularly large with the average tribal college 
income $13.000. BlA S17.000. and Non-Indian $30.000 annually. Students at non-Indian 
colleges are significantly less likely to be tribal members or to speak their tribal language 
than are tribal or BlA students. 
Tribal and BlA students differ on just two background characteristics: reservation 
raised and number ofchildren. More tn"bal college students then BIA students were 
raised on a reservation. Tribal college students are also more likely than BIA and non­
tribal college students to have had children when they entered college in 1993. Attending 
a BIA or non-Indian college is more likely to require the students to relocate. If stu~ents 
have children, they may be less inclined to relocate. Tribal colleges are perhaps offering 
higher education to a population that otherwise would not have attended college: parents 
of dependent children. 
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Table 5.4 
Means and between group differences (ANOV A) student background characteristics by 
institutional control 
Means Between Groups Differences 
Variables Tribal BIA Non-Tribal TribaV BW TribaV 
(n-167) (n=83) (n=246) Non-Tribal Non-Tnbal BIA 
Sbldeal Chal'llderisdcs 
Blood. Quantum. 4.99 5.07 2.89 • • 
( l=lowesr.6=bighest) 
Tribal Membership 2.88 2.97 1.90 • • 
(l=no.3=yes) 
Raised on Reservation 3.68 3.25 2.S5 • • 
(l=no.4=yes) 
Home Language 1.44 1.54- 1.21 • • 
(l=EDglish.2=othel') 
Mothers Education- 3.10 3.33 1-97 • • 
(l=1east:,.2=most) 
Fathers Education- 2.89 3.10 3.85 • • 
Income" 3.58 4.28 7.07 • • 
(l=lowest,.l4=higbest) 
High School OPA 2.99 2.92 3.35 • • 
(1=lowest,S=lUghcst) 
Degree Aspiration 4.42 4.11 5.54 • • 
(l=nODe, 7=Ph.D.) 
Number of Children 1.45 53 .37 • • 
• Between group differences significant @ p< .05 

°1 =gnde school or less. 2=some high school. 3=high school. 4=some college. 5 =college degree. 

6=gnduate degree 

" 1 =less than 6.000.2 =6.000-9.999.3 = 10,000-14,999.4 =15.00Q..19.999. 5 = 20.000-24.999. 

6 = 2S.000..2.9.999, 7 = 30,000-39.999. 8 =40,()()().4.9.999, 9 =SO,OOQ..S9.999. LO = 60.000-74.999, 

11 = 75,000-99.999. 12 = 100.000-149.999. 13 = 150.000..199,999. 14 = 200.000 or more 

It is clear from this analysis that the American Indian students who choose to 
enter a tribal or BlAcollege are significantly different from the American Indian students 
who enter non-tribal institutions. Specifically. tribal and BlA college students not only 
score much higher than do non-tribal college students on tribally linked factors such as 
blood quantum.. tribal membership, and being raised on a reservalion but they also score 
much lower on variables that predict retention: income. high school GPA. degree 
aspirations. and father's education level. 
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Multivariate Analyses 
To examine the comparative impact ofcollege the different environments on 
student development, four dichotomous institutional control variables were created: tribal 
college. BlA college. low-selectivity non-Indian. and high-selectivity non-Indian. 
Selectivity. which is based upon entering SAT or ACf scores, is used to stratify non­
tribal colleges because tribal and BIA colleges are all non-selective. In this way 
comparisons between Indian and non-Indian colleges can be made independently of 
selectivity. Since the range in selectivity of the non-Indian sample was very large, the low 
selective non-Indian group was defined to be roughly comparable in selectivity to the 
American Indian colleges (SAT verbal plus math composite of950 or lower). 
A second methodological decision was made to drop a series of variables from the 
analyses because ofvalidity concerns. Students were asked: "Please indicate how often 
you have engaged in the following activities in the past year'- (1 = never. 4 = often). The 
specific activities were: socialized with friends. felt homesick. felt overwhelmed. felt 
depressed, experienced discrimination from students, experienced discrimination frpm 
faculty, participated in Indian ceremonies. and participated in Indian cultural events." 
While the aim of this set of items was to detennine their activities and experiences in the 
students' last year in college. the question did not specify where it was that they bad these 
experiences. For most students who had dropped out ofcollege. this question would be 
recording experiences and activities they engaged in after leaving coUege. It was then 
determined that since these variables bad questionable Validity for many students (they 
were not measuring what they were intended to measure). they were dropped from the 
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analyses for persistence. In the other analyses, being retained was included as an 
independent variable to contend with the problem of students who dropped out. 
Persistence 
Table 5.5 displays the percentages of students who completed their desired degree 
by type of institution. Non-tribal college students have the highest rates ofcompletion of 
AAlVocational degrees (66%) followed by tribal colleges (61 %) then BIA (55%) 
institutions. BA completion rates show much greater variation, with non-tribal college 
students being twice as likely as tribal or BIA college students to earn a BA or higher 
(60%. 31%, 27% respectively). From this analysis it appears that attending a tribal or 
BIA institution inhibits degree completion. However. since it was shown earlier in this 
chapter that Indian and non-Indian institutions have significantly different student 
populations - students at tribal and BIA colleges have more negative predictors of 
persistence than do American Indians at non-Indian colleges - we cannot know if these 
different rates are attributable to institutional factors until we control for the differential 
characteristics of the entering students. 
To ascertain the independent contribution of institutional control to persistence. 
two regressions were run on separate groups of students 1) those who entered wanting 
either an associate's degree (AA) or Vocational certificate and 2) those who wanted a BA 
degree or higher. To control for variables in the temporal sequence ofoccunencet 
independent variables were entered in six blocks: background characteristics. cultural 
knowledge/identity, college environments. college activities. talent development 
outcomes. and satisfaction outcomes. The cultural knowledge/identity block is treated as 
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input variables in these two regressions. although. it can be argued that identity as 
reported in the follow-up could have been affected while the student was in college. For 
the purposes ofunderstanding persistence ofAmerican Indian students. however. we are 
treating cultw:al knowledge/identity as one of the characteristics students bring with them 
to the college. In other analyses they are used as intelUlediate outcomes and as dependent 
variables. 
Table 5.5 
Degree attaimnent* by institutional control 
Degree Tribal BIA Non-Tn"bal Total 
College College College 
%(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) 
A.AlVocational 61 (18) 55 (51) 66 (12) 59 (141) 
or Higher 
B.A. or Higher 31 (74) 27 (26) 60 (231) 51 (331) 
.. Student are considered as "retained" if they either a) completed degree sought (or higher) or b) are sull 
enroDed. 
Note: n's in parenthesis iDdicare base used to compute each percent 
AAlVocational Dep:ee CompletiQIl 
Table 5.6 contains the standardized regression coefficients for both entering and 
non-entering variables at selected blocks. StandaIdized. regression coefficients for each 
step can be found in Appendix C. Wme variables entered the regression equation 
significantly with the criterion for entry set at p< .05 and account for about 30 percent of 
the variance in AAlVocational degree completion (R-squared = .22. multiple R = .49). 
Of the environmental variables of interest, selectivity was the only one to enter 
the equation. None of the institutional control variables enter the equation (tribal. BIA. 
low selectivity non-Indian. bigh selectivity non-Indian) after inputs are controlled. Most 
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of the variation in degree completion rates by institutional type can be explained by the 
selectivity of the college and the students they enroll rather than by institutional control. 
Simple correlations show that tribal colleges (r= -.11) have a significantly lower rate of 
AA/Vocational degree completion and that bigh selectivity-non-Indian colleges (r= .19) 
have a significantly higher rate. However. attending a tribal college becomes non­
significant after the background characteristics enter. So. most of the negative "effect" of 
attending a tlibal college on attaining a AA/Vocational degree can be explained by the 
fact that mbal college students have bigher blood quantum and tend to feel less 
successful in a non-Indian way of life and because tnbal institutions are low selectivity 
institutions. Similarly. the positive association between attending a higbly selective Don-
Indian institution and AA/Vocational degree completion (r =.19) can be explained by the 
fact that the students who enroll at such an institution have lower blood quantum (Beta = 
. 
.11 after in~uts) and because they are bighly selective (Beta reduced to -.01). 
In summary, when it comes to AAlVocational persistence, type ofcollege does 
not directly affect retention. The negative relationship between attending a tribal or BIA 
college and degree completion can be almost entirely explained by the types of student 
who enroll at these institutions (those with higber blood quantum, and do not feel they are 
successful in a non-Indian way of life) and by the low selectivity of these colleges. Once 
these characteristics are held equal, the negative effects of attending an Indian institution 
are eliminated. Selectivity, which had been sbown previously to enhance retention among 
students in general (Astin, 1993) and students ofcolor (Astin. 1982). can also be regarded 
as a peer group measure where the peer "norm" in the higbly selective institutions is 
degree completion. In other words. tribal and BIA colleges have lower retention rates 
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because they enroll the types ofstudents who are less likely to graduate and because they 
are not bighly selective institutions. In short,. there is nothing inherent about tnbal and 
BIA colleges other than their low selectivity that inhlbits AAIV ocational degxee 
completion. 
Table S.6 
Predicting AAIV ocational degxee completion (n=308) 
AANocational Degree Completion 
Multiple Beta after Final 
Variables in the Equation R r BC llD E CA Beta 
Backppund Cbaracreristics <BC) 
L Blood Quantum 27 -.27** -30·· -.27·· -.22·· -.17·· -.13· 
2. Age 30 .07 .13· .14· .16· .13· .16· 
Identity Variables lID) 
3. Success in Non-Indian way oflife .35 .23•• .19·· .20•• .1S· .15· .12· 
Environmental Variables CE) 
4-. Selectivity 
Collece Activities <CAl 
37 .21·· .1S· .13· .13· .10· .OS 
S. lame spent in classes .4-1 .21·· .19·· .19·· .1S· .19· .16· 
6. College GPA .4-4­ 26·· .19·· .16· .15· .16· .16· 
Talent Development CfD) 
7. Knowledge ofa particular field .4-5 30·· .23·· 20*· .1S· .13· .12· 
Satisfaction with Collece (5) 
S .Satisfaction with tutorial belp .4S -.11 -.13· -.15· -.15· -.14* -20** 
9. Satisfaction willl opportunity .49 .13 .09 .06 .06 .07 .13* 
to participale in extracurricular 
activities 
R-squared .09 .12 .13 .lS .22 
Selected Variables nOI in the FQuation 
Tribal college 
BIAcoUege 
-.17· 
-.10 
-.16· 
....­
-.vl 
-.13· 
.00 
-.ll 
.02 
-.11 
.05 
-.11 
.05 
Low selectivity Non-Indian .08 .04­ .02 .07 .OS .04­
Higb selectivity Non-Indian 
Success in American-Indian way of life 
.19· 
-.34· 
.11 
.06 
.11 
.03 
-.01 
.02 
.01 
.00 
-.02 
.01 
Lives American Indian way of life -.08 .06 .06 .07 .06 .09 
Lives non-Indian way of life .01 -.01 -.06 -.06 -.05 -.05 
Zimmerman identity scale -.11 .05 .OS .04 .03 .OS 
* Statistically significant at p < .05 
** Statistically significant at p< .001 
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Two background characteristics entered the equation: blood quantum and age. 
Simple correlations show that the student With higher blood quantum is less likely to 
graduate (r = -.30). However. after other variables are controlled, blood quantum. 
although still significant. explains much less of the variance in degree completion (final 
Beat =-.i3). Much of me negative influence of blood quantum on degree completion can 
be explained by the fact that students with higher blood quantum also tend to feel like 
less of success in non-Indian way of life. tend to enroll at low selectivity colleges. and 
have lowercollege GPA's. 
It is interesting that of all of the other background ch~teristics measuring level 
of association with tribal culture (tribal membership, speaking Native language, living on 
a reservation) do not enter the equation. Simple correlations are significant and negative 
but loose significance once blood quantum has been controlled. Why blood quantum 
enters and the other cultural background variables do not is not clear. There must be 
something that the variable "blood quantum" is measuring about American Indian 
students that is not measured by the other background variables. Perhaps blood quantum 
is picking up on academic underpreparedness or a lower level of importance placed on 
higher education in the home or community. It also may be a proxy for American Indian 
identity or a composite of the other background variables. All of the cultural background 
variables are highly correlated with each other, and when blood quantum is removed 
from the regression. the other cultural background variables do enter the equation. When 
considering the effects ofblood quantum on persistence and other outcome measures. it is 
important to keep in mind that the "genetic" aspects of this measure are inextricably 
confounded with the more socio/economic/cultural aspects of American Indian history 
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and life in the United States. The strong conelation ofblood quantum with all of the 
other tribally related and socio-economic variables in the data set make this clear. 
Although the simple correlation for age is not significant (r=. 07). by the tiDal 
step it is a significant predictor of AAlVocational persistence (final Beat = .16). Other 
things being equal, students who are older are more likely to graduate. The effect of age 
becomes stronger when blood and selectivity enter the equation (i.e. these variables exert 
a "suppressor effect" on age). In other words. the simple correlation of age with degree 
completion would be stronger if it weren't for the fact that older students tend to have 
higher blood quantum and enroll at non-selective institutions. 
Of the five variables measuring cultural knowledge/identity. only one enters the 
equation: feels successful in a Non-Indian way of life. The other four (lives an American 
Indian way of life. lives a non-Indian way of life. feels successful in an American Indian 
way oflife. and Zimmerman identity scale) did not enter. Simple correlations for these 
other variables are not significant, with the exception of feeling successful in an 
American Indian way of life (r = -.34). but this variable looses significance when blood 
quantum enters (Beta = .08). In other words. having a strong identity as an Indian 
person. living an American Indian way of life, and feeling successful in an American 
Indian way of life does not place students at a disadvantage when it comes to completing 
an associates degree or vocational program. 
Bachelor'S Degree Completion 
_Table 5.7 shows the standardized regression coefficients for both entering and 
non-entering variables at selected blocks. Standardized regression coefficients for each 
step can be found in Appendix D. Twelve variables entered the regression equation 
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significantly with the criterion for entry set at p<- .05 and account for about 48 percent of 
the variance in BA degree completion (R-squared = .48, multiple R = .69). As with 
AANocational degree completion. students' background characteristics explain most of 
the variation in degree completion among different than institutional types with one 
exception: BIA colleges. 
Despite their low baccalaureate retention rates (as reflected in the simple 
correlation of -.32), tribal colleges no longer differ in their retention rates from non-tribal 
colleges once the blood quantums and incomes of their students are taken into account 
(i.e.• note the Beta of only -.09 p > .OS) after student background characteristics are 
controlled. However. attending a BIA college bas a negative association with BA degree 
completion (r = -.28) that remains negative even after input variables and selectivity are 
controlled (Beta = -.14. P < .OS). Althougb selectivity plays an important role in BA 
completion, it does not fully explain the greater tendency of BIA students not to transfer 
and complete a four-year degree successfully. These data suggest that there is something 
about the environment ofBIA colleges, beyond their status as non-selective institutions, 
that inluoits BA degree completion. 
One possible explanation of the positive effect ofselectivity on retention may be 
the peer or cohon effect of attending a non-selective college. At low selectivity 
institutions. the nonn may be to stop/drop out. (Note that the non-completion rates for 
BA seekers are 69 and 73 percent at tribal and BIA colleges, respectively; see tables 5.5). 
If there is not a strong student culture of transfer and BA completion. that desired goal 
may be much more difficult for students to achieve even when academic ability is held 
equal. Basically, students tend to do wbat their friends do. Ifthe majority of students' 
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friends ale not achieving their educational goals, that "nonn" will impede that student" s 
chances ofdegree completion (see Astin" 1993). 
Table 5.7 
Predicting bachelor's degree completion (n=2l7) 
BA Degree Completion 
Multiple Beta after Final 
Variables in the Equation R r Be ID E CA Beta 
Backm;!und ~aracterisgcs (BQ 
L Blood Quantum .45 
-.46"'''' -36"'''' -36·'" -.28"'''' -.27"'''' -.16· 
2. Income .49 37"'''' .21"'''' .17'" .15'" .16'" .13· 
Identitt Villiables aD) 
3. Success in Non-Indian way of life .52 .24"'''' .16'" .16'" .14'" .15'" .10 
Environmen!!J VIliid!les IE 
4. Selectivity .56 .3S"'* .23** .22'" .20· .18* .13· 
S. BIA College .57 -.28"'''' -.18* -.17'" -.14'" -.13'" -.IS*'" 
Collele A51tivities (S:Al 
6. Tune spent in classes .60 .21"'''' .19"'· .21·'" .18'" .IS'" .15 '" 
Iale!!1 ~v~lgpmeD' ('J1)l 
7. Knowledge of a particular field .62 .40"'''' .25"'''' .22"'''' .21'" .IS'" .25·'" 
Sl!tisf!£!igg !!ilb ~gl" (5) 
8. Tolerance ofpeople with different beliefs .M .OS -.OS'" -.06 -.07 -.09 -.17· 
9. OpportUnities to attend films and concerts .65 .27"'''' .IS'" .17'" .14'" .14'" .12 
10. Lab facilities .67 .02 .01 -.02 -.09 -.10* -.17'" 
11. Opponunity to discuss classwork .68 27"'''' .19· .1S'" .15'" .14'" .13'" 
with professors outside class 
12. Humanities .69 .2S .18'" .16· .11'" .11'" .U'" 
R-squared .24 .27 33 37 .48 
Sel"t~ Vi!tiid!les ngt ill the gguatign 
Tribal college -.32'" -.09 -.08 -.09 -.07 -.07 
Low selectivity Non-Indian .11 .03 .02 .11 .08 .04 
High selectivity Non-Indian 33"'''' .15'" .15'" -.10 -.05 .02 
Success American Indian way of life -.16· .04 .03 .02 .00 -.02 
Lives American Indian way of life -31"'''' -.OJ -.02 .00 .00 -.03 
Lives non-Indian way oflife .08 -.01 -.OS -.05 -.05 -.03 
Zimmerman identity scale -.27"'''' .02 .04 .01 .00 .02 
'" Statistically significant at p < .05 
"'''' Statistically significant at p< .001 
It is interesting that attending a tribal college does not impede BA degree 
completion while attending a BIA institution does. What factors account for the 
significantly different persistence patterns of tbese seemingly similar college 
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environments? There are~ in aIllikelih~ a great many differences between these two 
types of colleges~ but one key difference may be in the control of the institution. Tribal 
colleges are founded upon a philosophy of self-determination. Tribes have the sovereign 
right to detenninc their futures without interference from the federal govemmenL TnDal 
colleges can thus play an important role in giving young tribal members a sense of 
empowerment and belonging. Perhaps the sense ofautonomy from this underlying 
philosophy is an important ingredient in retaining ttibal college students. an ingredient 
missing from the BrA college environment. 
Two background characteristics enter the equation fo~ bachelor's degree 
completion: blood quantum and income (Simple correlations are -.46 and .37 
respectively). Blood quantum remains significant at the last step (final Beta =-.16) but 
looses much of its predictive strength when income and selectivity enter the regression. 
In other words~ much of the negative association between blood quantum and BA degree 
completion can be explained by the fact that those with bigher blood quantum also have 
lower incomes~ attend lower selectivity colleges. These two variables account for halfof 
the negative association between blood quantum and degree completion. 
Income also remains significant at the last step (final Beta = .13) but looses a 
good deal of its strength when blood quantum enters and a bit more when success in a 
non-Indian way of life and selectivity enter the equation. In other words, students with 
lower incomes tend to have bigh blood quanta, to feel like less ofa success in a noo­
Indian way of life, and to enroll in low selectivity colleges. 
As with AAJVocatiooal degree completion, only one of the five cultural 
knowledgelidentity variables enters the equation: feeling a success in a non-Indian way of 
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life. This could in some ways be a self-fulfilling prophecy. in the sense that entering 
college feeling that they are not successful in a non-Indian way of life may make students 
less likely to persist. However. since students knew whether they had persisted or 
dropped out when they answered these questions, there is obviously some possible 
circularity here since being a persister may strengthen student's belief that they are 
successful in as non-Indian way of life. The other four variables (success in an American 
Indian way oflife, live an American Indian way of life, live a non-Indian way of life, and 
the Zimmerman identity scale) loose significance when blood quantum. enters. Most of 
the effect that these variables have on degree completion can thus be explained by the 
blood quantum. of the student. Students with high blood quantum. are also more likely to 
live an American Indian way of life, feel successful in an American Indian way of life, 
These two regressions show that blood quantum. affects retention more than any 
other input variable. To further examine these relationships, cIOsstabulations between 
blood quantum. and retention were conducted. The results are presented inTable 5.8. 
Although the relationship is not completely linear, there is a strong tendency for students 
with higher blood quanta not to complete their desired degree at both the AANocatiooal 
and Baccalaureate levels. Given the very small number ofcases with lower blood quanta 
taking vocational courses, the percentage difference on this dependent variable must be 
viewed with caution. (These small n's, by the way, indicate a strong tendency for 
students with low blood quanta not to be enrolled in vocational or AA programs). 
However, among those seeking bachelor's degrees, the effect is striking: students with 
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the lowest blood quanta are more than twice as likely to earn a bachelor's degree as are 
students with the highest amount ofAmerican Indian blood. 
Table 5.8 
Retention* by blood quantum 
Degree lIl6 lIB 114 112 3/4 4/4 Total 
% % % % % % % 
(0) (0) (0) (n) (n) (n) (n) 
A.AIVocational 100 66 100 58 50 56 60 
or Higher (2) (3) (9) (24) (28) (65) (131) 
B.A. or Higher 53 71 69 51 12 28 SO 
(58) (60) (46) (49) (23) (75) (310) 
* Reteotioo is based upoo eolering degree aspiraliODS 
Talent Development 
To determine the effects of institutional control on talent development. separate 
regressions were run on six dependent variables: five talent development factors and self 
reported change in job-related skills. (For a description of the method used to determine 
the talent development factors, please refer to chapter four.) To control for different 
input characteristics, variables were entered in six blocks: background characteristics, 
reasons for attending college, environmental variables .. college activities.. Indian 
identitylknowledge, and persistence. 
Table 5.9 presents the regression coefficients after the background characteristics 
block entered the equations for all six factors. When reading the table, please note that 
the regression coefficients presented are the Betas after the first block (background 
characteristics) bas entered and not final Betas. Simple correlations are given in 
parenthesis below the Beta. The reason for reponing the results of six different 
regressions from this stage in the analysis is to see patterns in the results and to focus 
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TableS.9 

Predicting Talent Development (Betas after input characteristics have been controlled) 

Talent Development Factors 
Gognilive Culturalldenlityl Inrerpcrsonal Racial Basic Academic lob 
Development Knowledge DeveloPment Tolerance Skills Skills 
(0=291) (0=273) (n=281) (0=327) (0=306) (n=344) 
Bera Beta. Bera Bera Bera Beta 
( r-) ( r-) (r) (n (n ( r) 
Control Variabla 
Blood Quannun 
Degn:c AspiraIiODS 
Attended. a c:oatinuation 
high scllool 
-.30*­
(-.37)" 
.IS*** 
(.30)" 
-.14*­
(-.19)" 
.05 
(.35)" 
-.04 
(12) 
-.IS* 
(.22)* 
-.IS·­
(-.21t 
-.12··· 
(-.14)" 
-.IS*** 
(-.20)" 
Went to coUep: to gain 
appreciabOll ofideas 
.20*•• 
(.19,. 
.13··· 
(.13)" 
Went 10 co..10 updare 
job sIciIIs 
-.09·· 
(-.24)" 
-.04·· 
(-.05) 
.06*· 
(.01) 
Socializc with friends of 
different races 
Importance ifliving 
close to family 
.2S••• 
(.33)" 
.17··· 
(.li) 
.31·*· 
(.35)" 
.OS 
(.OS) 
..26••• 
(.27)" 
.H···(.11)" 
.22*·· 
(.26)" 
ImporlaDce of8Italding 
college 
.19· 
(.23)" 
.19·· 
(.21)" 
Spent time in clubslgroups 
Feels succ:essful in 
Non-Indian way of life 
. 10* 
(.14)" 
.20* 
(.27)" 
.22••• 
(.23)" 
.22••• 
(.26)" 
.17··· 
(.11)" 
CompJ.cced dcsiIed degree 
or higher: 
Envimomenlal Villilbla 
Selectivity 
Tnnal college 
BIACollege 
Low selectivity non-Indian 
High selectivity Doo-Indian 
.22··· 
(.23)" 
.10 
(.26)" 
-.14· 
(-.30)" 
-.02 
(-.17)" 
.05 
(.17)" 
.11 
(.2S)" 
.00 
(-. 1 S)" 
.00 
(.15)" 
.05 
(.21)" 
-.02 
(-.19)" 
-.02 
(-.21)" 
-.03 
(.07) 
-.09 
(-.15)" 
.05 
(-.04) 
.09 
(.13)' 
-.05 
(.06) 
.03 
(.03) 
-.06 
(-.07) 
-.01 
(-.02) 
.04­
(.05) 
.04­
(.04) 
.14··· 
(.13)" 
.04 
(.06) 
-.09 
(-.11) 
.01 
(.00) 
.03 
(.05) 
.()4. 
(.06) 
.02 
(.09) 
-.09 
(-.17)" 
.00 
(-.05) 
.04 
(.10) 
.05 
(.13)" 
MY)IiIi!Ir: B !B-gared') .61(.3S) .70(.49) .55(.30) .42(.18) .44(.19) .39(.15) 
• Bela significant at p < .05 level only after- inpulS .. Beta significant at p < .05 level only at final step 
••• Bera significant at p < .OS level aflee inpulS and at final step • com:JabOO coefficient significant at p < .OS 
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attention in the possible effects ofenvironmental variables (especially institutional 
control). For the control variables section empty cells indicate that the variable did not 
enter the equation for that factor. The environmental variables of interest are listed at the 
bottom of the table. Regression coefficients are listed for all environmental variables 
even if they did not enter the equation. An asterisk indicates that the Beta is significant 
after background characteristics are held constant. Two asterisks indicate significance at 
the final step only. Three asterisks indicate that the Beta is significant at both steps (after 
input block and at final step). 
The most striking finding is that. with only one exception, none ofthe five 
environmental variables entered. any of the regressions. Since there were six dependent 
variables, there were thirty opportunities (6 X S) for one of the five environmental 
variables to enter any regression. Thus, the one that did enter. tribal college in the 
regression for cognitive development. could well be a chance occurrence (using the p = 
.05 level ofconfidence, we would expect 1 in 20 to enter by chance). 
Cognitive Development 
The regression for cognitive development accounts for 38 percent of the 
variance. As already indicated, attending a tribal college is the only environmental 
variable that enters the equation (beta after inputs = -.14), but it looses significance by the 
final step_ Students who attend a tribal college will report less growth in development 
even when background characteristics are held constant. However, once reasons for 
going to college are controlled (specifically going to college to update job skills), this 
negative effect is not significant. Much of the negative relationship between cognitive 
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development and attending a tribal college is explained by the background cbancteristics 
(higher blood quantw:n.lower degree aspirations and attended a continuation high school) 
and the fact that tribal. college students tend to go to college to update their job related 
skill. Perhaps curricula and activities that encourage cognitive development (general 
knowledge, problem solving skills, knowledge of particular field. and critical. thinking 
skills) are not emphasized at the tribal college. The extra emphasis placed on activities 
such as remediation, vocational skills. and cultural knowledge may result a less emphasis 
on cognitive development. 
The other environmental. variables of interest have significant simple correlations 
that loose significance after input characteristics are controlled. That blood quantum bas 
a negative relationship with cognitive development helps to explain much of the tendency 
for tribal and BIA students to show less cognitive development. However. blood 
quantum and the other background characteristics do not fully explain the tendency for 
tribal college students to report less growth in cognitive development. 
That degree completion would be positively associated with cognitive 
development is to be expected. given than students who finish their degree programs 
should show more cognitive growth than students who drop out. This no doubt reflects 
the effect of"time on task". 
Cultural JdentilY/Knowledce 
The regression for this factor accounts for approximately SO percent of the 
variance. None of the variables of interest enters the equation. Simple correlations show 
that attending a tribal or BIA college is associated with greater growth in cultural 
identitylknowledge. However this relationship is explained by the characteristics BIA 
tOO 
and mDal college students bring with them to the college experience (i.e. higher blood 
quantum... lower degree aspirations). rather than to the effects of attending such colleges. 
Similacly. the fact that attending a highly selective institution or a non-Indian institution 
is associated with less development in cultural identitylknowledge. can also be explained 
by the types of students who enroll in these colleges (lower blood quantum, higher degree 
aspirations). Institutional control. in short, does not affect development ofcultural 
identitylknowledge. It was expected that tribal and BIA colleges would produce greater 
growth in cultuIal identitylknowledge given the emphasis on Indian culture. However. it 
may be the case that students who attend non-Indian colleges had more room for growth 
in this area because they entered college with lower initial levels of Indian 
identitylknowledge. 
Intemersonal Development 
~ regression for interpersonal development accounts for 30 percent of the 
variation (R-squared =.30. Multiple R =.55). None of the environmental variables 
enters the equation. Attending a tribal college has a significant negative association (r = ­
.15) that looses its predictive power when background characteristics are controlled (Beta 
after inputs = -.09. p > .05). Attending a tribal orBIA institution does not affect 
interpersonal development. 
Racial Tolerance 
None of the variables of interest enters the equation for racial tolerance. Simple 
correlations show that none ofthese environmental variables has a significant association 
with this dependent variable. Change in racial tolerance is thus not affected by 
institutional control. The equation accounts for only 18 percent of the variance in racial 
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tolerance(R-squa.ted = .18, Multiple R = .42). Input and environmental variables account 
for less of the change in racial tolerance than they do for other outcome variables. 
Going to college to gain an appreciation of ideas is a strong predictor of racial 
tolerance. This may indicate a pre-existing open-mindedness that these students bring 
with them to college. 
Basic Academic Skills 
The equation for self reported change in basic academic skills accounts for 19 
percent of the variance (R-squared = .19. Multiple R = .44). The control or selectivity of 
the college does not effect growth in basic academic skills given that none of the 
environmental variables enters the equation. Simple correlations reveal no significant 
associations. 
As would be expected.. persistence is a positive predictor ofgrowth in basic 
academic skills just as it is for cognitive development. American Indian students who 
complete their education are thus more likely to report growth in basic academic skills 
than are those who drop out. This could have implications for the retention ofAmerican 
Indian students whose academic underpreparedness has been suspected as a cause for 
their high collegedrop out rates. As a response. special attention to the development of 
basic academic skills bas been recommended (Machamer, 1998). This finding further 
backs this recommendation. 
Job Related Skills 
This regression accounts for 15 percent of the variance (a-squared = .15, Multiple 
R = .39). None of the five environmental variables enters the equation. While attending 
a tribal college has a significant negative association with growth in job related skills (r = 
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-.17), the correlation looses significance when blood quantum enters the equation (Beta 
after inputs = -.09). In other words, tribal college students report less growth in job skills 
not because of their experience in colleges, bot because they tend to have higher blood 
quantum. Growth in job related skills also has little to do with the selectivity or control 
of the college. 
Satisfaction with College Experience 
To determine the effects of institutional control on satisfaction with the college 
experience, seven regressions were run on the six satisfaction factors and the single item 
measuring overall satisfaction with college. (For a description of the method used to 
determine the talent satisfaction factors. please refer to chapter four.) To control for the 
effect of independent variables in their temporal order of occurrences" variables were 
entered in six blocks: background characteristics, reasons for attending college, 
environmental variables, college activities/talent development. Indian 
identity/knowledge, and persistence. 
Table S.lO presents the regression coefficients after the background 
characteristics block entered the equations for all seven factors. The regression 
coefficients presented are the Betas after the first block (background characteristics) has 
entered and !!!!! final Betas. Simple correlations are given in parenthesis below the Beta. 
For the control variables section, empty cells indicate that the variable did not enter the 
equation for that factor. The environmental variables ofinterest are listed at the bottom 
of the table. Regression coefficients are listed for all environmental variables even if 
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they did not enter the equation. A Beta with one asterisk indicates that the Beta is 
significant after background characteristics are controlled. Two asterisks indicate 
significance at the final step only. Three asterisks indicate that the Beta is significant at 
both steps (after input block and at final step). 
Curriculum/Instruction 
The equation accounts for 37 percent of the variance in satisfaction with 
curriculum and development. None of the environmental variables enters the equation. 
Selectivity (r= .17) andBIA college (r= -.14) have significant simple correlations that 
loose significance after input characteristics are controlled. Thus, the only significant 
differences in satisfaction with curriculum and instruction among tribal. BIA. and non­
Indian colleges are attributable to entering student characteristics rather than differential 
institutional impact. It might be expected that tribal and BIA students would be less 
satisfied because these colleges have fewer instructional resources than non-Indian 
colleges do, a difference which would limit their ability to hire faculty and offer courses. 
This is not the case. 
Faculty/Student Contact 
Institutional control and selectivity have no significant effects on the satisfaction 
ofAmerican Indian students with faculty/student contacts. The equation accounts for 29 
percent of the variance. Input variables such a s blood quant:um. income and age do not 
affect satisfaction with faculty/student contact. Feeling discrimination from faculty (but 
not from students) is negatively associated with satisfaction with faculty/student contact. 
The direction ofcausation with these two measures is not clear. given that both may 
measure a common tendency to be satisfied with faculty. 
l04 
TableS.iO 

Predicting Satisfaction with College (Betas after input characteristics controlled) 

Satisfaction with College Factors 
Cuniculum Facuity/StudeDl Advising( Academic Indian Support Overall 
lDsuuccion 
(n=2(0) 
Contact 
{n = 238) 
CoumeIing Facilities Emphasis Services Satisfaction 
(n= 170) (n=267) (n=233) (n = 374) (n =322) 
Bera Beta Bera Bela Beta Sera Beta 
(~) (~) ( r) (~) (r) ( r) (r) 
Cong:gl Vmlbl§ 
Blood Quantum .08 -.t7··· 
Income 
(.34)" 
-.20* 
(-.34)" 
(-.12)
-.11···(-.03) 
Age .18··· .16· 
When [0 coDege as prep_ .13··· 
(.24)" 
.14··· 
(.24)" 
for grad. school (.14,­ (.15)" 
When [0 coDege (0 prove .14··· .11· 
I could do it (.14,­ (.12) 
Change in academi<; .3S··· .29··· 
confidence (.3S)" (.29)" 
Change in general .19· .10 
knowledge (.23)" (.00) 
Change in public .30*•• .16··· 
speaking ability (.33,­ (.14)" 
Change in commitment .IS··· .IS··'" .20··· 
(0 ownlribe (.14,­ (.to) (.21)" 
Change in commirmcol .2'··· .13·· 
(0 IndiaDs in general (.24)" (.13)" 
Fdt disctiminaDon -.04·· -.08 
from students 
Felt discrimination -.13··· 
(-.C16) 
-.26••• 
(-.IS)" 
-.01 -.07· 
from faculty (-.10) (-.27)" (.05) (-.06) 
Importance ofgcaing 
-.13··· -.01·· 
the be$tjob 
Feels successful in Non­ .24••• .20*­
(-.13)" (-.01) 
.16··· 
Indian way oflife (.24)" (.20)" (.16)" 
EnvimnRleom! Vma!!lm 
Selcc:tivity .07 .04 .12 .20 -.03 .OS .03 
(.17)" (.04) (.Ol) (.21)' (-.26)" (.07) (~02) 
Tribal coDege .00 -.04 .02 -.03 .20*•• -.12· -.Ot 
(-.08) (-.04) (.10) (-.05) (.39)a (-.11) (.00) 
BIACoDege -.09 .00 
-.06 -.17··· .OS·· .04 .00 
Low selectivity 
(-.14'­
.OS 
(.01) 
.OS 
(-.03) 
-.02 
(-.18,. 
.00 
(.14,­
-.13· 
(.Ol) 
.01 
(.00) 
.01 
non-Indian (.09) (.04) (-.OS) (.01) (-.25)' (.02) (.00) 
High selectivity .02 .00 .06 .18· -.11 .06 .00 
non-Indian (.Il) (-.01) (..04) (.19)" (-.32)" (.08) (-.01) 
Ml!llilll~ B (B-~uan!!dl .61(.37) .s4(.29) .60<.36) .47(.22) .68(.46) .28(.08) .sG(2S) 
• Bera significant at p < .OS levd only after inputs •• Beta significant at p < .OS levd only at final step 
••• Beta significant ar p < .OS level after inputs and at final step • corrclalion coefficient significant at p < .OS 
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Advisin&lCounseling 
Institutional control or selectivity does not affect American Indian student 
satisfaction with advising and counseling services. None of the environmental variables 
enters this equation. which accounts for 36 percent if the variance. Given the many 
academic and personal obstacles that American Indians experience in attempting to 
complete their education. one would expect that advising and counseling would be of 
particular importance for this population. While it might be expected that American 
Indian students at non-tribal colleges would be less satisfied with the advising and 
counseling because it is not culturally specific. this is not the case. 
Academic Facilities 
The equation for satisfaction with academic facilities (library. lab. and computer 
facilities) accounts for 22 percent of the variance. Attending a BIA college has a 
negative effect on satisfaction with academic facilities (Beta after input = -.17). By 
contrast, attending a highly selective non-Indian college shows a positive relationship 
with this dependent variable. which remains significant after inputs are controlled. In all 
likelihood these differential effects reflect the large differences between these two types 
of institutions in their physical facilities and other resources. Site visits by the author 
confirm that BIA academic facilities are older and less numerous than what is typically 
found on highly selective non-Indian college campuses. The chronic underfunding of 
BIA colleges is a likely reason for their students' lower satisfaction with academic 
facilities. 
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Given that education is one of the tIUSt responsibilities that the federal 
government has to Indian people. BIAcolleges are funded by the federal govemmenL 
BIA colleges are seen as an important ingredient in maintaining that trust responsibility. 
These empirical results represent a red flag that should cause the federal government to 
examine its funding priorities ofBIA colleges. 
Interestingly. attending a tribal college is not associated with lower satisfaction 
with academic facilities. Site visits to tribal and BIA colleges by the author reveal that 
tribal institutions have meager resources and academic facilities that resemble those of 
the BIA institutions. If these observations are valid, wby is it that attending a tribal 
institution does not predict lower satisfaction with facilities? Perhaps tribal college 
students. who live near their campus and are likely to be familiar with the campus 
facilities before they arrive. have lower expectations than BIA students do as to what 
kinds of facilities colleges should provide. 
Indian Emphasis 
The equation for satisfaction with the level ofEmphasis on American Indian 
Culture accounts for 46 percent of the variance. Three of the five environmental 
variables enter the equation. Attending either a tribal or a BIA college has a positive 
effect on student satisfaction with the American Indian emphasis of the college. which 
remains significant after input variables are controlled.. Students who attend either high 
or low selectivity non-In4ian colleges are less likely to he satisfied with this aspect of 
their college experience. These findings. ofcourse. are not surprising because of the 
deliberate emphasis on American Indian culture at tribal and BIAcolleges that is almost 
certainly lacking at most non-Indian institutions. 
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Suuport Services 
The equation for satisfaction for support services accounts for only 8 percent of 
the variance. After background characteristics are controlled, we find that attending a 
tribal college bas a negative effect on satisfaction with this aspect ofthe college 
experience. Once again we may be seeing the effect oflimited financial resources. 
Given their constant struggle simply to be able to afford hiring faculty and paying electric 
bills. tribal colleges simply have fewer financial resources to provide the facilities and 
staff for such services. 
The fact that students with higher blood quantum. and lower incomes tend to be 
less satisfied with support services suggests that the need for support services among 
such students may be especially acute. The effects ofthese variables are suppressed by 
the other variables in the equation. The negative effects of blood quantum and income 
are ~ediated by growth in a student's commitment to their tribe and feeling successful in 
a non-Indian way of life. 
Overall Satisfaction 
This final.regression accounts for 25 percent of the variance in overall satisfaction 
with the college experience. Results show that the type of institution in which an 
American Indian student enrolls does not affect their overall satisfaction with the college 
experience. As might be expected. feeling discrimination from c;ither students or faculty 
is negatively related to overall satisfaction. By contrast, students who report greater 
growth in their academic confidence are more likely to be satisfied with college. Once 
again, the direction ofcausation is unclear: feeling confidence in one's academic abilities 
could enhance overall satisfaction with the college experience but it may NSO be that 
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being satisfied leads students to believe that they have more growth in their academic 
confidence. 
Students who report more growth in their commitment to help their tribe are also 
more likely to be satisfied with their overall college experience. Perhaps the strengthened 
commitment to help their tribe that some students gain while in college gives them a 
greater sense ofpurpose and diMction that enhances their overall satisfaction with 
college. What is especially interesting is that the type ofcollege shows no relationship to 
overall satisfaction with college. Apparendy. where they attend college is a less important 
factor in the American Indian student" s level of satisfaction with the college experience 
than is developing a sense ofpurpose and direction that is linked to their mba! 
community. 
Discrimination 
While table S. 11 suggests that tribal college students are less likely to experience 
racial discrimination from other students than either BIA or non-Indian college students. 
the differences prove to be non-significant statistically (see table 5.13). 
Table 5.11 
Felt Discrimination Sometimes/Often by Institutional Control 
Felt Discrimination Tribal BIA Non-Tnbal Total 
From: College College College 
% (n) %(n) % (n) % (n) 
Students 13 (150) 16 (70) 17 (219) 15 (439) 

Faculty 17 (150) 12 (74) 9 (220) 12 (444) 
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Since phenotypical features play an important role in racial discrimination, and 
blood quantum is a determinate ofphenotype, a crosstab ofdiscrimination by blood 
quantum was conducted to reveal any relationship between these two variables (see table 
5.12). Increased reports ofdiscrimination as blood quantum increases would be 
expected. This is not the case. Although the trends are in the expected direction - full 
blooded students are more than 2.5 times as likely to report discrimination from peers 
than are students with 1116 blood quantum or less (19% compared to 7%) -these 
differences are not statistically significant (see table 5.13). Since all other blood quantum 
categories show few differences in the rates of feeling that they have been discriminated 
against by other students, the relationship between blood quantum and feeling 
discrimination from other students appears to be nonlinear. 
Table 5.12 
Felt Discrimination Sometimes/Often by Blood Quantum 
Felt Discrimination 
From: 1116 118 114 112 3/4 4/4 Total 
% % % % % % % 
(n) (n) (n) (n) (n) (n) (n) 
Students 7 16 16 14 14 19 15 
(55) (57) (50) (67) (54) (135) (418) 
Faculty 2 9 14 14 13 16 12 
(57) (54) (SO) (70) (54) (134) (419) 
* Retention is based upon enlering degree aspirations 
Table 5.11 suggests that tribal college students report feeling discrimination from 
faculty more often than do students at non-Indian colleges. As it turns out, the only 
college variable with a significant correlation is low selectivity non-Indian college, where 
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American Indian students are less likely to report discrimination from faculty (see table 
5.14). This correlation. however. disappears when blood quantum is controlled in the 
first block (see below). Table 5.12 shows an increase in the percentage ofstudents who 
felt discrimination from faculty as blood quantum increases. Students with higher blood 
quantum are significantly more likely to report feeling discrimination from faculty than 
are students with lower blood quantum (r::: .16; see table 5.14). 
To ascertain the independent contribution of institutional control to experiencing 
racial discrimination. two regressions were run 1) discrimination from peers and 2) 
discrimination from faculty. To control for differential input characteristics. independent 
variables were entered in six blocks: background characteristics. reason for attending 
college. college environments. college activities! talent development 
outcomes/satisfaction outcomes. cultural identitylknowledge. and persistence. 
Discrimination from Other Students 
Table 5.13 displays the standardized coefficients for the regression where the 
dependent variable is feeling discrimination due to race from other students. Seventeen 
variables enter the equation, accounting for roughly 30 percent of the variation (R­
squared::: .29. Multiple R::: .54). As already indicated. none of the five environmental 
variables enters the equation. suggesting that neither selectivity nor institutional control 
affects a student's likelihood ofexperiencing racial discrimination from peers. 
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TableS.l3 
Predicting Feeling Discrimination from OtherStudents (n=3S2) 
Multiple Beta after Final 
Variables in the Equation R r BC RAC ATDS Beta 
Backl!ound Characleristig ma 
1. Gender .12 -.12* -.12* -.11* -Jl9 -.07 
2. Attended tribal bigh school .20 .16* .14* .14* .09 .09 
3. Raised by biological mother/father .23 .13* .13* .14* .OS .10* 
4. Raised on reservation .26 .11 * .12* .07 .OS .01 
Reasons for a.Ddia& CoI~~ (RAa 
S. Mentor encouraged me to go .30 .1S* .16* .14* .14* .13* 
6. To prove to otf&er I could do it .32 .IS* .13* .11* .06 .OS 
Activities. III~nt ~vel!l!mentl 
Satisfacgog fATDS) 
7. Cbange in knowledge ofown lribe .39 .26** .24** .22** .17* .12* 
S. Satisfaction interactions witb students .41 -.IS* -.IS* -.14* -.lS* -.IS* 
9. TlDle speDt in classes .43 -.17** .16· .16* .IS* .1S* 
10. Satisfaction with child care .4S .10 .10 .11* .11* .12* 
11. Opportunity to discuss coursewort .47 -.13* -.09 -.08 -.14* -.13* 
with professors 
12. opportunity to attend films and .4S .16* .12* .12* .1S* .1S** 
CODcerts 
13. SatisfactiOD with campus bealtb .49 -.OS -.OS -.09 -.13* -.12* 
facilities 
14. Cbange in ~mpetitiveness .sO .22** .17** .IS* .LS* .16* 
IS. cbange in ability to work: .s1 .09 .07 .06 -.IS* -.IS· 
cooperatively 
16. Change in academic coofidence .s2 .14* .11· .14* .12· .13· 
Ideatity Variables 
17. Zimmerman identity scale .s4 .27** .21** .26** .18* .IS· 
R-squated .07 .10 .27 .29 
Selmc~ VariablsallOl in !bsEll_on 
Blood Quantum .56 .06 .02 .03 -.04 
Selectivity .04 .07 .OS .04 .06 
Tribal college -.06 -.11 -.09 -.02 -.06 
BIACoUege .OS ·.02 .01 -.02 -.03 
Low selectivity NOD-lDdian -.02 .00 .00 -.02 .00 
High selectivity Non-Indian .04 .06 .07 .OS .OS 
• Statistically significant at p < .OS 
•• Statistically significant at p < .001 
When examining the effects ofbackground characteristics we find that blood 
quantum. while predictive ofmany other outcomes, does not enter the equation. The 
Zimmerman Identity Scale (which has a bigh correlation with blood quantum. r = .56) 
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does enter the equation and ·remains. significant even when all other variables are 
controlled (final. Beta = .18). This result suggests that students who have a strong sense 
of American Indian identity and participate in Indian activities are more likely to report 
feeling discrimination from their fellow students. Do American Indian students who 
have a strong sense of American Indian identity actually experience more discrimination 
than. their counterparts with a less developed sense of American Indian identity? Or is it 
that the student with a stronger Indian. identity is simply more prone to attribute 
unfavorable peer interactions to racism than is the student with less of an. American 
Indian identity? 
Discrimination from Faculty 
Table 5.14 shows the standardized regression coefficients for all ten variables that 
entered the equation at selected blocks. This equation accounts for 30 percent of the 
variation ~-squared=.30, Multiple R =.52). None of the environmental variables of 
interest enters the equation. As already noted, only one college type, low selectivity non­
Indian. colleges, has a significant simple correlation (r = -.15). which becomes non­
significant when blood quantum enters (Beta = .02). 
Of the background variables that enter. only attending a tribal. high school remains 
significant at the final. step (final Beta = .21). Students who attended a tribal bigh school 
are more likely to report experiencing racial. discrimination from the faculty at their 
college. In fact. all variables that predict discrimination from faculty are associated with. 
closeness to tribal. culture. Knowledge ofone's own tribal. culture (r =.25. final. Beta = 
.17), attending American Indian meetings (r =.18, final Beta =.11), and bigh scores on 
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Table 5.14 

Predicting Feeling Discrimination from Faculty (n=34S) 

Multiple Beta after Final 
Variables in the Equation R r BC RAC AIDS Beta 
BacKm:o!m1l ~aracteristics (DQ 
1. Blood Quantum 
2. Attended tribal hish school 
.16 
.28 
.16­
.25-­
.14­
.26-­
.12­
.25-" 
.06 
.21"" 
-.01 
.21"· 
3. Attended BIA day school .31 .13· .12­ .LL­ .01 .08 
4. Raised by biologieal machedfather .33 .OS .11" .11" .07 .OS 
Reasogs {orABDdiDl !,;glk" (RAO 
5. Mentor encouraged me to go .35 .15" .11" .11­ .10" .OS 
Activities. III,ot~DI2I!menL 
SatisflS3ion CAmS} 
6. Satisfaction inwaction willl .43 -.28-­ -.24-­ -.25-­ -.23·­ -.21-· 
other studeDlS 
7. Knowledge ofown tribal culwre .47 .25-­ .21-­ .20*­ .21-­ .17"" 
S. Attended American Indian meetings .49 .IS­ .15" .13* .14** .11* 
9. Satisfaction willl academic counseling .51 -.16­ -.15­ -.16­ -.13* -.13* 
Identity V ariabJes 
10. Zimmerman identity scale .52 .30** .30-­ .29** .17­ .17­
R-squared. .11 .12 .26 .2S 
Ss:lec~ Vildabl~ OS!, in lbs£ Egyation 
Selectivity -.07 .01 .00 .00 .01 
Tribal coUege .04 -.01 -.01 .00 -.02 
BIACoUege .02 -.02 -.02 -.05 -.05 
Low seleclivity Non-Indian -.15­ .02 .02 .04 .OS 
High selectivity Non-Indian -.05 .03 .01 .01 .02 
* Statistically significant at p < .05 
** Statistically significant at p < .001 
the Zimmerman identity scale (r= .30. final Beta = .17) are all predictors of feeling 
discrimination from faculty. As was the case with discrimination from peers, it is not 
clear if these students who have more contact, knowledge. and awareness of Indian 
heritage 1) are more aware of discrimination or 2) are more likely to attribute negative 
interactions with faculty to racism. 
• 
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Cultural Identity 
Identity is assessed in a number ofdifferent ways. Five different variables 
measuring affinity for American Indian and nOD-Indian cultures are used in descriptive 
and multivariate analysis. Two single-item questions measuring American Indian 
identity ask students to rate themselves on how much they follow an American Indian 
way oflife. and how successful they felt they are in an American Indian way of life. Two 
parallel items measuring non-Indian identity ask students to report how much they follow 
a non-Indian way and how successful they feel they are in leading a non-Indian way if 
life. A fifth identity measure. the Zimmerman identity scale. is a composite variable 
comprising various beliefs and activities associated with an American Indian identity. 
The results of crosstabulations between these identity variables and institutional control 
are presented in Table S.lS. 
American Indian identity - living an American Indian way of life. being 
successful in an American Indian way if life. and the Zimmerman identity scale - is 
strongest among tribal and BIA college students. who are more than twice as likely to 
report living and being a success in an American Indian way of life than are their 
counterparts at non-Indian colleges and 2.S times as likely to have a high score of the 
Zimmerman identity scale. Given the influence that blood quantum has had on other 
variables of interest. crosstabulations for identity were also run by blood quantum (See 
Table 5.16). The three variables mea.suring American Indian identity increase as blood 
quantum increases. Only twelve percent of students with 1116 blood quantum reported 
living an American Indian way of life, compared to 77 percent of full-blooded students. 
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Table S.lS 
Cultural Identity by Institutional Control 
Some/A-lot Tribal BlA Non-Tribal Total 
College College College 
%(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) 
Live an American - Indian 77 (167) 71 (83) 29 (246) 53 (496) 
Way ofLife 
Being a Success in an 66 (167) 63 (83) 32 (246) 48 (496) 
American - Indian Way 
of Life 
Live a Non-Indian Way 71 (167) 80 (83) 85 (246) 80 (496) 
of Life 
Being a Success in a 62 (167) 66 (83) 78 (246) 70 (496) • 
Non-Indian Way 
ofLife 
Zimmerman Identity 52 (167) 49 (83) 19 (246) 35 (496) 
Scale (High) 
Eighteen pereent ofstudents with 1116 blood quantum report being successful in an 
American Indian way of life, compared to 68 pereent ofthe students who are full 
blooded. Similarly. only two pereent of the students with the lowest blood quantum 
scored bigh on the Zimmerman identity scale. compared to 58 percent of those with the 
highest blood quantum. In short. blood quantum seems to be as strongly linked with 
American Indian identity as it is with attending a tribal or BIA college. However. we 
also know that tribal and BlAcolleges enroll students with high blood quanta. The 
question, then. is: will the tendency for students who attend tribal and BIA colleges to 
have stronger identities as American Indians remain after the effects of blood quantum 
are controlled? 
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Table 5.16 
Cultural Identity by Blood Quantum 
Some/A-lot 1116 118 114 112 3/4 4/4 Total 
% % % % % % % 
(n) (n) (n) (n) (n) (n) (n) 
Live an American-Indian 12 7 42 58 70 77 52 
Way ifLife (60) (65) (55) (77) (57) (ISO) (464) 
Success in an American­ 18 12 44 60 58 68 48 
Indian way ofLife (60) (65) (55) (77) (57) {I50) (464) 
Live a Non-Indian 88 79 89 82 72 80 81 
Way ofLife (60) (65) (55) (77) (57) {I50) (464) 
Success in a Non­ 80 74 80 78 56 69 72 
Indian Way ofLife (60) (65) (55) (77) (57) {I50) (464) 
Zimmerman Identity 2 9 20 43 58 53 35 
Scale (High) (60) (65) (S5) (77) (57) (ISO) (464) 
The association ofcollege type with variables measuring identity with non-Indian 
cultures is much weaker. Tribal and BIA students are only slightly less likely to report 
living and being successful in a non-Indian way of life, with the differences in the non-
Indian identity scores by institutional control (5 to 16 percentage points) being much 
smaller than are the comparable differences in American Indian identity scores (30 to 48 
percentage points). The same is true for differences in non-Indian identity and blood 
quantum. Although 3/4 and full blood students are slightly less likely to report living and 
being successful in a non-Indian way of life than 118 and 1116 students, the association is 
much weaker than it is for the variables measuring American Indian identity. Thus, there 
is only an 8 percent difference between the lowest and highest blood quantum students in 
living a non-Indian way oflife and an 11 percent difference in being successful in a non-
Indian way oflife. By contras~ the smallest difference between the students with 1116 
and full blood quantum on Indian identity variables is thirty percentage points. Clearly. 
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non-Indian identity variables are not as closely linked with institutional control and blood. 
quantum as are variables measuring American Indian identity. 
To ascertain the independent contribution of institutional control to identity, 
regressions were run on aU five identity variables. Independent variables were entered in 
five temporal blocks: background characteristics, reasons for attending college, college 
environments, college activities! talent development outcomes/satisfaction outcomes, and 
persistence. 
Zimmerman Identity Scale 
The twenty-one variables that enter the equation account for about 70 
percent of the variation in the Zimmerman identity scale (R -squared =.70, Multiple R = 
.83). Table S.17 shows the standardized regression coefficients for selected blocks in the 
regression. (See Appendix E for step-by-step standardized regression coefficients) None 
of the environmental variables of interest enters the equation. All five variables have 
significant simple correlations that lose significance after background characteristics 
enter the regression. Thus, even though students who attend tribal and BIA colleges are 
substantially more likely to have high Zimmerman scores than are students attending 
non-Indian colleges, these differences are entirely attributable to differences in blood. 
quantum, tribal membership, and fluency in their native language. After these variables 
enter, the coefficients for attending a tribal or BIA college are no longer significant. 
Persistence, which has a significant negative association with identity (r = -.08) becomes 
a positive predictor after background characteristics are controlled. So while students 
who drop out have slightly higher identity scores, once all background characteristics 
have been held equal, it is the persisters who actually have slightly bigher identity scores. 
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In other words, once the effects ofblood quantum and other characteristics that have 
negative effects on persistence are controlled. successful completion ofa degree appears 
to strengthen American Indian identity. 
TableS.17 
Predicting American Indian Identity- (n=374) 
Multiple Beta after Final 
Variables in the Equation R r BC RAC AIDS Beta 
BacklloundCharacb::ristics mg 
L Blood. Quantum .52 .56·· .36·· .30·· .16·· .17·· 
2. Age .5S .26·· .1S· .17· .04 .04 
3. Tribal member .60 .51·· .20* • .1S· .04 .04 
4. Raised by adoptive parents .61 -.12· -.10· -.10· -.04 -.04 
S. SpeakNative language .61 .36·· .13· .U· .00 .00 
6. Mothers cduc:aDon level .62 -.16· .12· .L3· .OS· .09* 
Reasogs [Q[ 6.DGDdiDI ~1I'B lRACl 
7. To prove to other I could do it .64 .31·· .14· .13· .OS· .07· 
S. To ttaasfer to four-year college .64 .42*· .13* .12* .02 .03 
Activiti~a :rmD1l&velggmenL 
SatisfactimJ !AIDS) 
9. Participated in Indian activities .74 .62·· .43·· .41·· .15* .15· 
10. Change in identity as Indian person .77 .5S·· .3S** .36*· .16* .16· 
11. Importance ofmaintaining customs .79 .65·· .44 .42 .23·* .22** 
12. Participated in Indian teligious activities .SO .62·· .41·· .40·· .15· .16*· 
13. Change injob relaled skills .Sl -.14* -.03 -.04 -.11· -.U* 
14. Satisfaction with campus bealth 
.. 
.SI -.12· -.09· -.09· -.10· -.09· 
facilities 
15. Change in commitment to IDdiaos .Sl .53·· .36·· .35·· .12* .12· 
16. Satisfied with faculty offeriDg .S2 .IS· -.01 -.02 -.OS· -.09* 
Indian perspective 
17. Satisfied with lab facilities .S2 -.02 .03 .03 .OS· .08* 
18. Tune spent wodciag for pay .S2 -.12· -.05 -.05 -.07· -.06* 
19. Feltdiscrim.ination from students .S3 .26·· .21·* .19·· .07* .06· 
20. lmpc;itaDce ofgraduatiag from. college .S3 .00 -.03 -.05 -.07· -.07· 
Persistence 
21. Earned intended degree or bieber .S3 .-.OS· .05 .06 .06· .06* 
R-square 
.39 .42 .69 .70 
Selected Variables not ig the Ell_on 
Selectivity 
-.21*· .06 .08 .01 .02 
Tribal college 
.34·* .07 .06 .04 .03 
BIACollege .16* .01 .00 -.02 -.02 
Low selectivity Non-Indian 
-.23·* -.07 -.OS .00 .00 
Higb selectivity Non.-Indian 
-.29*· .00 .02 -.02 .00 
• as measured by me Zimmerman Identity scale (ranee 0 to 39) 
• Statistically sicnificant at p < .OS •• StatisticaJly sicnificant at pc:: .001 
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American Indian Identity 
Table S.18 shows the coefficients for the two regressions measuring American 
Indian identity: 1) living an American Indian way if life, 2) being successful in a non­
Indian way of life. The first regression accounts for 63 percent of the variance in living 
an Indian way of life and the second accounts for 42 percent ofthe variance in being a 
success in an American Indian way of life. 
Although American Indian identity is much stronger in tribal and BIA colleges 
than non-Indian colleges. only one of the five environmental variables enters the equation 
for living an American Indian way of life: low selectivity non-Indian college, which is 
negatively associated with living an American Indian way of life. Most of this 
relationship with the dependent variable, however, is attributable to entering student 
characteristics (Le .• the coaelation goes from -.26 to -.09 when background 
characteristics are controlled). Since all of the other environmental variables lose 
significance when background variables are controlled it appears that a student's 
background characteristics have much more influence whether that student lives an 
American Indian way of life than does the type of institution attended. Thus. students 
who have bigher blood quanta, were raised on a reservation. are members of their tribe, 
and speak their Native language are more likely to live an American Indian way of life, 
regardless of the type ofcollege they attend. The same is true for feeling successful in an 
American Indian way of life. In this case. only selectivity enters the equation but does 
not remain significant at the final step (final Beta =.01). The coefficients for the other 
four variables - tribal. BIA. low selectivity non-Indian. and bigh selectivity non-Indian 
colleges - all lose significance after background characteristics are controlled. 
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TableS.iS 

Predicting American Indian Identity in American Indian Students (n=374) 

Regression for 
Lives an Indian way ofLife Successful in Indian way of life 
Beta Fmal Beat Final 
Variables r after-BC Beta r afterBC Beta 
Backpouud CbaraclSri~tics (BO 
Blood quantum .55· .ll .01 .40* .11· .09 
Age .29· .15· .03 .22* .11· .04 
Raised on reservation .50· .21·* .12* .31* .IS· .08 
Member of fribe .53· .25.* .14* .31* .13· .10 
Speaks Native Laoguage at home .45* .20· .(5· 
Reasons Attend!:A l.:QII~a: CRAIl 
Parents wanted me to go .14* .14* .12* 
Updare job skills .26* .12* .15·* 
EamadegR!C -.OS -.OS -.04 
Transfer to a four-year coUege .42* .10 .05 
Become more cultured person .00 .01 .01 
EnmoDmColli Vllilbl§ ail 
Selectivity -.21* .01 .00 -.11· .11· .09 
Low selectivity non-Indian -.26· -.09· -.02 -.IS* -.05 .01 
Acti:nties• :r1l~DI ~VmQl!menL 
Satli[acgQO (ATDS) 
Participated in Indian activities .56· .31* .12­ .4S­ .34-· .21·· 
Participated Indian religious activities .5S· .32­ .12­ .41­ .31·· -.13­
Socialized with different races -.12· -.01 -.07­
Importance ofmaintaining customs .64· .3S-­ .25--
CoUegeGPA .02 .10· .09* 
Change in commitment to own tribe .39* .25.­ .14­
Change in religious beliefs .03 -.03 -.11­
Change in commitment to Indians .44· .25.* .10­
Change in inrerpasonal skills .03 .10* .OS­
lUDe spent on hobbies .00 -.01 -.12· 
Satisfaction career counseling .11­ .13­ .11­
Satisfaction insttuc:tion -.03 .00 -.12· 
Satisfaction social science courses .03 .12* .ll* 
Relevancy ofcourscwort to life .H­ .OS­ .OS-
Satisfaction with student housing .00 .01· .07­
Importance ofattending college -.09* -.04 -.OS-
Multiple R .61 .19 .46 .65 
R -squared .44 .63 .21 .42 
Environm,ntal Variabls:t! nlll in Eguation 
Tribal college .38* .01 .00 .24* -.02 .01 
BlA college .20* .06 .03 .13* .04 .01 
High selectivity non-Indian -.33­ -.02 -.04 -.19* .03 -.l2 
- significant @ P < .OS 
** significant @ p < .001 
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In short. the greater tendency for tribal and BIA students to report feeling 
successful in an American Indian way of life can be explained almost entirely by the fact 
that these colleges enroll more students with higher blood quanta. who are tribal 
members9 and were raised in a rural or reservation setting. 
Non-Indian Identity 
Two regressions were run using living a non-Indian way of life and being a 
success in a non-Indian way if life as dependent variables. These two regressions 
account for 19 percent and 24 percent of the variancc9 respectively. None of the 
environmental variables enters either equation. Tribal colleges (r = -.21) and high 
selectivity non-Indians colleges (r= .16) both have significant conelations with living a 
non-Indian way of life. but these conelations lose their significance when background 
characteristics are controlled. Persistence. which was a positive predictor ofAmerican 
Indian identity as measured by the Zimmerman identity scale. is a negative predictor of 
following a non-Indian way of life. Why these variables should be negatively associated 
with living a non-Indian way is not clear. 
Feeling successful in a non-Indian way oflife is positively associated with 
attending a selective institution (r= .15). but the conelation becomes non-significant 
when background characteristics are controlled. Similarly. the significant negative 
relationship between attending a tribal college and being successful in a non-Indian way 
of life disappears when background characteristics are held constant. In other words. the 
type ofcollege attended by American Indian students does not affect their perception of 
success in a non-Indian way oflife. 
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Table 5.19 

Predicting Non-Indian Identity in American Indian Students (n=374) 

Regression for 
Lives DOD-Indian way ofLife SuccessfUl in non-Indian way of life 
Beta. Fmal Beat Fmal 
Variables r afterBC Beta. r afterBC Beta. 
Backaround CJaracteristics (80 
Blood quantum -.17· -.13· .01 -.12 .01 .09 
Age -.19· -.17· -.11 
Attended public high school .12· .u· .10 
Income .18· .16· .09 
Attended BIA day school -.18· -.18·· -.16·· 
Attended BIA boarding school 
Reasons Attend~ ~oU~le (RAD -.IS· -.11· -.10· 
Eamadegree -.11· -.H· -.13· 
Prove to olber I could -.IS· -.It· -.10· 
Make more money 
Activiti§. Iliot (5vs;IOJHI'ICnl. 
.04 .08 .07 
Salisfacti21! CAmS} 
Change in identity as IDdian. -.21· -.14· -.13· 
Importance ofseeing medicine man -.20· -.14· -.12· 
Felt overwhelmed .19· .14· .12· 
Satisfied with humanities courses .18· .IS· .12· 
Sa.tisfied with instruction .18· .17·· .19·· 
Opponunity to discuss coursework: .02 .01 -.10 
with professors outside ofclass 
Change in writing skills .20· .1S· .10· 
Socialized with different races .21· .22·· .13· 
Importance of being success at job .17· .158 .12· 
Satisfied social science courses .24· .21· .11· 
Satisfied courses in major .28· .24·· .10· 
Found faculty mentor .23· .22·· .13· 
Persisregce tEl 
Eamed intended desired degree -.06 -.10· -.11· 
MulDpicR .26 .43 .2S .49 
R -sggared .07 .19 .07 .24 
Environmental V mables 
Selectivity .08 .00 -.06 .IS· .OS .04 
Tribal college -.21· -.11 -.10 -.15· -.06 -.04 
BIAcoliege -.03 -.01 .03 
-.05 -.01 .04 
Low selectivity non-Indian .10 .03 .03 .Ll .05 .00 
High selectivity non-Indian .16· .07 .01 .10 .01 .01 
• significant @ P < .05 
•• significant @ P < .001 
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Ofinterest in this regression are the negative effects ofattending both BIA day 
and boarding high schools, which persist even after all other variables are controlled­
(final Betas are significant at -.16 and -.10). (Attending a tribal high school did not enter 
the equation.) As was found with BA degree persistence, attending a BIA-run school has 
a negative effect on the outcome variable, whereas attending a tribal school does not. 
Again, the emphasis placed on self-determination in the tribal (as opposed to BIA) school 
environment may be an important ingredient in student outcome variables. Feelings of 
self-determination, empowerment and a stronger sense of themselves as Indian people 
may allow American Indian students to better navigate in the non-Indian world. 
Summary 
This chapter has presented and discussed the results of data collection efforts and 
descriptive and multivariate analyses. The survey yielded a sample of496 American 
Indian respondents (161 tribal, 83 BIA, 246 non-Indian college students) which 
represents a nine percent response rate. 
ANOVAs show that, although tribal colleges differ from each other on 
background variables that measure culturally linked characteristics, they are very similar 
on variables that are traditional predictors of persistence in higher education. Further, 
students who enroll at tribal or BIA colleges, compared to those who attend non-Indian 
colleges, tend to score lower on those variables that predict retention: income, high 
school GPA, degree aspirations, and father's education level. These differences in 
entering characteristics, in tum, explain many of the differences in outcomes between 
Indian and non-Indian colleges. 
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Persistence 
Although American Indian students who attended nOD-Indian colleges are much 
more likely to achieve their educational goals than are American Indian students who 
attended tribal or BJA institutions, most of these differences are attributed to differences 
in the students when they first enroll. Once input variables are cODtrolled. attending a 
tribal college does not inhibit bachelor's degree completion. The lower AAiVocational 
degree attainment rates of tribal colleges are attributable to their entering students 
characteristics and ,to a lesserextent. their low selectivity. Attending a BJA college was 
found to not inhtoit AAlVocational degree completion, but it does reduce the student's 
chance ofcompleting a BA degree, even when background characteristics and selectivity 
are held constant. 
Talent Development 
Environmental variables explain little of the variation in growth in specific 
talents. With the exception of the weak: negative effect that attending a tnoal college has 
on cognitive development. institutional control does not affect the talent development of 
American Indian students. 
Satisfaction with the Colle&e qperience 
Institutional control does not affect an American Indian student's satisfaction with 
the college experience, with the following exceptions: both tribal and BIA colleges 
produce greater student satisfaction with the American Indian emphasis than non-Indian 
colleges do, and attending a tnDal college lowers student satisfaction with campus 
support services. 
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Discrimination 
Regression analyses reveal no significant relationship between institutional 
control and feeling discrimination from peers or faculty. Background characteristics - in 
particular - blocxl quantum. being raised on a reservation, and attending a tribal high 
school playa significant role in whether the American Indian student experiences or 
perceives racial discrimination. 
Cultural knowledgelidentity 
Institutional control does not playa significant role in predicting American Indian 
identity after input characteristics are controlled. The stronger identities ofboth tribal 
and BIA students can be explained by their higher blood quanta. tribal membership. 
reservation upbringing, and fluency in their Native language. As for non-Indian identity. 
institutional control plays DO role in living or being a success in a non-Indian way of life. 
Attending a.BIA secondary school. however, is associated with feeling less successful in 
a nOD-Indian way of life. 
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CbapterSix 
Summary and Conclusion 
The purpose of this study has been to gather and analyze original empirical data 
on American Indian students at tribal and non-tribal colleges to gain an understanding of 
the effects of institutional control on American Indian student development. This chapter 
first reviews the purpose and research methods. Then the hypotheses presented in 
Chapter Four are revisited and discussed in light of the findings reported in Chapter five. 
Implications for theory, policy, and practice are discussed next, followed by a discussion 
of the methodology piloted in this study and the feasibility ofestablishing an the Institute 
for the Study of American Indian Education. Finally, limitations of the study and 
recommendations for future research are presented. 
Overview of the Study 
The educational attainment of American Indians bas not been effective as 
measured by a number oftraditional indices. For various reasons, American Indian 
educational attainment lags behind that of any other racial/ethnic group. In addition, the 
fact that the majority of American Indians who manage to pursue higher education enroll 
in non-selective, two-year institutions may have negative implications for their future 
educational and status attainment, since attending such institutions tends to reduce the 
student's chance ofearning a bachelor's or higher degree (Astin. 1975, 1977 .. 1982. 1992). 
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Furthermore, given the increased importance ofmba( colleges to Indian education and 
the paucity ofquality studies on these institutions, there is an urgent need for research on 
all aspects oftnbal colleges. 
American Indians have the lowest levels ofeducational attainment of all major 
raciaVethnic groups in the United States (Astin. 1982; Bowker. 1993). American Indians 
are undenepresented at all levels ofeducation and become increa~ing1y underrepteSented 
as the educational level gcts higher. Even those American Indians who manage to enroll 
at four-year colleges and universiti~ have six-year degree attainment rates that are lower 
than those ofall: racial/ethnic groups (Astin. Tsui and Avalos, 1996). Poor study habits 
and underpreparedness have been given as reasons for the higher levels of attrition 
among American Indians (Astin 1982, McNamara 1984), but these factors do not fully 
explain American Indians" low rates of degree. completion (Astin, Tsui, and Avalos. 
1996). Other studies explain student departure as a result of a poor fit between student 
and institution. If students feel they do not fit academically, socially, or cultuIally. they 
may leave because the school is not meeting their needs (Hossler. Bean, and Associates 
1990). This may be particularly true of American Indians enrolled at certain non-Indian 
institutions. Tribal colleges hope to alleviate these problems for American Indian 
students by offering remedial and adult education in a culturally familiar environment. It 
is believed that at a tribal college. students can develop the academic or vocational skills 
they need in an environment that encourages cultural growth instead ofcreating cultural 
tension or disharmony. 
Observers of tribal colleges report that these institutions are serving students well. 
However. very few studies have been done to confinn this anecdotal evidence. As a 
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result, few aspects of these institutions are well unders~ especially the role they play 
in student development. Tnoal colleges are simply understudied, and the few studies that 
have been done often focus on only one institution with small samples that limit the 
analysis to descriptive statistics. No study has utilized comparison samples of American 
Indians at non-Indian institutions. In light of this paucity of empirical research. the 
objective of this dissertation was to initiate a multi-institutional exploratory analysis of 
tribal college students. and a siinultaneous parallel study ofAmerican Indian students 
enrolled at non-Indian institutions to examine the comparative effects ofIndian and non­
Indian institutions on American Indian student development. 
One of the basic questions explored in this study is whether the handicap imposed 
by beginning one's higher education at a non-selective two-year institution is alleviated 
by attending a tnoal college. Are tribal college students at an educational disadvantage 
or does the better fit provided by tribal colleges compensate for this liability? How do 
the outcomes of American Indian students at non-Indian institutions compare to those of 
tribal college students? How much diversity is there among tribal institutions and what is 
the nature of that diversity? Do these institutions comprise a system ofhigher education 
or does the heterogeneity of trIoai institutions preclude talk of a tribal college "system:' 
To examine these questions. alumni oftnDal. BIA. and non-Indian institutions 
were surveyed. A cross-sectional sample ofAmerican Indians who entered college in 
1993 was sent a survey in the winter of 1999 that measured the following student 
development outcomes: persistence. talent development, satisfaction with college. 
experience of racial discrimination. and cultural knowledgeJidentity. Students were also 
asked to report, retrospectively. input variables that have been shown to affect the 
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outcomes of interest.. A focus group and site visits to five tribal and BlA campuses were 
also conducted to lend more depth to the quantitative findings. 
Another purpose of this study was to test the feasibility ofestablishing an Institute 
ofAmerican Indian Higher education. Meeting and working with staffmembers and 
administrators ofmultiple tnbal colleges as well as with members of the American Indian 
Higher Education Consortium (AIHEC) made it possible to assess some of the issues 
related to creating such an institute. 
A Summary ofFindings 
Major findings of the study will be discussed in light of the hypotheses originally 
stated in Chapter Three. Additional findings not addressed by those hypotheses are also 
discussed. 
HWthesis 1: Tnbal college students have lower rates of retention and degree completion 
than do students at non-Indian institutions. After entering differences are controlled. 
there will be no significant differences in rates ofdegree completion between students at 
tribal colleges and American Indian students attending non-Indian institutions. 
The hypothesis is partially supported. Although tribal and BIA colleges have 
much lower unadjusted rates ofboth AAIV ocational and bachelor's degree completion 
than non-Indian institutions do, most of these differences can be attributed to differences 
in their student input characteristics. When it comes to AA/Vocational degree 
completion, the lower rates for tribal colleges are also attributable in part to their low 
selectivity. The rates for BlA colleges however, are entirely attributable to their entering 
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student characteristics. Thus, with the exception of the low selectivity of these colleges, 
there is nothing inherent about tribal or BIA colleges that inhibits two-year degree 
completion. The hypothesis can be generally accepted as it applies to AA/Vocational 
education. 
The hypothesis is only partially supported when considering bachelor's degree 
completion. Once input variables and selectivity are controlled, attending a tribal college 
has no significant effect on bachelor's degree completion. However, attending a BIA 
college does have a negative effect on bachelor~s completion that is not fully explained 
by student-input characteristics or even by the low selectivity ofBIA institutions. These 
results suggest that there is something about the environment ofBIA colleges, beyond 
their status as non-selective institutions, that inhibits bachelor's degree completion. One 
possible explanation is the peer or cohort effect of institutions with low degree 
completion rates. If the majority of a student's friends on campus are not achieving their 
educational goals, that "norm" of drop/stop out can make it less likely that any individual 
student will complete the bachelor's degree (Astin, 1993). The non-completion rate at 
BIA colleges is indeed high - 73 percent - but it is also high at tribal colleges - 63 
percent. The fact that tribal institutions, which should also show the same negative peer 
effect. do not impede bachelor's degree completion suggests either that tribal colleges 
have some mitigating quality not found in BIA colleges, or that something other than, or 
in addition to, the low completion rate must be operating at BIA institutions. 
What could account for the apparently different persistence patterns of these 
seemingly similar college environments? One possible explanation is the difference 
between tribal and federal administration. The philosophy of self-determination. upon 
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which tl:ibal institutions are founded. may not be a guiding principal at a campus that is 
administered by the federal government.. This emphasis on self«tennination may instill 
students (or attract students) with a sense ofautonomy.. empowerment,. and belonging that 
is an important element in persistence, an ingredient missing from the BIA campus. 
Another possibility. ofcourse. is that we are observing a "Type n" error with the tribal 
colleges. given that their non-significant partial Beta after input and environmental 
variables have been controlled is -.09, compared to a significant Beta of -.14 for BIA 
colleges. Clearly, these ambiguities need to be resolved in future research. 
Hypothesis 2: Talent development or value-added measures for tribal college students 
will be comparable to those of the students at both low and bigh selectivity non-Indian 
institutions. Tribal college students will report greater growth in cultural 
knowledgelidentity . 
-
The first part ofthe hypothesis is conditionally accepted. Institutional control 
does not affect talent development in most areas, with the exception of cognitive 
development,. where tribal college students report less growth. Once the fact that tribal 
college students report going to college to update their job skills is controlled. this 
negative relationship is eliminated. Perhaps cwriculum and activities that encourage 
cognitive development (general knOWledge. problem solving skills. knowledge of 
particular field, and critical tbinking skills) are not empbasized at the tribal college. In 
other words. the extra emphasis placed on vocational training at these colleges may result 
in less emphasis being given to cognitive development. 
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In all other areas of talent development (interpersonal skills, racial tolerance, 
basic academic skills, and job skills), institutional control does not show any differential 
effects on growth in talent development once background characteristics are controlled. 
The second part of the hypothesis is not supported: growth in cultural 
knowledgelidentity is not differentially affected by college type. While non-Indian 
college students have lower unadjusted growth in cultural knowledgelidentity, most of 
this association can be explained by the fact that these students tend to have lower blood 
quanta than do students entering tribal and BIA colleges. 
Hypothesis 3: Tribal college students will report more satisfaction with their 
undergraduate experience than students who attend non-Indian colleges. The exception 
will be satisfaction with facilities, where tribal college students will have lower levels of 
satisfaction than their non-Indian college counterparts. 
The data support only part of this hypothesis. Institutional control does not affect 
satisfaction with curriculumlinsttuction, faculty/student contact. advising/counseling, or 
overall satisfaction, as hypothesized. Tribal college and BIA students are, however. 
more than students at non-Indian institutions are satisfied with the American Indian 
emphasis at their college. This part of the hypothesis can be accepted. Students 
recognize and appreciate the deliberate emphasis on American Indian culture at tribal and 
BIA colleges. However, contrary to the hypothesis. tribal college students reponless 
satisfaction with support services (job placement, campus health services. childcare 
facilities, and opportunity for applied learning). 
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While tribal college students are no less satisfied with academic facilities than are 
students who attend non-Indian colleges. BIA students. as hypothesized. report 
significantly less satisfaction with this aspect of their college. It is not surprising that 
BlA students are less satisfied with facilities than are students at non-Indian colleges 
given that BlA colleges have far fewer financial resources to invest in facilities. 
However. in light of the fact that their resource base is similar to that of the BlA 
institutions. it is unclear why attending tribal colleges does not also have a negative effect 
on satisfaction with academic facilities. 
Hypothesis 4: Tribal college students will report experiencing less discrimination from 
fellow students and faculty than will students at non-tribal colleges. 
This hypothesis is not supported. by either crosstabulation or regression results. 
Contrary to expectation. American Indian students who attend non-Indian colleges are no 
more lik:ely to experience or report racial discrimination from students or faculty than are 
tribal or BlA students. Institutional control. in short. does not affect a student's 
likelihood ofexperiencing discrimination. 
Having ~ strong American Indian identity, as measured by the Zimmerman 
identity scale. is a predictor of feeling discrimination from both students and faculty. It is 
interesting that identity is a more important predictor of feeling discrimination than blood 
quantum is. It may be that the student with a strong sense ofAmerican Indian identity is 
more lik:ely either to encounter discrimination or to attribute unfavorable peer and faculty 
interactions to racial discrimination. It may also be that American Indian students with a 
strong Indian identity are more aware of discrimination when it occurs than those with a 
less developed sense of identity. 
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Hypothesis 5: Tnbal college students, in comparison to students at non-Indian 
institutions, will report greater growth in cultural mowledgelidentification with 
American Indian cultures. American Indian students who attend non-Indian institutions 
will have stronger identity with non-Indian culture. 
The data do not support this hypothesis. Institutional control does not affect most 
aspects of American Indian cultural tnowledgelidentity. The two exceptions are (1) 
students at low selectivity. non-Indian colleges are less likely to report living an 
American Indian way of life and (2) students at highly selective institutions are less likely 
to feel successful in an American Indian way of life. These are the only instances when 
the environmental variables of interest enter any of the thIee regressions with dependent 
variables that assess American Indian identity. 
All environmental variables have significant simple correlations with the 
dependent variables measuring identity in the directions hypothesized. (i.e., attending a 
tribal or BIA college is positively associated with American Indian identity and attending 
a non-Indian college is negatively associated with American Indian identity). However, 
these correlations become non-significant when background cbaracteristics are 
controlled. 
Blood quantum is an important predictor of identity as measured by the 
Zimmerman identity scale, but not as strong a predictor of living and feeling successful in 
an American Indian. way of life. The fact that completing one's intended degree is 
positively associated with identity as an American Indian. suggests that completing a 
higber education degree does not necessarily mean. that students will assimilate into a 
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non-Indian worI~ leaving their Indian beritage bebind. Indeed. it suggests the opposite. 
American Indian identity. in other words. need not be a casualty of western education as 
some have viewed it historically. 
In predicting identification with non-Indian culture. the environmental variables 
do little to explain living and being successful in a non-Indian way of life. Students who 
have bigher blood quantum are less likely to identify with non-Indian cultures. and 
students who cam their intended degree are less likely to live in a non-Indian way of life. 
Ag~ these data suggest that completing a college degree does not signify assimilation 
into a non-Indian world. 
Ofpotential concern is the finding ofa negative effect ofattending a BIA bigh 
school on feeling a success in a DOn-Indian way of life. Since other analyses show that 
feeling successful in a non-Indian way of life is an important predictor of persistence. 
BIA students may be at somewhat of a disadvantage before they get to the college 
campus. As with bachelor's degree persistencey attending a tribal school does not bave 
the same negative effect that attending a BIA school does. Again. the emphasis placed 
on self-determination in a tribal school environment may be an important ingredient in 
these differential student outcomes. 
Additional Findings 
Tribal Colleges as a System 
One of the purposes of this study was to examine the diversity among tribal 
colleges and makes certain comparisons among different tribally controlled colleges. Can 
this collection of tribal colleges be described as a tme system oftribal colleges? 
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Empirical findincs. Both quantitative and qualitative data collected in this study 
support the notion that these colleges represent a unique subset of institutions in 
American bighereducation. Although ttibal college student bodies differ significantly 
from each other on Indian cultural variables, this variation should be expected given the 
heterogeneity ofAmerican Indian tribes. There are many Usystems" in higher education 
that cater to different populations. The very nalUle of a community college is to serve and 
reflect the surrounding community. Variation on those aspects of Indian life that are 
linked with the unique circumstances ofeach tribe does not preclude talk of these 
institutions as a system.. Equally important is the finding that tribal colleges - considered 
as a group - differ substantially from non-tribal colleges on all of these same tribally­
related variables. In other words, while there is significant within-group variation among 
tribal colleges on these variables, the between-group variation - tribal vs. non-tribal - is 
considerably greater. 
Another finding ofconsiderable importance is that tn~ institutions differ very 
little from each other on variables the have been shown to significantly affect student 
persistence. Thus, despite tribal heterogeneity and differences in student cultural 
characteristics, the student bodies of these institutions display remarkable similarity on 
traditional predictors ofpersistence. At the same time, tribal colleges - considered as a 
group - differ substantially from non-tribal colleges on these same predictors of 
persistence. In fact, when tribal and BIA student bodies are compared to American 
Indians who attended non-Indian colleges. it is clear that Indian colleges and non-Indian 
colleges serve two very different types of American Indian populations. Thus tribal and 
BIA colleges fill a unique niche in higbee education because they serve a population that 
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bas been previously underserved by formal western education. systems. In this way tribal 
colleges 8I:e indeed a system.. However, this is ooly part of what binds these institutions 
together. 
Personal observations. In visiting tribal. and BIA campuses, reading the self-studies of 
twelve of these institutions, and engaging in countless conversations with persons 
involved with these colleges, the author was able to sense the very unique character of 
institutions making up the tribal college system. While each campus is unique and 
completely autonomous, there is a sense ofcongruency among these colleges. These 
institutions do more than simply provide degrees; they are an important part ofa 
movement to strengthen. and reclaim tribal self-sufficiency, ttaditions, and sovereignty, 
and despite physical facilities that most participants in non-Indian bigber education 
would find ':'11acceptable, there is a spirit of reverence for this duty and enthusiasm about 
meeting this cballenge that sustains faculty. staff, administrators, and students. 
A site visit to Sitting Bull college on the Standing Rock reservation in Fort Yates, 
North Dakota provides a metaphorical example of this difficult-ta-articulate qUality. This 
college'5 facilities, which are similar to those ofmany tribal colleges, would be seen as 
substandard by eyes accustomed to the elegant Baroque architecture of UCLA. The dirt 
parking lot surrounds cinder block buildings that bouse dark corridors and cramped 
offices. Upon entering the President's office, one's attention is drawn (0 a headdress 
(sometimes referred to as a war bonnet) suspeoded in a glass case standing over five feel 
high. It is the headdress ofSitting Bull, one of the most revered Indian leaders after 
whom the college is named. The exterior condition ofthe building gives no clues as to 
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either the priceless item found within or the power or wisdom ofthe original wearer of 
this important symboL 
Faculty, staff, and administrators at tribal and BIAcolleges appear to be people of 
tremendous quality, enthusi~ and commitment to the students and community. They 
are a key part of a movement to preserve and restore tribal sovereignty. In many 
respects, it is this dedication to a broader purpose that sets these institutions apart as a 
unique phenomenon in American higher education. 
The Influence ofBlood Ouantum 
Given the strong association between various student outcomes and blood 
quantum. this background characteristic warrants further discussion. When considering 
the effects ~f blood quantum, the ability to keep in mind the distinction between the 
genetic and the more socioleconomiclcultural aspects of high American Indian blood 
quantum is important in drawing meaningful and valid conclusions. A purely racial 
argument is not being made and the data do not support such an argument. Blood 
quantum was one ofa number of variables intended to reflect the student" s background 
and association with tribal culture. It is interesting that none of the other background 
characteristics measuring level of association with tribal culture (tribal membership, 
speaking a Native language, living on a reservation) has as much influence on the 
outcomes as does blood quantum. Simple correlations of the other factors are significant. 
but usually lose significance once blood quantum has been controlled. Students with 
high blood quantum also have lower GPA's in both high school and college, lower 
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degree aspiratiODS. and lower retention rates; report less self-reported growth in basic 
academic skills; cognitive development. and interpersonal skills. are less satisfied with 
support services, curriculum. and instruction; feel more discrimination from faculty, and 
spend less time in class. At the same time, students with high blood quantum are more 
likely to report growth in cultural knowledge/identity, are more satisfied with the 
American Indian emphasis of their college, bave stronger American Indian identities. and 
spend more time at American Indian community meetings. 
It would be a mistake to conclude that it is high American Indian blood quantum 
per se that directly affects these variables. Rather. blood quantum should be seen as a 
proxy measure for a whole clusterofmore socially and culturally bound variables: tribal 
membership. living on a reservation. speaking a Native language. poverty. the experience 
of racism. and identity as an American Indian.. These are Dot genetic factors; they are 
social and cultural factors. Blood quantum thus represents an aspect ofbeing American 
Indian that is not fully explained by these variables. In short. blood quantum measures 
something integral about the experience of being American Indian that has not been 
accurately operationalized here by any other single variable. 
Implications for Theory, Policy, and Practice 
Social Reproduction. Status Attainment. and Institutional Fit 
Theories ofsocial reproduction, status attainment, and institutional fit provided a 
theoretical framework for this study_ These theories and how they apply to American 
Indian education are discussed in light of the findings. 
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Social reproduction and status attainment theories maintain that students with 
higher SES and more cultural capital (Bourdieu. 1973. 1977) will attend the most highly 
selective institutions. thereby achieving higher status than low SES students with 
comparable academic ability (Weber, 1978; Collins, 1971). This study confirms the first 
part of this theoretical framework: - triballBlA colleges, which are "lower status", enroll 
students with lower sa and less cultural capital than do mainstream institutions. 
However, the second part of the theory is only partially supported given that college type 
does not affect most outcomes. Depee completion, the outcome variable in this study 
that is most closely linked with status attainment, is only weakly affected by attending a 
tribal or BIA college after the lower status backgrouods of the students are controlled. 
According to social reproduction and status attainment theories. attending a 
triballBIA college should reproduce low status. However. these theories are based upon 
, 
western assumptions ofwhat constitutes status, which has most often been defined in 
materialistic terms such as income. Traditional American Indian ideals ofstatus tend to 
be very different than western ideals. In contrast to materialism. behaviors such as 
practicing a tribal religion, speaking a Native language. supporting extended family. and 
remaining close to home are more in keeping with tribal values and may thus be seen as 
high status. In this way tribal colleges may be seen as contributing to social reproduction 
and high status in American Indian commUnities. The students who enroll at tribal 
colleges come to college with more knowledge and more "Indian cultural capital" and the 
tribal college may reinforce this. It also could be argued that non-Indian colleges 
contribute to low tribal status. 
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Perhaps social reproduction and status attainment theories need to be revised 
when we try to apply diem lO American Indians in higher education. While it may be 
argued that triballBIA colleges reproduce low status as measured by variables such as 
degree completion and income, they may be producing higher status as measured by 
tribal values. Although this study cannot confirm this speculation, future studies should 
reconceptualize "status" and ucultural capitol" to include non-western values when 
working with American Indian populations. 
Another framework that this study drew from is social integration theory. which 
maintains that students drop out ofcollege because they fail to integrate themselves into 
the new environment (Hossler, Bean and Associates, 1990). Lack of integration, in turn, 
is seen to be a result of incongruence and isolation (Tinto. 1987). Thus. in order [0 
become socially integrated and develop "institutional commitment" and "goal 
commitment." the students must. in part. separate from their prior environments. Critics 
have suggested that this places American Indians at a severe disadvantage in traditional 
higher education institutions (Tierney, 1992). Because tribal colleges provide higher 
education in a culturally familiar setting. they have the potential to provide a better ''fit'' 
than non-Indian institutions do. 
What this dialogue lacks is a discussion regarding the heterogeneity of American 
Indians. It can not be assumed that because a student is an American Indian that that 
student would find a non-Indian campus unfamiliar and that a tribal college would 
provide a better fiL Many American Indian students in this study had little familiarity 
with tribal culture. were raised in an urban or suburban setting. and had little identity as 
an American Indian. Oglala Lakota College would likely provide a poor fit for this type 
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ofstudenL The ability ofAmerican Indian students to become integrated into the college 
community with a mjnimum ofdiscontinuity obviously depends upon the background of 
the student and the environment of the campus. In future reseaICh. it would thus be 
important to assess ''fit'' not in terms of some crude "Indian/non-Indian" dichotomy. but 
rather in terms of the degree to which the student and the institution reflect an American 
Indian identity. 
Student Right to Know 
Based on the findings of this study. the utility and fairness of the Federal Campus 
Security and Student Right to Know Act is questioned. Although this effort to provide 
prospective students and their families with information regarding institutional 
effectiveness and make institutions more accountable is well intentioned. it is misguided. 
Institutions are required to report a retention rate without accounting for student 
background characteristics. These unadjusted retention rates unfairly pen~ those 
institutions that"enroll students who are considered at risk ofdropping out (Astin. Tsui. 
Avalos.. 1996). This is particularly true of tribal and BIA colleges, since these institutions 
admit students who are not only poorly prepared academically, but who also have cultural 
characteristics that have been shown to impact negatively on degree completion. Once 
these factors are statistically controlled. the differential retention rates are either lessened 
or completely eliminated. Unadjusted retention rates, in short, do not give an accurate 
account of the capacity of tribaIJBIA institutions to assist their students to complete their 
programs of study. 
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Although it is unlikely the federal government will change this policy of reponing 
raw retention rates. TrlballBIA. colleges,. students. and parents should understand the 
limited nature of this form of reporting. Individual tribal and BIA. colleges should 
conduct and publicize theirown research to supplement the simplistic information the 
Student Right to Know policy provides. This requires triballBIA. institutions to invest in 
quality institutional and academic research. which has,. until now. been a low priority at 
many two-year institutions. Given that the Student Right to Know policy can impact 
negatively on triballBIA. colleges. this would be a wise investment. One approach would 
be for these institutions to contract with outside researchers or research organizations to 
develop "expected .. retention rates (based on entering student attrJ."butes) that could be 
compared with actual rates (Astin. Tsui. Avlos. 1994). This discussion also underscores 
the need for triballBlA colleges to conduct research collaboratively. so that they can 
exchange data and insights to develop more effective programs for the unique students 
they serve. 
Increased Funding to Tribal and BIA. Institutions 
One of the major impressions gained from the site visits is the meager physical 
plant facilities and inadequate support available at tribal colleges. These impressions 
were supported by student survey data in the BIA colleges. Since the lack of funding for 
tribaIJBlA institutions is readily apparent and well documented (Carnegie, 1997). funding 
for triballBIA institutions needs to be increased. The Tribally Controlled Community 
College Act of 1978 is a crucial funding source. especially in light of the fact that tribal 
institutions do not receive state funding. as other community colleges do. And even 
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though authorizations made possible by the Act 1978 ale low. appropriated funds have 
never kept pace with the authorized levels. Thus. although funding bas increased over 
the past few years. it has never met the need. 
TnoaUBJA institutions ale not the only system in higher education that receives 
federal- as opposed to state and private- funding. Military colleges and college located 
in the District ofColumbia ale also federally funded. There is an appalling disparity. 
however. between the levels of funding between these two systems ofhigher education. 
Military institutions have some of the bighest per-pupil funding levels in all of American 
higher education, whereas tribaIlBIA colleges have one of the lowest levels. Tribal 
colleges have been able to eke out an existence and have survived despite these and many 
other obstacles, but it is time they had the financial resources to fulfill their vision, not 
just to survive. 
Research at TribaUBIA institutions 
It has already been noted that the effects of triballBIA colleges on their students 
are not well understood because of a lack ofquality research. Lack of funding has been 
identified as a major contributor to this paucity of scholarly research, but it is not the only 
reason. There is also a general mistrust and devaluing of scholarly research at many_ 
triballBIA colleges. Some colleges have had negative experiences with outside 
researchers. Many researchers have not provided results to these colleges and, in at least 
one case, the r:esea.rcber wrote some unflattering things about one of the colleges. There 
seems to be a feeling among some tribal college personnel that researchers use the 
colleges to make names for themselves and conlnoute nothing to, and sometimes even 
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harm, the institution. Such experiences make it extremely difficult to gain access to tribal. 
colleges and help to make tribal. institutions reluctant to participate in established ongoing 
programs of research such as the CIRP. 
On the other hand, it must be recognized that academic research should not be 
designed to be a public relations tool. Much that has been written about tribal. colleges by 
their supporters amounts to cbeedeading for ourselves. Such articles could reflect the 
writers~ zealous suppon oftribal colleges, but it could also reflect their fear of losing 
access ifanything negative is published. Perhaps it is both. As the Carnegie 
Foundation"s special repon. Native American College; Progress and Prospects (l997) 
states, 'Their [tnbal colleges'] value has been proven, but their vision is not yet 
fulfilled". Critical self-assessment can be an important tool in ful61Jjog that vision. 
At the same time. researchers must act ethically and responsibly when working 
with tribal colleges. The potential for mistrust must be understood and the researcber 
sbould make extra efforts to assuage suspicion. Researchers must also make an effon to 
connect research to the practical needs of the college and to communicate relevant results 
to the college in a comprehensible fashion. Ideally each participating college should 
receive special reports that highlight findings that are directly relevant to the 
improvement of policy and practice. 
Reciprocal Focus Group 
As noted in Chapter four. this study piloted a new twist on the standard 
methodological technique of focus groups called reciprocal focus groups. The 1999 
American Indian Higher Education Consortium annual conference offered an oppotturuty 
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to conduct a reciprocal focus group and pilot a new methodological approach where 
discussion is generated by the presentation of the statistical findings_ This allowed the 
author to incorporate the ideas and experiences of persons closely linked to the tribal and 
BIA college experience into the interpretation of the findings. Although this technique is 
often used in qualitative analysis, the use of quantitative data in this process is a novel 
approach. Allowing those who are being studied to have some direct input into the 
interpretation of the statistical analysis provided important insights as to possible reasons 
behind, and meanings of, the statistical findings. 
At the onset there were two major concerns about this approach. First, could an 
audience not familiar with survey methodologies and multivariate statistics comprehend 
and interpret complex findings in the short amount of time allotted? Second, would the 
group, many ofwhom are suspicious of research conducted by an outsider, be receptive 
to those findings that might be seen as reflecting negatively on tribal colleges? The 
answer to both these questions is yes. Focus group participants readily grasped the 
concepts behind the major findings. These findings then became the basis for a lively 
discussion that included both speculation and the sharing of personal anecdotal 
experiences. For this method to work, it is of paramount importance that the researcher 
present findings in a way that can be understood by people unfamiliar with statistics. 
The second concern about a possibly hostile reception to negative findings proved 
to be unfounded, possibly because of the manner in which the group was oriented to the 
session. It was explained that the study and the focus group are part of an effort to 
improve American Indian bigher education at both Indian and non-Indian colleges. They 
were told that their comments would help the author to interpret the statistical findings. 
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Participants subsequently viewed the results in a collaborative spirit and provided 
thoughtful and relevant comments. 
The value of this kind ofmethodology is that it satisfied two basic goals: 1) it 
provides additional insight into the meaning of the findings. and 2) it fulfills the 
responsibility of the researcher to provide useful feedback to the researched. A critical 
element in establishing the reciprocal relationship that is so important to the success of 
this kind of research is to present evidence to the tribal colleges that trusting me was not a 
mistake. Because prior negative experiences with outside researchers have made some 
tribal institutions reluctant to participate in reseaICh projects that they do not initiate and 
oversee. gaining access to these institutions took two years of persistent effort. This· 
focus group not only gave the colleges an opportunity to see the results. but also allowed 
than to have their voices heard in the final report. 
Feasibility ofan Institute for the Study of American Indian Higher Education 
As stated earlier, an important purpose of this study was to test the feasibility of 
creating an Institute for the Study ofAmerican Indian Higher Education. This Institute 
would collect longitudinal data on all tribal college freshmen and conduct regular follow­
up studies, using American. Indian students at non-tribal higher education institutions 
from the CIRP as a comparison group. Such a data base will include not only 
assessments of student imputs and outcomes. but will also incorporate longitudinal. 
infonnation on college programs. tribal economic indicators. education levels. substance 
use, and tribal activities to assess what effects the institutions are having. not only on 
individual students. but also on tribal communities as well. This dissertation provided an 
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opportunity to identify the possibilities and potential obstacles to creating such an 
institute. 
The reasons for conducting systematic research on tribal colleges and their 
students are many. As staled before. most ttibal colleges lack the resources of money and 
personnel to conduct in depth institutional research on their OWD. Even when this type of 
research in conducted at an individual campus, the small size of the student population 
limits the use of multivariate analysis and related methodologies that have been shown to 
be vital in gaining an accurate pictw:e of retention and other student developmental 
outcomes. Such an institute could provide colleges with important information regarding 
student development and college effectiveness that could in tum. inform practice. Among 
other things, such an Institute would be ofdirect benefit to the colleges by providing 
them with information to satisfy the increased calls for "accountability" from state, and 
federal agencies, and private foundations. 
Such an institute could also conduct research that informs educational theory. 
Like most community colleges. tribal colleges would be inclined to regard academic 
research like this dissertation as a luxury. In contrast to what a single college could do, 
such an institute would be able to conduct research that could further our theoretical 
understanding of the role of higher education in the reservation communities. new 
approaches to teaching, the effectiveness ofnon-tribal institutiODS in providing higher 
education to American Indians, the interplay of race and education in social mobility, and 
the imponance ofcultural identity and tribal traditions in the lives ofAmerican Indians. 
It is unlikely that this type of broad based theoretical and policy research could be 
examined without such an institute. In other words. an institute for the Study of 
American Indian Education could make a contribution to both traditional and Indian 
higher education while simultaneously educating non-Indian educators and the general 
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public about tribal. colleges .. their accomplishments and their contributions to educational. 
innovation. 
An important consideration in establishing such an institute is the ability and 
willingness of tribal colleges to panicipate given their limited personnel and equipment. 
Tribal colleges would be better able to panicipate in the institute if it were organized so 
as to minimize the financial and administrative burden on them. Data collection would 
need to be centralized., with entering student surveys shipped to the colleges and given to 
students when they register. Completed surveys would then be mailed to the institute for 
input and analysis. The institute would maintain the data base and mail follow-up 
surveys directly to the students. This would require a minimum of effort from tribal 
college personnel. A centtalized plan ofdata collection thus serves two purposes 1) it 
alleviates the demand on campus personnel and 2) it reduces errors and delays by 
standardizing data input and analysis. 
F~ding is another important consideration. Since it is unrealistic to expect the 
colleges to divert their resources to support the institute. it would need federal andlor 
private foundation funding. Although it has never kept pace with the need. both federal 
funding and grants awarded by private foundations to tribal colleges has been increasing. 
A greater interest and confidence in tribal colleges among potential funding sources is 
apparent, and with the current movement for accountability and "outcome" studies, 
acquiring funding for such an institute seems a strong possibility. 
The most important consideration in establishing an institute is the willingness of 
tribal institutions to participate. At this point in time. this is the most problematic aspect 
of the proposed Institute. Even though acquiring cooperation for this study took over two 
years ofconsistent effort halfofthe institutions did not or could not participate. In many 
cases. that fact that the study was being conducted by an American Indian student made 
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administrators much more willing to participate. It seemed that some were willing to put 
aside their usual rules probibiting research on their students only because it was a one­
time study which would help an American Indian student complete her education. Tribal 
colleges are not enthusiastic about participating in research projects that they do not 
initiate and oversee. In addition. they are protective oftheir autonomy. not only as 
institutions but also as tribal institutions. The likelihood that all tribal colleges would buy 
into such a centralized., standardized, and public program of research initiated by an 
outsider to the system is very low. 
Perhaps the best approach for creating such an institute would be to have the 
American Indian Higher Education Consortium. (AllIEC) take the lead in gaining access 
to and cooperation of the colleges. AlEC bas developed a database of tribal institutions 
for the past few years. and has developed a level oftrust and cooperation with tribal 
institutions. ,Their aim is to compile information on college characteristics as well as 
student unit data (i.e. grades. placement test scores, financial aid). The proposal that 
secured the funding for this project was created by representatives from a number of the 
tribal institutions and otherorganizations, including AllIEC and the American Indian 
College Fund. After securing funding. a steering committee was fonned consisting of 
college personnel to oversee the project. This project may set the precedent for 
establishing an institute. Perbaps by expanding the scope of this present project, it could 
become the starting point from which an institute could be builL Expansion could take 
place slowly at a pace that tribal colleges would be comfortable with. This would require 
finding new sources of funding and developing new partnerships (such as CIRP) which 
would be brought in when needed. 
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In summary: an IDstitute for the Study ofAmerican Indian Higher Education is 
needed. logistically possible.. and has the potential to secure the necessary funding. The 
participation oftribal colleges., the most important consideration., seems to be the most 
uncertain aspect of such a venture. By expanding existing programs coordinated by 
organizations that are trusted by tribal colleges. and ensuring that tribal colleges bave 
sufficient oversight of the project. it may be possible to establish such an Institute over 
time. 
Limitations and Recommendation for Future Research 
A number of factors limit the Validity of the data and the generalizability of the 
interpretations presented in this chapter. In this section these limitations are discussed 
and recommendations for future research that addresses them are provided. 
Perhaps the most glaring limitation of the study is the low response rate of nine 
percent. which runs the risk of rendering the sample unrepresentative. The pilot study for 
this dissertation, in which only one wave of the survey was mailed, yielded a similar 
response rate ofeleven percent (Machamer, 1998). Several factors account for such a 
low rate of response. First. this sample is comprisedoftwo groups that have traditionally 
had the lowest response rates to mailed surveys in higher education: American Indians 
and community college students. Second, the addresses provided by the tribal and BIA 
colleges and by the CIRP were over five years old. Fmally, due to budgetary and time 
constraints. a second wave ofmailings was not done, and no other effort was made to 
increase response rates. In short. although this response rate is low, it is neither unique 
nor unexpected. 
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Future studies should build into data collection designs ample time and money to 
conduct more than one wave ofmailed surveys. Sending pre-post cards to students to 
alert them to the forthcoming survey and weed out the outdated addresses proved to be 
cost effective. Two waves ofmailings and a reminder post-cards should be made part of 
any data collection design. Individual colleges should encourage students to cooperate 
with such research projects by impressing upon them the potential benefits research can 
bring to the college early in the student's association with the institution. 
The lack of longitudinal data and the resulting reliance on data that bad been 
recalled is another limitation of this study. Although most recall data is statistically 
reliable, student recall is not 100 peICent accurate, especially when it comes to degree 
aspirations. The need to collect longitudinal data on American Indians in higher 
education cannot be understated. Registration or orientation are excellent opportunities 
to collect base-line data on students. Colleges should either design their own surveys or 
employ the services ofexperienced and established programs of research such as the 
CIRP. 
Another limitation of this study was that the wording of some questions rendered 
them invalid for students who has dropped/stopped out of college. Students were asked 
to indicate how often they had engaged in certain activities "in the past year." While the 
aim of this set of items was to determine the student's activities and experiences during 
the last year in college. the question specified only the "past year:- For most students 
who had dropped out of college, this question would thus be recording experiences and 
activities they engaged in after leaving the college environment. As a result; these items 
measuring student activities and experiences were not used in certain analysis. The 
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questions should have asked how often students engaged in these activities their last year 
in college. instead of in the past year. Of particular importance in future research would 
be to include the type ofpeer group experiences that the studied has had (Astin. 
1993;Antonio. 1998). Future studies collecting data. from college alumni should specify 
the place as well as time an experience or activity took place. 
Another limitation of this study is the variables used to assess college 
environments. To ascertain the effects of institutional control on student development. 
this study focused on college type and controlled for the "selectivi~· level ofthe college 
(based on the average SAT and Acr scores of the college·s entering ftahmen). In future 
studies. variables that would reflect other differences in college environments should be 
included. For example. the size ofan institution and its average class size are two 
potentially important variables that should be controlled. Such studies should also assess 
the availability of facilities such as dormitories. libraries, and child care centers, to name 
a few. Finally, the nature of the student's contact with services such as tutorial help, 
academic counseling. transportation. and psychological services should also be 
considered for inclusion in the database. 
Perhaps the most difficult limitation to contend with in this study is its attempt at 
operationalizing the nebulous and heterogeneous nature ofbeing an American Indian in 
the twenty-first century. This study does not purport to measure adequately the complex 
experience ofbeing American Indian. an experience that is both individual and collective. 
Any variable that attempts to assess "identity" or "background" cannot hope to fully 
measure the effects ofdifferent tribal histories and levels of acculturation and 
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encwturation. Although these variables give a rough picture of American Indian identity ~ 
one cannot really hope to quantify legacies that span five hundred years. 
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Appendix: C: AAlVocaIIonaI DIg,.. ComplMfon 
Variable .... Block R Rsq r StIIp 
1 
.... Slap 
2 3 
Slap 
4 
Step Step 
5 6 
Step 
7 
SIep 
8 
Step 
9 
Blood 1 1 .27 .07 -.2'" -.27'"' -.30-" -.27'"' -.22- -.21"" -.1'" -.14­ -.14" -.13" 
Quantum 
Age 2 1 .30 .09 .07 .13" .13" .14" .16" .1"''' .13" .13" .15" .16· 
Success in 3 2 .35 .12 .23" .19­ .19­ .20­ .18­ .18­ .15" .13" .14" .12" 
Non-Indian 
wayoflif& 
Selectivity 4 3 .37 .13 .21" .11" .15" .13" .13" .11" .10" .08 .08 .08 
Time spent in 5 4 .41 .16 .21" .18" .19" .19­ .18" .1r- .19" .16" .16" .16" 
classes 
CollegeGPA 6 4 .44 .18 .26" .21"" .19­ .16" .15" .16" .16" .14" .15" .16" 
Knowledge of 7 5 .45 .19 .30" .23­ .23"" .20-" .18" .15" .13" .12" .13" .12" 
particular field 
Satisfaction 8 6 .48 .21 -.11 -.10 -.13" -.1S­ .06 -.14" -.14­ -.15" -.1S­ -.20­
with tutorial 
help 
Salis. with 9 6 .49 .22 .13" .09 .09 .06 -.15­ .06 .07 .06 .13" .13" 
oppor. to patic. 
in activities 
Selected V.rIa..... not In equation 
Tribal 1 -.20" -.04 -.06 -.08 -.04 ·.05 -.OS .00 .02 .04 
membership 
Speak other 1 -.12 .02 .03 .OS .05 .07 .OS .06 .04 .04 
language at 
home 
Raised onfnsar 1 -.12 .04 .02 .04 .04 .07 .03 .04 .04 .04 
reservation 
Tribal college 3 -.1'" -.07 -.16" -.13· -.11 ·.10 -.11 -.10 -.09 -.11 
BIAcoilege 3 -.10 -.03 -.01 -.00 .02 .03 .OS .05 .04 .OS 
Low selectivity 3 .08 .02 .04 .02 .07 .OS .OS .04 .OS .04 
non-Indian 
college 
High selectivity 3 .19" .08 .11 .11 -.01 .02 .01 .00 -.02 -.02 
non-Indian 
college 
A.1. way of life 2 -.08 .09 .06 .06 .07 .OS .06 .08 .09 .09 
Non-Indian 2 .01 -.04 -.12 -.06 -.06 -.06 
-'OS -.05 -.04 -.05 
way of life 
Success A.I. 2 -.34­ .08 .06 .03 .02 .02 .00 .00 .01 .01 
way of life 
Zimmennan 2 -.11 .07 .05 .05 .04 .02 .03 .OS .06 .05 
identity scale 
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Appendix D: a.cheIor'. DeeI'M Compltdlon 
Variable Step Block R Raq r Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 
Blood quantum 1 1 .45 .21 -.46 -.46­ -.36­ -.36-­ -.30-­
Income 2 1 .49 .24 .37 .21­ .21­ .1T .14· 
S:JCC8SS in Nan-Indian 3 2 .52 .27 .24 .19­ .16­ .16­ .15'" 
way of life 
Selectivity 4 3 .56 .31 .38 .26­ .23­ .22­ .22" 
BIAcoliege 5 3 .57 .33 -28 -.18­ -.18­ -1T -.14­
Time spent in cfasses 6 4 .60 .37 .21 .19­ .19­ .21'­ .18-­
Knowledge of particular 7 5 .62 .40 .40 .2r 25­ .22­ .21­
field 
Tolerance of people with 8 5 .64 .42 .05 -.03 -.05 -.06 -.06 
diff_ befNtfs 
Opportunity to attend 9 6 .65 .43 .27 .18­ .18­ .1T .14· 
filmslconcerts 
Satisfaction with lab 10 6 .67 .45 .02 -.01 .01 -.02 -.06 
facilities 
Oppty. to disalSS 11 6 .68 .47 .27 .21­ .19 .18­ .16­
classwortc with profs. 
Salis. with humanities 12 6 .69 .48 .25 .20­ .18­ .16­ .13­
courses 
Selected V...bl•• not 
In equation 
Tribal membership 1 -.35 -.10 -.11 -.12 -.06 
Speak other language at 1 -.30 -.09 -07 -.07 -.05 
home 
Raised onInear 1 -.32 -.10 -06 -.04 -.04 
reservation 
Tribal college 4 -.32 -.16­ -.09 -.08 -.01 
Low selectivity non-Indian 4 .11 .OS .03 .02 .15 
college 
High setectivity non-Indian 4 .33 .18­ .1S­ .15'" -.08 
college 
A.I. way oflife 2 -.31 -.07 -.03 -.02 -.0 
Non-Ind way of life 2 .08 .00 -.01 -.OS -.04 
Success A.I. way of life 2 -.16 .02 .04 .03 .02 
Zimmerman identity scala 2 -.27 .00 .02 .04 .02 
L71 
Stap7 
-.22­
.14· 
.12* 
.16­
-.1S" 
.15* 
.18" 
-.15· 
.14­
-.14" 
.12­
.11· 
SIep7 
-.04 
.00 
-.02 
-.07 
.09 
-.07 
-.01 
-.05 
-.02 
.00 
Step. 
-.20" 
.14* 
.1~* 
.16· 
-.16­
.15* 
023­
-.15" 
.14" 
-.13" 
.13" 
.14" 
Step' 
-.05 
-.02 
.00 
-.07 
.09 
-.07 
.00 
-.03 
-.03 
.02 
Step • 
-.17* 
.15* 
.12· 
.13­
-16· 
.1S" 
.22.­
-.15* 
.14­
-.15" 
.11" 
.1~" 
Step. 
-.05 
.01 
-.02 
-.04 
.07 
-.07 
.00 
-.03 
-.02 
.02 
Step 10 Shtp11 Step 12 
-.16" -.16­ -.16­
.14* .1a'" .13­
.12· .12· .10 
.15* .14· .13* 
-.19-­ -.19­ -.18­
.16" .15" .15­
.2S­ .24­ .25­
-.14* -.15" -.17* 
.16­ .13­ .12* 
-.15" -.17* -.17* 
.13" .13" .13" 
.12· .11" .11* 
Slap 10 Step 11 Stap12 
-.03 -.03 -.02 
.00 .02 .01 
-.03 -.03 -.04 
-.05 -.07 -.07 
.06 .05 .04 
-.04 .00 .02 
.00 .00 -.03 
-.02 -.02 -.03 
-.01 .00 -.02 
.03 .03 0.02 
Verleble Step 5 

Blood quantum -.28­
Income 
Success in Non 
Indian way of life 
Selectivity 
BIACoIIege 
Time Spent in 
Classes 
Knowledge of 
particular filed 
Tolerance of 
people diff. beliefs 
Opportunity to 
attend filmsl 
concerts 
Satisfaction with 
lab facilities 
Opply. to discuss 
classwork with 
profs. 
Satis. with 
humanities courses 
Step& 
-.27*" 
.16­
.1S" 
.18· 
-.13· 
.18­
.18· 
-.09 
.14* 
-.10 
.14" 
.11" 
V.....bI•• not In lhe Equation 
StepS Step6 
.1S" 
.14­
.20­
-.14· 
.18·· 
.21­
-.07 
.14* 
-.09 
.1S" 
.11" 
Tribal membership 
Speak language 
other than English 
Raised onInear 
reservation 
Tribal College 
lowselecrivity 
non-Indian college 
High selectivity 
non-Indian college 
A.1. way of life 
Non-Ind. way of life 
Success A.1. way 
of life 
Zimmennan identity 
scale 
-.04 -.06 
-.02 .00 
-.OS -.04 
-.09 -.07 
.11 .08 
-.10 -.OS 
.00 .00 
-.05 -.05 
.02 .00 
.01 .00 
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Appendbl Eo ZlmlMl"lMft identityScale 
VlIlIab. St8p Block R RIIq r Step1 Step2 Slep3 Step. 
Blood quantum 1 1 .52 .32. .56 .56­ .53­ .39­ .39"'· 
Age 2 1 .58 .33 .26 .14­ .14"'"' .12"' .13" 
Tnbal membership 3 2 .60 .36 .51 .23­ .21­ .21 .... .20­
Raised by adoptive parents 4 2 .61 .37 -.12 -.11"' .13"' -.12" -.11"' 
Speak other language at home 5 2 .61 .38 .36 .09 .10· .11" .10"' 
Mother's educational attainment 6 2 .62 .39 -.16 .04 .10· .09 .10"' 
Went to coli. to prove to others 
Went to coil. to transfer to 4 year 
7 
8 
3 
3 
.64­
.64­
.41 
.42 
.31 
.42 
.16­
.tr 
.16­
.1r 
.15­
.14­
.15*· 
.13· 
Participated in Incian activities 9 5 .74 .55 .62 .47­ .43"'· .44­ .44.... 
Change in identity as Inc:ian 10 5 .77 .60 .58 .43­ .41­ .40"'"' .39""' 
person 
Importance of tribal customs 11 5 .79 .63 .65 .49­ .47*"' .45­ .45*"' 
Participated. ndian relig. activities 12 5 .80 .64­ .62 .46­ .44­ .43­ .42­
Change in job related skills 13 5 .81 .65 -.14 -.03 -.03 -.03 -.02 
Satisfaction Campus Health 14 5 .81 .66 -.12 -.09" -.09"' -.It· -.10· 
Servs. 
Change in commitment to 15 5 .81 .67 .53 .41­ .40­ .38­ .3r 
Indians 
Satisfied faculty Ind. perspective 16 5 .82 .67 .18 .03 .01 .00 .00 
Satisfied with lab facilities 17 5 .82 .68 -.02 .03 .02 .03 .03 
lime working forpay 18 5 .82 .68 -.12 -.06 -.06 -.04 -.04­
Felt discnniniation from students 19 5 .83 .69 .26 .21­ .22­ .23­ .23­
Importance of graduating college 20 5 .83 .69 .00 -.02 .00 .00 .00 
Got intended degree or higher 21 6 .83 70 .05 .05 .04 .05 .05 
Selected Vartable. not In Equation 
Raised on reservation 2 .42 .14 .13 .12 .10 
Income 2 -.33 -.08 -.05 -.05 -.06 
Degree aspiration 2 -.23 -.05 -.02 .00 .00 
Selectivity 4 -.21 .00 .02 .06 .06 
Tribal college 4 .34 .13 .08 .07 .07 
BIAcoIIege 4 .16 .02 .D4 .01 .01 
Low selectivity non-Indian college 4 -.23 -.10 -.08 -.08 -.07 
High selectivity non-inclan college 4 -.29 -.06 -.03 .01 .00 
174 
StepS Step. SIIIp 7 Step I Step. Step SIIIp 11 Step 1% Step 13 Step 14 SIIIp 1S 
10 
.32­ .36­ .34­ .30­ .22­ .22-• •1S­ .tr­ .16· .15· .16· 
.13· .1S· .1r­ .1r­ .08· .07 .04 .04 .04 .04 .03 
.42­ .20·*' .1S*' .16· .11*' .07 .04 .04 .03 .04 .03 
-.10*' -.10· -.11*' -.10· -.09*' -.06 -.05 -.05 -.04 -.04 -.03 
.10*' .13*' .11*' .11*' .05 .00 .00 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.02. 
.12*' .12· .12­ _13*' .09*' .OS*' .OS*' .09­ .10*' .09*' .or 
.14­
.13*' 
.43·· 
.14*' 
.13· 
.43­
.14­
." . 
.c­
.13*' 
.12*' 
.41*'*' 
.10*' 
.09*' 
.41­
.07 
.06 
.34·*' 
.or 
.03 
.25­
.or 
.02 
.16­
.OS· 
.02 
.1r­
.OS*' 
.02 
.1r­
.or 
.01 
.16*' 
.39­ .38­
.36** .36·*' .26­ .26­ .23­ .23­ .25­ .25** .1r­
.44­ .44*'*' .43­ .42*'*' .2S­ .25** .25­ .22­ .21­ .22­ .21*'*' 
.42­ .41­ .41­ .40­ .22­ .21­ .16*' .16· .17 .1&­ .15­
-.02 -.03 -.04 -.04 -.OS­ -.11* -.10*' -.11*' -.1'­ -.11*' -.12*' 
-.10* -.09*' -.10*' -.09* -.09*' -.10· -.10· -.09· -.10" -.10* -.10­
.3r­ .36­ .35**' .34­ .23­ .14*' .11*' .11*' .12­ .12*' .13­
-.01 -.01 -.02 -.02 -.OS· -.09*' -.10· -.11*' -.11" -.OS*' -.OS*' 
.03 .03 .03 .03 .02. .01 .04 .03 .04 .or .06­
-.04 -.05 -.05 -.05 -.06 -.OS -.06*' -.or -.06 -.05 -.07· 
.22­ .21­ .20­ .19­ .11*' -.09*' .09*' .or .or .or .or 
-.01 -03 -.OS -.06 -.07 -.or -.or -.or -.06· -.06 -.or 
.05 .06 .04 .06 -.OS· .or .07 .or .OS*' .or .07* 
Selactecl Variables not in the Equation 
.08 .09 .07 .06 .00 -.01 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.05 -.05 
-.05 -.08 -.OS -.07 -.OS -.04 -.03 -.03 -.03 -.03 -.03 
.00 -.01 .00 .00 -.03 -.02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
.07 .06 .05 .OS .OS .06 .06 .06 .05 .05 .04 
.07 .07 .OS .06 .05 .06 .02 .03 .01 .00 .00 
.00 .01 .00 -.01 -.03 -.04 -.04 ·.04 -.03 -.03 -.03 
-.07 -.07 .06 -.OS -.02. -.03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .03 .02. 
17S 

Step 16 Step 17 Step 1. St8p 1. ,,20 Slep21 
.16­ .16­ .1&'" .15­ •16­ .1r* . 
.04 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 
.04 .05 .04 .05 .04 .04 
-.04 -.03 -.04 -.03 -.04 -.04 
-.01 -.01 -.01 .00 .00 .00 
.07­ .08" .or .or .08" .09" 
.01" .or .01" .or .08* .01" 
.02 .02 .02 .01 .02 .03 
.16" .16­ .15" .14­ .15" .15" 
.18­ .18­ .1r* .16­ .16" .16*" 
.21­ .22­ .23­ .23­ .23­ .22­
.16·­ .16­ .11".. .15* .15­ .16­
-.12­ -.12­ -.11­ -.11­ -.11­ -.11·" 
-.OS* -.10* -.10­ -.10­ -.10· -.09­
.12­ .11· .13" .12· .12­ .12· 
-.08­ -.09­ -.09­ -.10­ -.08­ -.09­
.or .or .or .08­ .08· .08· 
-.or -.or -.or -.07­ -.07· -.06­
.06­ .or .or .or .or .06­
-.06­ -.06'" -.06­ -.07­ -.or -.or 
.or .or .06­ .05 .06 .06 
Selected Variables not in the Equation 
-.04 -.04 -.03 -.03 -.03 -.03 
-.04 -.04 -.04 -.04 -.04 -.03 
-.01 -.01 -.01 -.01 .00 .01 
.04 .03 .01 .01 .01 .02 
.02 .02 .03 .04 .04 .03 
.03 -.02 -.02 -.02 -.02 -.02 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
.01 .00 -.01 -.02 -.02 .00 
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Appendix F: Means, StaDclarcl Deviations, Ns by Institutioaal CoDtrol 
Variable NIUIIe AD TriW BIA NOIl-IadiaD 
Mean. Mean. MeaD. Mean. 
StdDev StdDev StdDev StdDev 
N N N N 
BackpoaadlEateriac Cbuacterfsdcs 
Age 
Blood Quantum 

(1=1116 or less. 6=fUIl blood) 

Number ofDependentChildren in 1993 
Degree AspiratiOD iD 1993 

I=None. 2=GED. 3=VocICert. 4=AA. 

5=BA. 6=MA. 7=Pb.D,. MD. 1.0) 

Fathers Educ:atiOD level in 1993 

(l=grade school or less. 

6=Oraduatelprofessional Degne) 

Mothers Education level in 1993 

(1=grade school or less. 6= 

Graduate/professional. Deaec) 

High School GPA 

Income in 1993 

(l=less Ibm S6.000iyear. 

14=S200.000Iyear) 

Miles you live form your college 

(1=5 miles or less. 6=251 miles or less) 

Would have atteDded another coUege of 

this one did not exist (1 =defioitley DOl. 

4=DefiDitely yes) 

Area in which you were primarily raised 

(1=urban. 2=suburban. 3=rural. 

4=reservationlreservehancberia 

28.8 34.03 27.66 
8.ll 10.73 3.88 
496 167 83 
3.98 4.99 5.07 
1.81 1.25 1.13 
464 157 80 
.76 1.46 54 
1.47 1.82 L06 
397 131 67 
4.86 4.23 4.11 
1.41 1.42 1.35 
496 167 83 
3.41 2.89 3.11 
1.4 1.26 1..31 
496 167 83 
3.58 3.10 3..33 
1.32 1.38 1.28 
496 167 83 
3.16 3.00 2.93 
.7 .84 .71 
496 167 83 
5.43 358 4.28 
3.19 2.48 2.84 
496 167 83 
3.45 2.52 4.25 
1.8 1.33 1.88 
496 167 83 
3.48 3.10 3.37 
.95 1.03 LIS 
457 148 75 
3.06 3.68 3.25 
1.10 .77 1.20 
464 158 80 
TALENTJSKILL DEVELOPMENT (l=Mach Weake~ S=MuchSuoa er) I 
Tolerance ofdifferent beliefs 4.07 4.02 4.00 4.L2 
.81 .83 .85 .79 
438 149 73 216 
Acceptance ofDifferent Races 4.09 4.02 4.11 4.14 
.85 .88 .83 .83 
436 147 75 214 
Confidence in Academic Ability 4.16 4.09 4.14 4.22 
.89 .89 .86 .90 
436 l45 76 217 
25.68 
4.58 
246 
2.90 
1.69 
227 
..37 
Ll3 
199 
5.55 
1.06 
246 
3.86 
1..37 
246 
3.98 
1.17 
246 
3.36 
.52 
246 
7.08 
2.86 
246 
3.82 
1.78 
246 
3.75 
.72 
234 
2.56 
1.03 
226 
L78 
Writing Skills 4.16 
.87 
435 
4.03 
.90 
145 
4.04 
.83 
74 
4.30 
.84 
216 
Public Speaking Ability 4.03 
.87 
456 
3.81 
1.01 
150 
3.89 
.83 
76 
4.22 
.73 
230 
Competativeness 3.78 
.87 
432 
3.75 
.88 
146 
4.00 
.77 
69 
3.72 
.89 
217 
Ability to Wode Coorperatively 4.14 
.75 
437 
4.11 
.81 
146 
4.28 
63 
75 
4.11 
.74 
216 
MathSkiUs 3.69 
.89 
440 
3.74 
.89 
141 
3.78 
.77 
77 
3.62 
.93 
222 
Readiag Skills 3.90 
.80 
447 
3.81 
.83 
149 
3.84 
.76 
77 
3.98 
.78 
221 
Cultural Knowledse ofown Tribe 3.68 
.83 
439 
3.91 
.83 
143 
3.94 
.83 
77 
3.43 
.77 
219 
Ability to InD.uenee Others 3.98 
.76 
429 
3.92 
.77 
144 
3.97 
.87 
73 
4.01 
.71 
212 
Cultural Knowledse ofOthers Tribes 3.61 
.83 
442 
3.61 
.90 
149 
3.79 
.83 
73 
3.55 
.78 
220 
Identity as an Indian Person 3.80 
.91 
438 
4.10 
.86 
147 
4.13 
.89 
72 
3.50 
.85 
219 
Commitment to Contribute to your Tribe 3.60 
.90 
434 
3.83 
.89 
153 
3.81 
.92 
70 
3.37 
.85 
211 
Commitment to American Indians ia 
General 
3.81 
.87 
427 
4.03 
.84 
137 
4.00 
.81 
71 
3.60 
.87 
219 
General Knowledse 4.45 
.72 
439 
4.23 
.81 
143 
4.34 
.81 
76 
4.62 
.56 
220 
Problem Solving Skills 4.22 
.73 
435 
3.95 
.74 
147 
4.01 
.72 
72 
4.46 
.65 
216 
Knowledge ofa Particular Freid 4..39 
.73 
430 
4.09 
.77 
145 
4.13 
.81 
71 
4.69 
.54 
214 
Ability to Think Critically 4..32 
.73 
446 
4.09 
.80 
ISO 
4.18 
.66 
72.i, 
4.51 
.65 
224 
Job Related Skills 4.31 
.77 
435 
4.11 
.90 
147 
4.24 
.75 
70 
4.46 
.63 
218 
179 

Religious Beliefs 3.60 
.95 
448 
3.62 
.84 
149 
3.67 
.94 
73 
3.57 
l.01 
226 
Leadership Skills 4.09 
.80 
445 
3.94 
.87 
148 
4.04 
.83 
78 
4.2L 
.71 
219 
Ability to work Independently 4.35 
.74 
438 
4.29 
.78 
149 
4.39 
.67 
70 
4.39 
.72 
219 
Interpersonal Ski1.Is 4.20 
.77 
434 
4.11 
.81 
138 
4.04 
.72 
75 
4.31 
.75 
221 
IDENTITY MEASURES 
Zimmerman Identity Scale 25.86 
6.54 
496 
28.99 
5.11 
167 
28.48 
5.25 
83 
22.86 
6.44 
246 
Importance of foUowing ttibal customs 
(I=not important, 3=very important) 
2.16 
.8 
443 
2.61 
.54 
152 
2.49 
.64 
76 
1.73 
.77 
215 
Importance ofseeing a medicine man 
when sick (l=not important, 3=very 
1.74 
.82 
422 
2.16 
.80 
148 
1.94 
.81 
67 
1.37 
.66 
207 
Importance ofbeing successfUl in you job 
(1= not at all, 4= a-lot) 
2.84 
.40 
425 
2.82 
.39 
144 
2.77 
.49 
70 
2.87 
.38 
211 
Importance ofgetting best job possible 
(l=not imponant, 3=very important) 
2.70 
.54 
407 
2.74 
.49 
135 
2.79 
.48 
67 
2.63 
.59 
20S 
Importance of living close to (amily 
(l=not imponant, 3=very important) 
2.52 
.63 
429 
2.61 
.60 
148 
2.49 
.66 
69 
2.46 
.63 
212 
Importance ofattending coUege 
(I=not important, 3=very important) 
2.75 
.49 
422 
2.68 
.53 
139 
2.66 
.56 
71 
2.82 
.43 
212 
Importance ofgraduating from. college 
(l=not important, 3=very important) 
2.81 
.46 
423 
2.79 
.49 
140 
2.73 
.50 
74 
2.85 
.42 
209 
How much do you live an Ameriean 
Indian way oflife (1= not at all. 4= a-Iot) 
2.51 
1.15 
496 
3.13 
.96 
167 
3.00 
1.04 
83 
1.93 
1.01 
246 
How much do you live a non-Indian way 
oflile (1= Dot at all, 4= a-lot) 
3.02 
1.25 
496 
2.72 
L19 
L67 
2.92 
1.14 
83 
3.25 
1.28 
246 
Are you a success in the Non-Indian way 
of life (1= not at all, 4= a-lot) 
2.71 
1.22 
496 
2.46 
.77 
124 
2.71 
1.12 
83 
2.87 
1.27 
246 
Are you a success in the American Indian 
way of life (1= not at all, 4= a-lot) 
2.27 
1.21 
496 
2.69 
1.07 
167 
2.52 
1.24 
83 
1.89 
1.18 
246 
180 
REASONS FOR DROPPINGISTOPPING OUT OF COLLEGE 
(l=not illQlOftlUlt. 3= very-u.on.at) 
Recoosidergoals 2.21 2.08 
.82 .83 
284 L08 
2.20 
.82 
60 
2.34 
.80 
116 
Academic difficulty 1.78 1.72 
.79 .77 
279 106 
1.83 
.74 
60 
1.81 
.83 
113 
Family responsibility .96 2.21 
.87 .86 
284 109 
1.78 
.80 
60 
1.81 
.87 
115 
Tired of being student 1.39 1.41 
.67 .70 
281 L09 
1.38 
.62 
58 
1.37 
.67 
114 
Money problems 2.03 2.18 
.87 .87 
282 109 
2.03 
.83 
59 
1.89 
.87 
114 
Too few courses offered 1.49 1.63 
.73 .80 
277 L05 
1.63 
.74 
59 
1.28 
.60 
113 
Had a child 1.49 1.77 
.83 .94 
280 106 
1.47 
.81 
60 
1.24 
.64 
114 
Transponation problems 1.53 1.68 
.76 .82 
282 107 
1.67 
.80 
60 
1.32 
.61 
115 
Family deathlhardship 1.60 1.57 
.83 .81 
277 104 
1.63 
.84 
60 
1.62 
.86 
113 
Changed career plans 1.98 1.86 
.82 .80 
282 108 
2.07 
.81 
59 
2.03 
.84 
115 
Wanted more practical experience 1.94 1.98 
.83 .84 
280 108 
2.12 
.77 
58 
1.80 
.82 
114 
Didn't fit in 1.30 1.19 
.60 .44 
283 108 
1.36 
.69 
59 
1.38 
.67 
116 
Wanted to go to a school with a better 
reputation 
-
1.43 1.42 
.71 .71 
281 107 
1.58 
.77 
59 
1.37 
.68 
115 
Was bored with coursework 1.41 1.44 
.67 .66 
280 107 
1.51 
.75 
59 
1.34 
.62 
114 
Wanted a bener social life 1.46 1.48 
.70 .73 
281 107 
1.44 
.65 
59 
1.44 
.70 
115 
Wanted to be loser to home 1.49 1.41 
.75 .67 
283 107 
1.47!­
.72 
60 
1.57 
.83 
116 
181 

Job Offer 1.S3 15S 15S 1.44 
.18 .18 .19 .11 
281 106 60 11S 
ACTlVlTIF.S IN THE PAST YEAR (I=aever. 4=oftea: 
Socialized cliff rae 359 3.41 35S 3.13 
.61 .80 .11 52 
468 IS9 78 231 
Felt loolylbomesict. 2.14 2.12 1.99 2.21 
.91 1.03 .92 .9S 
4S2 lS3 16 223 
Felt overwhelmed 2.13 258 2.44 2.93 
.94 .99 .96 .8S 
454 151 13 224 
Felt depressed 2.45 2.50 2.07 254 
.91 1.03 1.02 .89 
449 ISO 14 22S 
Felt discrimi.nated against by a student 1.62 156 1.66 1.6S 
due to race .82 .19 .85 .84 
439 ISO 10 219 
Felt discrimiaatcd against by faculty due 151 158 153 1.4S 
to race .80 .82 .85 .11 
444 ISO 14 220 
Participated in Indian religious activities 2.13 253 2.49 1.14 
1.10 1.03 1.11 1.01 
4S0 ISO 14 226 
Participated in Indian cultural activities 2.50 2.91 2.19 2.13 
1.09 .9S 1.00 1.08 
454 ISO 111 221 
REASONS rOR. GOING TO COLLEGE (I- DOtbDPOr:t.Q~ 3=Yery iJllportaDt) 
Parents wanted me to go 2.23 2.10 2.28 2.29 
.18 .85 .15 .14 
416 IS4 81 241 
Prove to other I could do it 2.19 2.22 2.49 2.01 
.84 .82 .81 .8S 
480 IS6 80 244 
Transfer to a four year college 1.88 2.31 2.41 1.41 
.88 .1S .61 .16 
469 ISS 80 234 
Had nothing better to do 1.32 1.40 1.47 L.22 
.63 .61 .1S 54 
414 154 18 242 
To prepare for graduate school 2.13 2.11 2.08 2.1S 
.80 .18 .16 .82 
472 IS6 16 240 
To become a more cultured person 2.41 2.32 2.31 2.41 
.72 .16 .63 .11 
419 lS8 18 243 
Mentor encouraged me to go 1.66 1.14 L71 1.s8 
.19 .83 .15 .18 
410 151 1S 238 
182 

Prove to myself I could do it 2.56 
.69 
481 
2.67 
.60 
159 
2.76 
.54 
79 
2.42 
.76 
243 
Eamadegree 2.86 
.42 
485 
2.82 
.49 
160 
2.84 
.40 
80 
2.89 
38 
245 
To play coUege level spons 1.28 
58 
471 
1.21 
51 
155 
1.46 
.69 
79 
[,26 
.58 
237 
Get away home 1.69 
.78 
478 
1.43 
.68 
156 
2.07 
.83 
81 
1.72 
.n 
241 
Could not find a job 1.60 
.81 
472 
1.92 
.88 
156 
1.95 
.88 
79 
1.26 
.57 
237 
To get a beuer job 2.71 
.60 
484 
2.73 
56 
159 
2.80 
.54 
80 
2.67 
.65 
245 
To update job skills 2.14 
.16 
474 
2.45 
.75 
156 
2.32 
.79 
79 
1.89 
.88 
239 
To make more money 2.62 
.61 
484 
2.62 
59 
160 
2.63 
.62 
81 
2.63 
.63 
243 
To gain an appreciarion of ideas 2.55 
.62 
474 
2.48 
.64 
154 
255 
.62 
76 
2.60 
.60 
244 
To improve readingfstudy skills 2.33 
.76 
482 
2.47 
.74 
159 
2.54 
.62 
79 
2.18 
.80 
244 
To learn iorerestiog tbiDgs 2.71 
52 
478 
2.67 
55 
155 
2.68 
.47 
80 
2.74 
51 
243 
REASONS FOR CHOOSING THIS COLLEGE U=aot iaIDortut. 3=very iaIDortaDt) I 
Advice from teachers 2.11 
.71 
393 
2.22 
.70 
116 
2.23 
.67 
69 
2.00 
.71 
208 
Empbasis on lribal culture 1.94 
.81 
360 
2.24 
.75 
148 
2.26 
.7l 
72 
1.44 
.66 
140 
Good academic reputation 2.40 
.71 
445 
2.13 
.76 
142 
2.03 
.70 
66 
2.67 
55 
237 
Advice from friend 2.02 
.73 
400 
2.00 
.76 
130 
2.00 
.80 
63 
2.05 
.69 
207 
Recruited by athletics department 1.42 
.70 
171 
(,29 
.62 
48 
1.47 
.n.!, 
32 
1.46 
.73 
91 
Recruited coUege rep 1.64 
.78 
214 
1.37 
.65 
54 
1.42 
.70 
26 
1.78 
.81 
134 
183 

Graduares get into good scbools 2.06 
.80 
364 
1.86 
.77 
100 
2.16 
.76 
56 
2.13 
.8L 
208 
Graduates getgood. jobs 2.45 
.71 
434 
2.31 
.76 
132 
2.46 
.65 
69 
253 
.68 
233 
Not accepted els:ewbeJ:e l.38 
.68 
157 
1.44 
.73 
66 
1.64 
.78 
28 
1.19 
53 
63 
Size ofcoUege 2.07 
.78 
416 
1.94 
.84 
127 
1.86 
.75 
59 
2.20 
.73 
230 
Special programs offered 2.16 
.80 
402 
2Jl6 
.85 
126 
2.27 
.73 
60 
2.19 
.79 
216 
Advice from teacher 1.96 
.74 
363 
2.1» 
.77 
lOS 
2.05 
.72 
56 
1.86 
.72 
199 
Advise from counselor 1.82 
.80 
319 
1.89 
.86 
84 
2.16 
.73 
51 
1.70 
.76 
184 
Low tuition 2.12 
.79 
377 
2.24 
.74 
118 
2.34 
.74 
70 
1.96 
.81 
189 
College uibaUy controlled . 1.96 
.85 
306 
2.26 
.8 
141 
2.30 
.73 
76 
1.20 
.46 
89 
Close to bome. 2.12 
.80 
411 
251 
.67 
152 
1.75 
.82 
55 
1.94 
.78 
204 
Large number ofIndian students 1.78 
.84 
365 
2.10 
.82 
143 
2.09 
.85 
74 
1.32 
.62 
148 
Fmancial aid offer 259 
.65 
432 
2.64 
57 
146 
2.48 
.67 
63 
2.58 
.70 
223 
Large number of Indian faculty 1.63 
.77 
351 
1.89 
.80 
139 
1.97 
.76 
73 
l.19 
.48 
139 
SATISFATION WITH COLLEGE (lcyeI'Y dissad.lLwl 4=very satisfied) 
Satisfaction wilh sc:icnccmalh courses 3.04 
.68 
412 
3.09 
.60 
136 
2.91 
.61 
69 
3.05 
.74 
207 
Opponuoity to discuss courscwork: wilh 
professors outside ofclass 
3.16 
.74 
394 
3.13 
.64 
128 
2.91 
.76 
65 
3.26 
.77 
201 
Opponunity to participate in activities 3.20 
.68 
359 
3.15 
.60 
113 
3.05 
.67 
61 
3.28 
.73 
185 
184 

Campus social life 3.02 
.78 
389 
3.05 
.65 
326 
3.06 
.60 
119 
3.15 
.73 
66 
2.96 
.88 
204 
Tutorial help 3.08 
.64 
113 
2.98 
.76 
61 
3.06 
.61 
152 
Academic advising 2.94 
.78 
391 
3.03 
.74 
124 
2.99 
.78 
68 
2.87 
.81 
199 
Career counseling 2.88 
.81 
373 
2.99 
.79 
126 
2.97 
.80 
64 
2.78 
.82 
183 
Personal counseling 2.91 
.77 
301 
2.96 
.82 
105 
2.91 
.74 
57 
2.88 
.76 
139 
Student housing 2.80 
.84­
286 
2.S5 
.87 
60 
2.69 
.98 
58 
2.93 
.75 
168 
Fmancial aid 3.06 
.80 
389 
3.10 
.79 
134­
3.05 
.81 
57 
3.04 
.81 
198 
Amount contact widl faculty 3.10 
.70 
394 
3.04 
.68 
134­
2.97 
.65 
58 
3.18 
.72 
202 
Humanities courses 3.18 
57 
373 
3.09 
.48 
117 
2.86 
51 
59 
3.34­
59 
197 
Opportunities to attend films and concerts 3.00 
.79 
301 
2.70 
.94 
76 
2.94 
.72 
53 
3.16 
.70 
172 
Job placeIDCnt services 2.76 
.85 
284­
2.67 
.89 
82 . 
3.07 
.68 
46 
2.72 
.86 
156 
Campus health services 2.93 
.71 
299 
2.67 
.88 
60 
3.02 
.63 
64 
2.98 
.66 
175 
Casssize 3.23 
.61 
416 
3.24 
59 
134­
3.21 
.48 
68 
3.23 
.66 
214 
lnteractiOIl with students 3.24 
.61 
418 
3.23 
.63 
139 
3.17 
54 
70 
3.26 
.63 
209 
Ability (0 find a faculty mentor 3.12 
.68 
379 
3.06 
.64 
125 
3.06 
.67 
63 
3.17 
.71 
L91 
Diversity of faculty 2.95 
.66 
375 
2.99 
.67 
114 
2.97 
52 
61.!'" 
2.93 
.70 
200 
Leadership opponunities 3.08 
.61 
360 
3.09 
.60 
110 
3.03 
58 
60 
3.09 
.63 
190 
185 

Overall coUege cxpcricnc:c 
Opportunity to take American Indian 
culture classes 
Social science classes 
Faculty offer Indian perspective 
Child care facilities 
Internships/applied leaming opportuDities 
Courses in your major 
Relevance ofcoursework 10 everyday life 
Overall quality ofinsa:uction 
Lab facilities 
Library facilities 
Computer facilities 
Would you choose this coUege over apin 
(l=definitley not. 4=definitely yea) 
3.17 3.14 3.10 3.21 
.71 .71 .62 ..73 
408 132 69 207 
2..96 338 3.23 2.51 
.90 .66 .69 .93 
338 128 56 154 
3.16 
56 
360 
2.84 

.94 

334 

254 

.96 

99 

2.96 
.81 
270 
3.34 

.73 

419 

3.03 

.67 

393 

3.19 

.65 

430 

3.08 

.67 

378 

3.20 

.72 

424 

3.22 

.73 

397 

3.09 

.94 

455 

3.08 

.53 

110 

331 

.75 

124 

2.63 
1.00 
56 
2.96 

.72 

84 

3.17 

.74 

133 

3.12 

.61 

122 

3.18 

.60 

142 

3.03 

.62 

122 

3.12 

.77 

139 

3.23 

.77 

124 

3.17 

.90 

149 

3.02 

.42 

53 

3.02 

.74 

57 

2.27 
.70 
15 
2.93 

.83 

43 

3.18 

.72 

71 

2.91 

.60 

66 

3.01 

.58 

70 

2.77 

.79 

65 

2.99 

.70 

69 

3.08 

.73 

66 

3.03 

.95 

76 

3.25 

.59 

L97 

2.39 

.95 

153 

2.50 
1.00 
28 
2.97 

.86 

L43 

3.50 
.68 
215 
3.01 
.72 
205 
3.26 

.69 

218 

3.22 

.62 

19L 

3.32 
.66 
216 
3.27 

.70 

207 

3.07 

.97 

230 

ACTIVn'IES IN A TYPICAL WEEK DURING PAST YEAR 
(l=noDe. 6=51 81" IDQft hODl'S pel" week) 
Socializing with friends 3.20 
1.29 
442 
Relig or spiritual meetinSS 1.82 
1.03 
424 
Hobbies 2.47 
1.05 
437 
3.09 
1.38 
148 
2.00 
1.27 
139 
2.63 
1.23 
140 
3.20 3.28 
1.36 1.21 
75 219 
1.63 L.76 
.75 .92 
68 217 
2.47 2.37 
1.19 .87 
72 225 
186 

Classesllabs 2.45 
155 
446 
2.16 
152 
148 
2.14 
1.29 
73 
2-14 
159 
22S 
Studyinglhomcwork 2.37 
1.40 
435 
2.01 
1.26 
146 
230 
1.34 
73 
2.61 
1.48 
216 
American Indian Community Meetings 1.41 
.84 
425 
1.60 
.99 
146 
1.63 
.98 
64 
1.23 
.62 
215 
Exercising/spons 254 
1.15 
436 
2.43 
Ll4 
141 
2.62 
1.41 
76 
259 
LOS 
219 
Partying 2.09 
1.20 
437 
1.99 
1.40 
146 
2.39 
1.27 
7S 
2.06 
1.00 
216 
Reading for pleasure 2.46 
1.17 
438 
2.61 
1.28 
148 
2.19 
1.09 
73 
2.44 
1.11 
217 
Volunreer work. 1.85 
LlO 
426 
1.96 
1.20 
143 
1.62 
.98 
73 
1.87 
LOS 
210 
Working for pay 4.12 
1.68 
444 
3.99 
1.78 
150 
3.69 
1.77 
72 
4.35 
154 
222 
Clubs or groups 1.17 
1.04 
436 
1.71 
1.05 
143 
1.74 
.97 
70 
1.82 
1.06 
223 
Watching 2.87 
1.21 
442 
3.05 
1.22 
150 
2.74 
LIS 
74 
2.80 
1.21 
218 
Commuting 253 
1.37 
442 
2.79 
151 
149 
2.49 
1.45 
74 
2.37 
1.21 
219 
OUTCOMES 
Highest Degree held in 1999 (l=none. 
2=GED. 3=Voc.Cert..4=AA. S=BA. 
6=MA. 7=Ph.D or other advanced de2tCC) 
351 
1.60 
468 
2.96 
1.46 
155 
2.74 
1.09 
81 
4.14 
158 
232 
187 
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